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Datum der Disputation:Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wird das Antiproton zu Proton VerhÄ altnis in Gold+Gold Kol-
lisionen (197Au + 197Au) bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie von
p
sNN = 200 GeV,
bei mittlerer RapiditÄ at und bei einem Transversalimpuls von bis zu 4.5 GeV/c,
vermessen und mit Modellrechnungen verglichen. Die Messung wurde am STAR
Experiment am Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in Brookhaven, NY, USA
durchgefÄ uhrt.
Die elementaren Bausteine der Kernmaterie sind Quarks die Ä uber Gluonen stark
wechselwirken und in Hadronen (Baryonen und Mesonen) gebunden sind (Kapi-
tel 1). Die mathematische Beschreibung der starken Wechselwirkung is durch die
Quanten Chromo Dynamic (QCD) gegeben. QCD ist eine nicht abelsche Eichthe-
orie, die die Wechselwirkung der fermionischen Quarks Ä uber den Austauch von
bosonischen Gluonen beschreibt. In der QCD tragen Quarks sowie Gluonen Farb-
ladungen (r;g;b). Baryonen bestehen aus 3 Quarks unterschiedlicher Farbe und
Meson aus Quarks, die jeweils Farbe und anti-Farbe tragen
In der QCD trÄ agt das Austauschteilchen (das Gluon) auch Farbladung und stellt
somit eine Quelle des Feldes dar. Dies spiegelt sich in dem nicht abelschen
Charakter der QCD wieder. FÄ ur Kernmaterie im Grundzustand (½0 » 0:15
GeV/fm3) resultiert daher: 1) Bei kleinen Quark AbstÄ anden, oder starken Im-
pulsÄ ubertragen, q, fÄ allt die Kopplungskonstante der starken Wechselwirkung (®s)
logarithmisch ab und Quarks und Gluonen sind schwach gebunden (assymptotic
freedom). Bei hohem q, typischerweise q2 > 2 GeV, ist die Kopplung durch ®s
schwach genug, so da¼ eine stÄ orungstheoretische Behandlung der QCD mÄ oglich ist
(pQCD). 2) Bei weiten Distanzen, oder kleinen q, is ®s gross. Durch die Zunahme
der KopplungsstÄ arke wird daher beim Versuch ein Quark aus dem Verbund eines
Hadrons herauszulÄ osen, mit wachsendem Abstand immer mehr Energie benÄ otigt,
so da¼ es schliesslich gÄ unstiger ist ein neues Quark-Antiquark Paar zu bilden.
Quarks sind deshalb immer in Hadronen (Mesonen und Baryonen) gebunden
(con¯nement). Wenn Kernmaterie stark komprimiert wird (5½0 bis 10½0), steigen
Energiedichte und Temperatur und mÄ oglicherweise erfÄ ahrt die Kernmaterie einen
PhasenÄ ubergang zu einem Zustand der als Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP) bezeich-
net wird. Quarks wÄ aren dann nicht mehr in Hadronen gebunden und bewegen
sich frei, zusammen mit Gluonen.
IQCD Gitter Rechnungen sagen einen PhasenÄ ubergang der hadronischen Kernma-
terie in ein QGP, bei einer Temperatur vom Tc = 173§8 MeV und verschwinden-
der Nettobaryonendichte voraus (Nettobaryonendichte = Dichte der Baryonen ¡
Antibaryonen). Die Energiedichte bei dieser Temperatur wird mit ²c ' 0:75§0:25
GeV/fm3 abgeschÄ atzt, dies entspricht etwa 6½0. Dies hat auch Konsequenzen fÄ ur
andere Gebiete der Physik, beispielsweise nach dem Standard Kosmologischen
Modell hat sich Kernmaterie zum Zeitpunkt des frÄ uhen Universums, kurze Zeit
nach dem Urknall, in einem Ä ahnlichen Zustand befunden.
Schwerionenkollisionen bei ultrarelativistischen Energien, wie z.B. Gold+Gold
Kollisionen bei
p
sNN = 200 GeV, bieten die MÄ oglickeit, Kernmaterie unter ex-
tremen Bedingungen zu studieren. In einer solchen Kollision wird fÄ ur sehr kurze
Zeit (einige fermi/c), ein Bereich aus dichter und hei¼er Kernmaterie erzeugt,
der als "Feuerball" bezeichnet wird. Wenn Energiedichte und Temperatur hinrei-
chend hoch sind, erwartet man, da¼ die Kernmaterie in einer QGP-Phase vorliegt.
Der Ä Ubergergang von dieser Phase in hadronische Materie sollte zu Signaturen
in den gemessenen TeilchenmultiplizitÄ aten und Impulsspektren fÄ uhren.
Bevor RHIC im Jahre 2000 startete, wurden Blei+Blei Kollisionen am CERN
SPS bei Schwerpunksenergieen von bis zu
p
sNN = 17:3 GeV studiert. Die inter-
pretation des Feuerballes als ein Hadrongas im Rahmen einer statistischen Modell
Analyse, deuten darauf hin, da¼ in Kollisionen bei dieser Energie eine Tempe-
ratur von T » 160 MeV erreicht wird. Diese Temperatur liegt in der NÄ ahe der
kritischen Temperatur. Aus der hohen Dominanz der Baryonen gegenÄ uber der
Anti-Baryonen bei dieser Schwerpunktsenergie resultiert das baryonchemischen
Potential von ¹B » 245 MeV.
Die Messung des Antiproton zu Proton VerhÄ altnis bei einer mehr als 10 fach
hÄ oheren Schwerpunktsenergie am RHIC Collider, erlaubt zusammen mit weit-
eren Hadron-VerhÄ altnissen die Bestimmung der Temperatur und des baryonche-
mischen Potentials zum Zeitpunkt des chemischen Ausfrieren der Hadron. An-
derseits sind bei RHIC Energien die Wirkunsgquerschnitte fÄ ur harte Prozesse
erhÄ oht gegenÄ uber SPS Energien. Auch wenn diese Ereignisse immer noch relativ
selten sind (1 pro 100 bis 1000 Ereignisse), so sind sie bei RHIC, entweder durch
sehr hohe Statistik, oder durch die verwendung spezieller Trigger zugÄ anglich.
Dies erÄ o®net die MÄ oglickeit, harte Prozesse zu vermessen, und die Resultate mit
pQCD Rechungen zu vergleichen. In dieser Arbeit wurde daher ein besonderer
Schwerpunkt auf die Messung von Protonen mit einem hohem Transversalimpuls
gelegt.
Der RHIC Collider (Kapitel 2) besteht aus 2 konzentrischen Ringen mit einem
Umfang vom 3,8 km, und stellt an 6 Interaktionspunkten Kollisionen von Io-
nen zur VerfÄ ugung. In 197Au + 197Au Kollisionen wird eine Schwerpunktsen-
ergie von bis zu
p
sNN = 200 GeV erreicht. Das STAR Experiment (Kapi-
tel 3) am RHIC Collider ist ein Hadronen-Detektor, der sich duch eine hohe
IIPrÄ azision in der Impulsmessung auszeichnet. Der Hauptdetector ist eine grossvo-
luminge Time Projection Chamber (TPC) die in einem Magnetfeld von maximal
B = 0:5 T betrieben wird. Die TPC dient einerseits zur Impulsmessung der
Hadronen, anderseits kÄ onnen durch Messung des spezi¯schen Energieverlustes
der Hadronen im Gas der TPC, dE=dx, Teilchen identi¯ziert werden. Bei mitt-
lerer RapiditÄ at, kÄ onnen Protonen mit einem Impuls vom 0:3 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c
bei B = 0:5 T in der TPC identi¯ziert werden. FÄ ur die Protonen Identi¯ka-
tion bei hÄ oheren Impulsen von bis zu p? · 4:5 GeV/c wurde ein Ring Imaging
· Cerenkov-Detektor (RICH-Detektor) benutzt. Hierbei wird ausgenutzt, da¼ Teil-
chen, die durch ein dielektrisches Medium gehen, · Cerenkov-Strahlung emittieren.
Die · Cerenkov-Photonen werden in einem Kegel um die Teilchentrajektorie emit-
tiert. Der Ä O®nungswinkel des Kegels ist abhÄ angig von der Geschwindigkeit des
Teichens. Diese Korrelation ermÄ oglicht bei gegebenen Impuls die Teilchenidenti-
¯kation. Der RICH-Detektor ist bei mittlerer RapiditÄ at plaziert, und deckt » 2%
der TPC-Akzeptanz in einem Bereich von j´j < 0:3, ¢ = 20± ab. Daduch durch-
queren nur eine kleine Anzahl von Teichen mit einem hohen Impuls den Detektor.
Pro Ereignis einer zentralen 197Au + 197Au Kollision wurde im Schnitt ein Teil-
chen mit einem Impuls p > 1 GeV/c gemessen, wobei die Anzahl der Teichen pro
weiteren GeV/c um etwa eine Zehnerpotenz abfÄ allt. In jedem » 100sten Ereignis
wurde daher ein Teilchen mit einem Impuls p > 3 GeV/c in der Akzeptanz des
RICH-Detektors detektiert.
Dieser Sachverhalt macht den Einsatz des Level-3 Triggers (Sektion 3.8) notwen-
dig, um im gespeicherten Datensatz, Ereignisse die ein Teichen mit hohem Impuls
in der Akzeptanz des RICH-Detektors enthalten, anzureichern. Der Level-3 Trig-
ger erlaubt die Echtzeit (on-line) Rekonstruktion von zentralen 197Au + 197Au
Ereignissen bei einer Ausleserate der Detektoren von 50 Hz, wobei die Rate mit
der Ereignisse gespeichert werden kÄ onnen etwa eine Zehnerpotenz niedriger ist.
Somit ist er Trigger in der Lage, seltene Ereignisse um maximal den Faktor
» 10 anzureichern. Das Trigger System rekonstruiert hierbei etwa 6 MB an
nulluterdrÄ uckten TPC Rohdaten per Ereignis und fÄ uhrt eine Ja-Nein Entschei-
dung, ob ein gegebenes Ereignis selektiert werden soll oder nicht, in etwa 100 ms
durch. Der RICH-Algorithmus (Sektion 4.3.4) lief wÄ ahrend der Strahlzeit in 2001
zusammen mit 3 weiteren Trigger Algorithmen auf dem Level-3 Trigger System
und selektierte Ereignisse, die ein Teilchen mit einem Impuls p > 3 GeV/c, in der
Akzeptanz des RICH-Detektors haben (RICH-Kandidaten). Zur e±zienten Se-
lektion der Ereignissen, mit dem Level-3 Trigger, ist die Kenntnis der Rekonstruk-
tionse±zienz und Impulsau°Ä osung des Systems notwending. Die o®-line Event
Rekonstruktion, nach der Datennahme, und die on-line Rekonstruktion auf dem
Level-3 Trigger, werden in Kapitel 4 beschrieben und miteinander verglichen. Die
Rekonstruktionse±zienz der on-line Rekonstruktion betrÄ agt » 80% verglichen
mit der o®-line Rekonstruktion. Die Impulsau°Ä osung der on-line rekonstruktion
ist sehr Ä ahnlich der Impulsau°Ä osung der o®-line Rekonstruktion. Die Triggeref-
III¯zienz des RICH-Algorithmusses betrug » 80% wÄ ahrend der Datennahme.
Die Datenanalyse (Kapitel 5) unterteilt sich in die Analyse von Protonen und
Antiproton, die in der TPC identi¯ziert (Sektion 5.1) wurden, und der Protonen
und Antiproton, die im RICH-Detektor identi¯ziert wurden (Sektion 5.2). Bei
der Messung des Antiproton zu Proton VerhÄ altnisses in der TPC, wurde ein min-
imun bias Datensatz, der Ereignisse aller ZentralitÄ aten und ein Datensatz, der mit
einem zentralem Trigger die 5% zentralsten Ereignisse selektiert, analysiert. Jeder
Datensatz bestand aus jeweils einer Million Ereignissen. Die identifzierten Proto-
nen stammen nicht ausschlie¼lich aus der Reaktion, sondern auch aus sekundÄ aren
Interaktionen von primÄ aren Teilchen mit dem Detektormaterial. Anderseits wer-
den Anti-Protonen in Detektor Material absorbiert. Die identi¯zierten Protonen
und Antiprotonen MultiplizitÄ aten wurden auf diese E®ekte korrigiert. Ausserdem
wurde eine Korrektur des Energieverlustes des rekonstruierten Protonen Impulses
durchgefÄ uhrt.
FÄ ur die 5% zentralsten 197Au + 197Au Kollisionen wurde ein mittleres Antipro-
ton zu Proton VerhÄ altnis von h¹ p=pij0:4<p?<1:0 GeV=c = 0:81 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst:
im gemessenen Transversalimpulsbereich und im gemessenen RapiditÄ atsbereich
ein mittleres VerhÄ altnis von h¹ p=pij¡0:5<y<0:5 = 0:82 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: er-
mittelt. Das VerhÄ altnis ist unabhÄ angig von Transversalimpuls und RapiditÄ at
innerhalb des gemessenen Bereiches. Eine leichte ZentralitÄ atsabhÄ angigkeit von
¹ p=p = 0:83 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: fÄ ur periphÄ are Kollisionen (weniger als 80% zen-
tral) and ein Abfall des VerhÄ altnisses auf ¹ p=p = 0:78§0:002stat: §0:05syst: fÄ ur die
5% zentralsten Kollisionen (Figur 5.13, 5.14) wurde gemessen. Diese Analyse,
die auf o®-line rekonstruierten Daten basiert, wurde mit der on-line Rekonstruk-
tion des Level-3 Trigger Systems verglichen und hohe Ä Ubereinstimmung wurde
festgestellt (Sektion 5.1.11).
Bei der Analyse des Antiproton zu Proton VerhÄ altnisses im RICH-Detektor,
stand ein Datensatz vom 2.5 Millionen zentralen 197Au + 197Au Ereignissen zur
VerfÄ ugung. Aufgrund der geringen LuminositÄ at des RHIC Colliders wurde nur
ein Teil des Datensatzes mit Ereignissen, die mit dem RICH-Algorithmus selek-
tiert wurden, angereichert. Die KapazitÄ at des Level-3 Trigger Systems konnte
daher bei weitem nicht ausgenutzt werden.
Die RICH identi¯zierten Protonen und Antiprotonen wurden auf Absorption im
Detektormaterial korrigiert. Der Absorbtionse®ekt ist aufgrund des zusÄ atzlichen
Detektormaterials, das Teilchen im Vergleich zur TPC traversieren mÄ ussen, erhÄ oht.
Unter BerÄ ucksichtigung des zusÄ atzlichen Detektormaterials wurde der wesentlich
geringe Proton Untergrund bei hohen Impulsen abgeschÄ atzt. Das gemessene Anti-
Protonen zu Protonen VerhÄ altnis fÄ ugt sich ab einem transversalen Impuls vom
p? = 1:3 GeV/c an das Resultat der TPC-Messung an. Ein leichter Abfall des
VerhÄ altnisses auf ¹ p=p = 0:645§0:005stat:§0:10syst: bei einem Impuls von p? = 4:25
GeV/c wurde gemessen (Figur 5.34). Bei der Interpretation dieses Ergebnisses ist
IVzu beachten, da¼ der systematische Fehler der Messung bei hohem transversalen
Impuls ansteigt.
Die Ergebnisse der Messung werden in Kapitel 6 diskutiert und in Kapitel 7
zusammengefasst. Das gemessene Antiproton zu Proton VerhÄ altnis im transver-
salen Impulsbereich von 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c ist » 12:5 hÄ oher, als in zentralen
Kollisionen bei der hÄ ochsten Schwerpunktsenergie am SPS. Die hohe Symmetrie
zwischen Protonen und Antiprotonen bedeutet, da¼ die zentrale RapiditÄ atsre-
gion bei RHIC fast frei vom Nettoprotonen ist. Die leichte Assymmetrie kÄ onnte
sich aus dem Beitrag der Valenzquarks in einem Szenario, in dem der Kern auf-
bricht, erklÄ aren. In einem solchen Szenario wird der absolute Wert des VerhÄ alt-
nisses sowie die UnabhÄ angigkeit des VerhÄ altnisses von der RapiditÄ at gut repro-
duziert. Hierbei wird die Fragmentation von Quarks und Antiquarks in Proto-
nen angenommen. Ein realistischeres Rekombinations Szenario wÄ urde erhebliche
Quark Paar Erzeugung, beispielsweise durch Gluon-Fusion, verlangen.
Das gemessene Antiproton zu Proton VerhÄ altnis stimmt gut mit der Vorhersage
des statistischen Modelles bei einer Temperatur von T = 177§7 MeV und einem
baryochemischen Potetial von ¹B = 29§8 MeV Ä uberein, speziell wenn eine Kor-
rektur der abschÄ atzten BeitrÄ age vom Zerfall seltsamer Baryonen vorgenommen
wird. Diese Temperatur im Vergleich zur hÄ ochsten SPS Energie, ist nur ge-
ringfÄ ugig hÄ oher, wÄ ahrend das baryochemische Potetial, entsprechend der hÄ oheren
Symmetrie der Baryonen und Antibaryonen, um einen Faktor 10 geringer ist. Wie
bei den SPS Energien sind diese Parameter nahe an der in Figur 1.6 gezeichneten
Phasengrenze zu einem QGP.
Ein Vergleich des Antiproton zu Proton VerhÄ altnisses bei hÄ oheren Transver-
salimpulsen von bis zu p? = 4:5 GeV/c, mit den Voraussagen einer pQCD
Rechnung und einer nicht pertubativen Soft+Quench Modelles zeigt, da¼ die
geringe AbhÄ angingkeit des VerhÄ altnisses vom transversen Impuls besser vom
Soft+Quench Modell beschrieben wird (Figur 6.2). Dies deutet darauf hin, da¼
der hÄ ochste hier gemessene transversale Impuls von p? = 4:5 GeV/c zu gering
ist, um das gemessene Antiproton zu Proton VerhÄ altnis mit pQCD Rechnungen
zu beschreiben.
Als Ausblick dieser Arbeit lÄ a¼t sich zusammenfassen, da¼ hier zwei fÄ ur die Schwe-
rionen Physik neuartige Techniken mit Erfolg zur Anwengung kamen: Der RICH-
Detektor und ein Level-3 Trigger System.
Korrigierte Hadronen Spektren, identi¯ziert im RICH, sind voraussichtlich bald
verfÄ ugbar. Wobei unter anderem untersucht wird, ob eine Korrektur des En-
ergieverlustes der Teilchen, sich in einer hÄ oheren Au°Ä osung der · Cerenkov Spek-
tren niederschlÄ agt.
Das ALICE Experiment am LHC (
p
sNN = 5;5 TeV) wird mit sieben, 1=3
grÄ osseren als dem hier verwendeten, RICH-Detektormodulen bei mittlerer Ra-
VpiditÄ at ausgestattet sein. Ein Problem des hier verwendeten RICH-Detektors,
der ein ALICE-Prototyp darstellt, war die geringe Anzahl der cluster die den
projezierten · Cerenkov Kegel auf der Ausleseebene de¯nierten. Dies wird bei den
ALICE-Detektormodulen durch einen etwas dickeren Radiator und eine hÄ ohere
E±zienz der Umwandlung von · Cerenkov Photonen in Elektronen verbessert sein.
Dadurch wird die E±zienz und Au°Ä osung des Detektors wesentlich erhÄ oht.
Das Level-3 Trigger System wurde in dieser Arbeit erfolgreich zum Anreichern von
RICH-Kandidaten verwendet. Es bestehen PlÄ ane Trigger Level-2 and Level-3 in
Kombination mit dem Elekromagnetischen Kaloriemeter in der kommenden 197Au
+ 197Au Strahlzeit (2004) zur Selektion von Ereignissen mit Upsilon-Kandidaten
(¨ ! e+e¡) zu verwenden.
Ein Ä ahnliches System (der High Level Trigger, HLT) wird bei ALICE zur An-
wendung kommen. Wobei die mit dem Level-3 Trigger gemachten Erfahrungen
ein°iessen werden. Der Alice HLT wird bei einer hÄ oheren Rate betrieben werden.
Ausserdem werden dem HLT die Detektorinformationen z.B. vom Transition Ra-
diation Detektor (TRD) zur VerfÄ ugung stehen. Dies wird das e±ziente Triggern
auf seltene Ereignisse ermÄ oglichen.
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X1. Introduction
The subject of this thesis is the ratio of anti-protons to protons (¹ p=p) produced
in gold (197Au + 197Au) collisions at the highest relativistic heavy ion collider
(RHIC1) energy (
p
sNN = 200 GeV). The ratio measurement was carried out at
the STAR experiment. At RHIC energies, heavy ion collisions create hadronic
matter under extreme conditions, i.e. at high temperatures and low net-baryon
densities (net-baryons = baryons ¡ anti-baryons).
Strongly interacting nuclear matter, consisting of con¯ned quarks in the form of
baryons and mesons, can be described within the framework of quantum chromo
dynamics (QCD). Lattice QCD calculations predict a phase transition of nuclear
matter to a decon¯ned state of free quarks and gluons at the extreme conditions
present in central heavy ion collisions at RHIC. The temperature and energy den-
sity achieved in such a collision can be determined from produced particle yields
within the framework of di®erent models. Additionally, characteristic changes in
particle yields and other signatures are predicted in the case of a phase transition
[1] [2] [3] [4].
Particle ratios, such as the relative proton to anti-proton yield in heavy ion colli-
sions, are well described by statistical models [5] [6]. Based on thermodynamical
principles, these models yield parameters at chemical freeze-out, such as temper-
ature and baryon chemical potential.
Cross sections for high momentum particles increase with collision energy. With
the energies achieved at RHIC, hard processes become more and more important.
This is of special interest, since at high momentum transfer, a branch of QCD
known as perturbative quantum chromo dynamics (pQCD), becomes computa-
tionally valid and can be employed as a theory. Thus, anti-proton to proton ratio
measurements at high momentum can be compared with such pQCD calculations.
In the present study, anti-protons and protons at low momentum were recon-
structed and identi¯ed in the time projection chamber (TPC) of the STAR exper-
iment. The identi¯cation of high momentum anti-protons and protons involved
a ring imaging · Cerenkov (RICH) detector, with a relative small acceptance. Due
to the small number of high momentum hadrons in the acceptance of the RICH
1Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y. USA
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detector, the STAR Level-3 trigger was employed. This trigger level allows an
event sample to be selected based on properties of fully reconstructed events of
197Au + 197Au collisions. A Level-3 trigger algorithm was designed to enrich
recorded events with high momentum hadrons in the acceptance of the RICH
detector by up to a factor of 10, at the proposed RHIC collider luminosity in
2001.
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 1 gives an overview of the ¯eld of
heavy ion physics. In Chapter 2, the RHIC collider is introduced and the perfor-
mance of the collider within the ¯rst 2 years of operation is reported. Chapter 3
gives an overview of the STAR experiment, including a description of the Level-3
trigger system. The o®-line event reconstruction as well as the on-line recon-
struction used by the Level-3 trigger is explained in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5,
the analysis of anti-proton to proton ratio measurements is presented. The mea-
surement of the ratio at low transverse momentum, using the regular o®-line
reconstruction is ¯rst given. The result is compared with the fast on-line recon-
struction results obtained using the Level-3 trigger. Finally, the analysis of the
anti-proton to proton ratio at high transverse momenta is described. In Chapter
6, the experimental results are discussed, before concluding and giving an outlook
in Chapter 7.
1.1. Hadronic Matter
Quarks, together with leptons, are the fundamental constituents of matter. Quarks
participate in strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions, whereas leptons are
only involved in weak and electromagnetic interactions.
Hadrons appear as a triplet (baryons) or a doublet (mesons) of quarks. Evidence
was recently given for the observation of a state which consists of 5 quarks [7].
Quarks having spin s = 1=2 are fermions and carry a baryon number B = 1=3.
They occur in various °avors: u = up, d = down, s = strange, c = charmed,
b = bottom, t = top and carry fractional electric charges of u;c;t = +2=3jej and
d;s;b = ¡1=3jej. For every quark, an anti-quark exists having opposite quantum
numbers. u-quarks and d-quarks are the lightest °avors. They form protons (uud)
and neutrons (ddu). Since the proton and neutron have nearly the same mass
(m » 939 MeV), the up and down quarks must also have similar masses. From
high energy electron scattering experiments, it was found that every quark dou-
blet or triplet (valence quarks) is surrounded by other quarks which are neutral
to the outside. These quarks are called sea quarks. In the following treatment,
only valence quarks will be considered. Strong interactions between quarks can
be described using quantum chromo dynamics (QCD). QCD is a non-Abelian
SU(3) gauge theory, based on fermionic quarks interacting by the exchange of
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Figure 1.1.: a) Quark triplet, baryon (p) and quark doublet, meson (¼). b)
When an attempt is made to knock out a quark (II), the gluon is
stretched and eventually the energy stored is su±cient to create a
new quark/anti-quark pair (III). c) Quarks are con¯ned in baryons
in normal hadronic matter. In a quark-gluon plasma, quarks move
freely in the absence of strong gluon coupling.
bosonic gluons (comparable to the photon in quantum electrodynamics). The
gluon is a massless, °avorless vector particle with spin s = 1. In QCD, quarks
and gluons carry strong colorcharges, such as r = red, g = green, b = blue and
¹ r = anti-red, ¹ g = anti-green, ¹ b = anti-blue, which are analogous to electric
charges. Quarks carry color and anti-quarks carry anti-color, while gluons carry
color and anti-color. As depicted in Figure 1.1a, baryons (e.g. a proton) consist
of 3 di®erent colored quarks. One of the quarks inside a meson (e.g. a pion)
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carries color, while the other carries anti-color (e.g. red and anti-red). Hence,
baryons and mesons are con¯ned objects which carry zero net color.
In QCD, the quanta which mediate the interaction, i.e. gluons, act as source of
the ¯eld themselves. This re°ects the non-Abelian character of the ¯eld. This
feature of QCD is a crucial property which makes the coupling, ®s, decrease at
small distances or large momentum transfer, since the gluon-gluon interaction
dilutes the color charge [8]. The ¯rst order of perturbative expansion of ®s can
be written as
®s(q
2) ¼
4¼
b ln(q2=¤2
QCD)
! 0; q
2 ! 1: (1.1)
where q is the quark momentum transfer, ¤QCD is a renormalization scale factor
and b a constant [9] (Fig. 1.2a). This gives:
1. At short distances or large momentum transfer, q, the e®ective coupling con-
stant ®s(q) in quark-quark couplings decreases logarithmically, i.e. quarks
and gluons are weakly coupled, resulting in the phenomena of asymptotic
freedom. At su±ciently high q (hard processes), the coupling strength is
weak enough for pQCD to be computationally valid. Typically the lower
limit favorable for pQCD is q2 » 2 GeV.
2. At large distances or small q, ®s(q) gets stronger thereby resulting in the
phenomena of quark con¯nement.
In Figure 1.1b, quark con¯nement is depicted. The proton consists of 3 quarks
held together by gluon exchanges, which can be imagined as being like elastic
bands. If the gluons are not stretched, the coupling between the quarks in the
proton is fairly weak (Figure 1.1b I). If there is an attempt to knock a quark out
of the con¯ned proton, (as might happen in a collision with a quark of another
proton in a nucleus+nucleus collision), the gluon ¯eld gets stretched, and the
force increases with separation (Figure 1.1b II). Eventually, the energy stored in
the gluon becomes so large that a new quark/anti-quark pair (meson) is produced
(Figure 1.1b III). Thus, the removal of a quark from the con¯ned proton results
in the production of another meson.
If nuclear matter gets compressed, resulting in an increase of temperature and
pressure at densities ranging from 5½0 to 10½0 (where ½0 » 0:15 GeV/fm3 is the
density of nuclear matter in the ground state), QCD predicts that interactions
between quarks occur at short distances, governed by weak coupling. Meanwhile,
long-range strong interactions become dynamically screened. This is illustrated
by ¯nite perturbation theory, which shows that the e®ective coupling constant,
®s, falls logarithmically (Fig. 1.2b) with increasing temperature:
®s(q
2) /
1
lnT
! 0; T ! 1: (1.2)
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Figure 1.2.: a) Dependency of the e®ective coupling constant ®s on the momen-
tum transfer q. b) Dependency of ®s and on the temperature T=Tc
(b), where Tc is the critical temperature [8] [10].
Thus, for nuclear matter at very high temperatures, it is predicted that con¯ned
hadrons of nuclear matter undergo decon¯nemet (Fig. 1.1c) and that quarks
move freely, i.e. they are not strongly bound in hadrons any more. This phase
of quark matter is called the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) phase.
From the preceding argument, one would conclude that decon¯nemet sets in once
q2 ascends well into the perturbative domain, i.e. q2 ¸ 100 to 1000 GeV. This
would correspond to temperatures of the order of T = 10 GeV. However, it turns
out that the real decon¯ned QCD quark-gluon phase is not a consequence of
asymptotic freedom, but of high energy density maintained over dimensions well
in excess of the con¯nement scale, 1=¤QCD ¼ 1 fm. It is the phase transition
from this state (to hadronic matter) which is the central topic of relativistic
nucleus+nucleus collisions (which, in any case, could never reach T ¸ 10 GeV).
From QCD numerical simulations on a discrete lattice [11], the phase boundary
between a hadronic gas and a QGP is predicted to occur at a critical temperature
of Tc = 173 § 8 MeV for a two °avor and Tc = 154 § 8 MeV for a 3 °avor
calculation, at vanishing net-baryon density. The energy density, ²c, of quark
matter at Tc is estimated to be ²c ' 0:75 § 0:25 GeV/fm3 [11], which is up to
6½0.
A schematic view of the phase diagram of strongly interacting matter in the
temperature versus baryon density plane is shown in Figure 1.3. A transition
between the high temperature and high density phase is expected, giving rise to
a phase boundary at the critical temperature Tc(½), separating the hadron gas
or liquid from the QGP phase. For T < Tc(½), nuclear matter is composed of
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Figure 1.3.: Schematic phase diagram of strongly interacting hadronic matter.
Temperature (T) versus density (½) values are obtained from lattice
QCD calculations and from the standard cosmological model (see
text). Arrows indicate a scenario where a phase transition between
a hadron gas and a QGP or vice versa could occur.
baryons and mesons in a con¯ned state (hadron phase). For T À Tc(½), nuclear
matter reaches a state with a larger degree of freedom, i.e. a QGP phase, where
quarks move freely (Figure 1.1c). These considerations also have an impact on
other physics disciplines. According to the standard cosmological model [12], the
temperature of cosmic background radiation exceeded 200 MeV during the ¯rst
10 ¹s after the Big Bang. During the early universe, one would expect a low
baryon density due to the symmetry of anti-baryons and baryons at that stage.
Hence, the nuclear matter of the early universe was ¯rstly in a QGP state, before
crossing the phase boundary to become a hadron gas and later to form nuclear
matter. The low temperature phase boundary is expected to occur during the
collapse of a star, to a neutron star. Models predict that nuclear matter occurs
at 5½0 to 8½0, in the center of such an object [13] [14]. The evolution of the early
universe (high-T, low-½) and of neutron stars (low-T, high-½), are indicated by
the solid red and blue lines in Figure 1.3, respectively.
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1.2. Heavy Ion Collisions
Heavy ion collisions allow us to study the properties of strongly interacting matter
under extreme conditions in the laboratory. The goal is to determine if hadronic
matter reaches the critical temperature, Tc(½), in such collisions, and if it subse-
quently undergoes a phase transition to a QGP. This can be attempted experi-
mentally, by accelerating ions of heavy nuclei (e.g. gold) up to ultra-relativistic
velocities and causing them to collide. In such a collision, a region of dense, hot,
strongly interacting matter is created, which is typically referred to as a \¯reball"
[15]. When the ¯reball cools down, hadrons and leptons are created as remains of
the collision. These remains are measured in huge particle detectors. The energy
density, temperature and baryon densities which have occurred during the colli-
sion can be derived using model calculations. Characteristic changes in produced
particle yields and other signatures are predicted in the case of a phase transition
[1] [2] [3] [4].
1.2.1. Impact Parameter and Centrality
In a heavy ion collision, the impact parameter, b, determines the geometrical
overlap of the colliding nuclei in a collision as shown in Figure 1.4 (where the
nuclei are treated as spheres ¯lled with nucleons). The smaller the impact pa-
rameter, the more central is the collision. The impact parameter is indicative of
b b
Central collison  Peripheral collision
Nucleus B
Nucleus A
Figure 1.4.: Peripheral (central) collision of nucleus A and B with a large (small)
impact parameter, b. The area of overlap is the region in the middle
of the two spheres.
the energy density achieved, and the number of produced particles depends on
the energy density (as will be shown in Section 1.4.1). The impact parameter
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can not be measured directly. However, the number of produced particles, which
is correlated to the impact parameter, is a measurable quantity. The idea can
be demonstrated within the framework of the Glauber Model [16]: A collision
is treated on the baryon (nucleon) level, and the colliding nuclei are treated as
spheres consisting of nucleons (Figure 1.4). In a geometrical model, the average
number of nucleons which participate in a collision, Npart, at a given impact pa-
rameter, b, is calculated. For a given impact parameter, each of the participating
nucleons produces a certain number of particles in multiple collisions with other
nucleons. The number of nucleon collisions is given by the mean free path of
a nucleon traversing the overlapping area. The total multiplicity can then be
derived from the number of nucleon+nucleon collisions, and by the correspond-
ing cross section. Thus, in the Glauber Model, the impact parameter, b, is the
quantity relating the number of participating nucleons Npart, to the number of
charged particles, Nch, created in a collision.
1.3. De¯nition of Kinematic Variables
In this section, some common kinematic variables necessary to describe heavy
ion collisions are introduced. In heavy ion physics, the variables are chosen such
that they have simple properties when a change of the frame of reference occurs,
i.e. under a Lorentz transformation along the beam axis. The produced particles
are characterized by their momentum components, i.e. px, py and pz, where the
longitudinal component, pz, is always along the beam axis. The total momentum,
p, is the absolute value of the momentum components as follows:
jpj =
q
p2
x + p2
y + p2
z: (1.3)
The transverse momentum, p?, i.e. the momentum perpendicular to the beam
axis in the x-y-plane, is commonly used. It is given by
p? =
q
p2
x + p2
y: (1.4)
In addition to the transverse momentum, the transverse mass of a particle with
mass, m, is used:
m? =
q
p2
x + p2
y + m2: (1.5)
The azimuthal angle, Á, is the angle in the x-y-plane given by
Á = arctan
py
px
: (1.6)
The total energy of a particle with momentum, p, and mass, m, is given by
E =
q
p2
x + p2
y + p2
z + m2: (1.7)
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Unlike p?, the momentum component in the beam direction (pz) is not invariant
under a Lorentz transformation along the z-axis. Thus, the rapidity variable, y,
is commonly used to describe the kinematic condition of a particle. The rapidity
of the particle in one Lorentz reference frame is related to that in another, by an
additive constant. The rapidity of a particle is de¯ned in terms of its energy, E,
and pz:
y =
1
2
ln
µ
E + pz
E ¡ pz
¶
: (1.8)
It is a dimensionless quantity which is related to the ratio between the forward
and backward light cone momentum, and can either be positive or negative. In
the non-relativistic limit, the rapidity of a particle traveling in the longitudinal
direction is equal to the velocity of the particle in units of the speed of light. To
characterize the rapidity of a particle, it is necessary to measure the particle's
energy, E, and its longitudinal momentum, pz. In many experiments, it is only
possible to measure the angle, µ, of the particle relative to the beam axis. Al-
ternatively, the particle's longitudinal momentum can be measured, whereas its
energy can not be (e.g. when the particle cannot be identi¯ed). In this case, it
is useful to employ the pseudorapidity variable, ´, de¯ned as:
´ = ln[tan(µ=2)] =
1
2
ln
µ
jpj + pz
jpj ¡ pz
¶
: (1.9)
Comparing Equations 1.8 and 1.9, it can be seen that the pseudorapidity variable
coincides with the rapidity variable for a particle with a small mass jpj » E.
The center of mass energy, per incident nucleon pair,
p
sNN, of nucleon (a) with
energy ENa and nucleon (b) with energy ENb in a collision (a + b), is given by
p
sNN = ENa + ENb =
q
p2
za + m2
Na +
q
p2
zb + m2
Nb (1.10)
where pza and pzb are the longitudinal momenta of nucleons a and b, measured in
the same momentum frame, so that pza = ¡pzb . This variable is commonly used
in heavy ion physics and is easily calculated for a symmetric collision system.
1.4. Space and Time Evolution of a Heavy Ion
Collision
In Figure 1.5, the current understanding of the time evolution in a heavy ion
collision is illustrated [17] [16] [18]. The situation before the collision is depicted
in (a). The nuclei are accelerated to relativistic speeds, which is why they appear
as Lorentz-contracted disks. In (b), the initial conditions are illustrated. The
nuclei collide and interactions at small distances between quarks (partons) of the
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Figure 1.5.: Left: Lorentz-contracted nuclei collide and separate as a function of
time. Right: Space-time evolution of a heavy ion collision (z is the
beam axis).
participating nucleons take place in a small volume. The outcome of this pri-
mordial interaction is usually referred to as a ¯reball. At this stage, the energy
density of the collision is expected to be at its highest. High energy densities,
²init, and temperatures, Tinit, during the initial stage, make conditions favorable
for the creation of a state of decon¯ned hadrons in the ¯reball, i.e. a QGP.
At this stage, hard processes with large momentum transfers occur, which frag-
ment into hadrons having high momenta. In the following stage (c), the ¯reball,
which consists of quark matter, cools down rapidly by expanding under pressure.
Particle interactions become much \softer", and processes at low transverse mo-
mentum play a dominant role. With the end of the production of new quarks,
the system approaches chemical equilibrium. In (d), the hardronization phase is
represented, when all quark matter hadronizes into mesons and baryons at chem-
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ical freeze-out, at temperature Tch. In principle, Tch could also be substantially
lower than the hadronization temperature, if chemical equilibrium could be main-
tained in the con¯ned hadronic gas for a while. However, ¯ts to the statistical
model (see below and [5] [19]) indicate that this is probably not the case. The
¯ts yield chemical freeze-out temperatures and densities close to the expected
phase boundary shown in Figure 1.6. This hypothesis is further supported by
dynamical rescattering studies of hadron gas emerging from the hadronization of
a QGP, in which relative hadron multiplicities do not change much during the
hadronic phase [20] [21]. The ¯reball in thermal equilibrium expands further and
freezes out at temperature, Ttf. As the thermal freeze-out stage comes to an end
(Figure 1.5 (e)), all hadronic interactions cease, and the emitted particles move
freely toward the detectors, where they are measured.
1.4.1. Initial Stage
As already mentioned in Section 1.1, strongly interacting matter can be described
using QCD. At su±ciently high momentum transfers, pQCD is applicable. At
lower momentum transfers, lattice QCD calculations can be performed. However,
it is not a trivial task to model all quark interactions which occur during a heavy
ion collision.
Another approach is to employ phenomenological models to determine variables
such as temperature and energy density, at di®erent stages of a heavy ion collision.
The initial conditions (at temperature Tinit in Figure 1.5) can be estimated by
a global observable, e.g. the number of particles produced in the collision, using
the Bjorken formula. Bjorken [17] introduced this expression relating the energy
density ²0 at the initial state of a nucleus+nucleus collision, to the number of
produced particles around mid-rapidity (dn=dyjy=0), the overlapping area A of
the two nuclei and the formation time, ¿0, of the collision, by:
²0 =
mt
¿0A
dN
dy
(1.11)
Applying this formula to the ¯rst results from 197Au + 197Au collisions at 130
GeV [22], and assuming a production time, ¿0 » 1 fm/c, the energy density can be
estimated to be 3 < ²0 < 5 GeV/fm3 [18]. This is higher than at the highest Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS2) energy of
p
sNN = 17:3 GeV, where an energy density
of ²0 » 3:2 GeV/fm3 was achieved [23]. Considering the critical temperature, Tc,
determined from lattice QCD calculations, these energy densities are high enough
to create a QGP during the early stage of the collision.
2CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
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1.4.2. Chemical Equilibrium
Statistical methods can be used to describe interactions of strongly interacting
matter in a heavy ion collision, if the system has reached chemical equilibrium.
The concept is that the system freezes out from the ¯reball (with a high number
of degrees of freedom) to a hadron gas consisting of statistically weighted com-
ponents. It expands further - the chemical components remaining unchanged -
and ¯nally, it freezes out.
It was discovered [24] that such a system reaches thermodynamical, and subse-
quently chemical, equilibrium after a relaxation time, ¿, (see Figure 1.5 z = t = 0)
and can be understood in terms of the Gibbs grand canonical ensemble. Assum-
ing chemical equilibrium, properties such as temperature T, pressure P, entropy
S, particle number N, and energy E, can be determined (at temperature Tch in
Figure 1.5). The energy of such a hadron gas is
E(V;S;N) = ¡PV + TS + ¹iQi (1.12)
where V is the total reaction volume of the hadron gas and the chemical potential,
¹i, of species, i, with quantum number, Qi, results from the conservation of
quantum numbers throughout the evolution of the ¯reball. In the present case,
the chemical potential is given by ¹i = ¹BBi + ¹SSi + ¹IIi, where B is the
baryon number and is given by the total number of participating nucleons. S is
the strangeness number and is zero since nuclei have no initial strangeness and
I = (Z ¡ N)=2 is the isospin number (where Z is the atomic number and N is
the number of neutrons).
The free energy, F, or the thermodynamic potential, of such a hadron gas is then
F(V;S;¹) = E(V;S;Q) ¡ S T ¡ ¹iQi (1.13)
Introducing the canonical partition function, Z, F can be written as:
F(V;S;¹) = ¡T lnZ(V;T;¹): (1.14)
In the grand canonical ensemble analysis, Z speci¯es the relative weight Zi, for
each particle species i, in a multi-hadronic mixed gas at temperature T:
lnZi(V;T;¹) =
giV
6¼2T
Z 1
0
k4 dk
Ei(k) e(Ei(k)¡¹i)=T § 1
(1.15)
where gi is the statistical Land¶ e factor, or degeneracy, of species i, V is the
volume shared by all species, E2
i (k) = k2 +m2
i is the total energy of species i, at
momentum k. The occurrence of the chemical potential ¹i, in Zi is the result of
adding Lagrange multipliers to the Lagrange density of the system, in order to
enforce global conservation of net-baryon numbers that are speci¯c to the total
system within the volume V .
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The pressure, P, conserved charge, Q, and entropy, S, can be derived from the
free energy by
P = ¡
µ
@F
@V
¶
T;¹
= T
@ lnZ
@V
; (1.16)
S = ¡
µ
@F
@T
¶
V;¹
=
@ (T lnZ)
@T
; (1.17)
Qi = ¡
µ
@F
@¹i
¶
V;T
= T
@ lnZ
@¹i
: (1.18)
The particle density, ½i, of species i in the medium, is given by
½i ´
Ni
V
=
gi
2¼2
Z
k2 dk
e(Ei(k)¡¹i)=T § 1
: (1.19)
The density, ½i, depends only on the basic parameters V , T and ¹i = ¹B;¹S;¹I
where ¹S + ¹I can be expressed in terms of ¹B by a set of coupled equations [6].
From ½i, the total multiplicity per event, ni, is determined by multiplying by V .
For an analysis of experimental data, a set of measured hadronic multiplicities
(Ni = ½iV ) are employed and Equation 1.19 is used to determine the remaining
parameters - V , T and ¹B - in a ¯t. T and ¹B are usually determined in the ¯rst
step, while maintaining V at a ¯xed value. V is then ¯t in a second step. Apply-
ing this formula to hadronic multiplicities from heavy ion collisions at di®erent
energies, the systematics of hadronic chemical freeze-out in the T-¹B-plane, as
shown in Figure 1.6, emerge.
The procedure to determine T;¹i is less complex in the special case of anti-
particle to particle multiplicity ratios (Ni=Ni). Both Bose and Fermi statistics
gives rise to the §1 term in Equation 1.19. For a simple approximation in the
following example, Boltzmann classical statistics are employed so that the §1
term in Eq.1.19 can be neglected.
The measured ratio of anti-particle to particle mean multiplicity can be expressed
as
< Ni > = < Ni >= ¹ ½iV=½iV = ¹ ½i=½i (1.20)
in which V drops out. Considering the ratio of the two integrals (Eq.1.19), shows
that gi, k and Ei(k) drop out because statistics and phase space are identical for
anti-particles and particles. This yields:
< Ni > = < Ni >= ¹ ½i=½i = e
(¡¹i+ ¹ ¹i)=T = e
¡2¹i=T: (1.21)
If this is done for several ratios in combination (e.g. ¹ p=p, K¡=K+, ¤=¤, ­=­), a
set of equations is found from which the maximum likelihood, T;¹B, combination
is derived. In a second step, V is determined by ¯tting Equation 1.19 to the pion
multiplicity, < N¼ >, with known T and ¹B.
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Figure 1.6.: Phase diagram of hadronic matter. Data points are obtained within
the statistical model framework [19].
If only the anti-proton (¹ p) to proton (p) ratio is considered, and only baryon num-
ber B conservation is taken into account, the corresponding chemical potential,
¹B, Equation 1.21 becomes:
¹ p=p =< N¹ p > = < Np >= e
¡2¹B=T: (1.22)
This shows the direct dependence of the anti-proton to proton ratio on the tem-
perature, T, and the baryon chemical potential, ¹B.
Figure 1.6 shows a summary of the T and ¹B values of a statistical analysis. The
dependency of the temperature T, on the chemical potential ¹B, from various
collision energies are shown. At SPS energies, chemical freeze-out occurs very
close to the drawn phase transition boundary.
1.4.3. Thermal Freeze-Out
Looking at the particles coming from the ¯reball at thermal freeze-out, and as-
suming thermal equilibrium (at temperature Ttf in Figure 1.5), particle spectra
taken within a narrow rapidity interval can be ¯t by a classical Boltzmann expo-
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nential:
dN
dm?
/ m?e
¡m?=T (1.23)
where the inverse slope parameter T is equal to the temperature Ttf in Figure
1.5. Thus, the temperature at thermal freeze-out is determined by ¯tting this
formula to m? spectra of a measured hadron species. This approach assumes a
static ¯reball. However, it has been shown that the real situation is rather that
of an expanding ¯reball, and thus the determined temperature, T, obtained from
the ¯t, consists of two components T = Ttf + m¯2
t. Ttf is the real temperature
of the ¯reball at freeze-out and an additional °ow term consists of the mass, m,
of the particle and the expansion velocity ¯t.
In conclusion, the physical properties of the three di®erent stages during the
evolution of a heavy ion collision, as depicted in Figure 1.5, can be obtained
using the approaches described in Sections 1.4.1, 1.4.2 and in the present section.
1.5. Anti-Proton to Proton Ratio
The production of anti-protons (¹ p) and protons (p) at mid-rapidity is customarily
described by two processes: 1) Production of an anti-proton and a proton during
the hardronization stage of the ¯reball 2) Transport of incident protons from beam
rapidity yb = 5:36, at the full RHIC energy, towards mid-rapidity. The ratio of
anti-protons to protons is indicative of the number of net protons pnet = p¡ ¹ p in
a heavy ion collision.
Measurements by NA49 [25] of the anti-proton to proton ratio from 208Pb+208Pb
collisions at SPS beam energies of 40, 80, 160 GeV, resulting in center-of-mass
energies of
p
sNN = 8:9, 10:4, 17:3 GeV are shown in Figure 1.7. The ratios are
found to be ¹ p=p = 7:51 ¢ 10¡3, 0.03, 0.065 respectively. A strong dependency of
the ratio on the center of mass energy is observed. However, even at the top SPS
energy, proton multiplicities dominate by far (factor » 15).
The corresponding statistical model parameters where these ratios have been
used, along with other particle ratios, are shown in Table 1.1.
Energy
p
sNN T (MeV) ¹B (MeV)
8.9 148 § 2 377 § 7
10.4 155 § 4 294 § 15
17.3 158 § 2 244.5 § 4.7
Table 1.1.: Statistical model parameters from the analysis of hadron yields at
various SPS energies [26] [27].
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Figure 1.7.: Anti-proton to proton ratio at SPS energies [25].
The values for temperature, T, and baryon chemical potential, ¹B, are close to
the phase boundary of Figure 1.6, especially at the top energy of
p
sNN = 17:3
GeV. The interpretation of the statistical analysis of the ¯reball in terms of
a hadron gas, combined with the observed strangeness enhancement, and J=Ã
suppression, is the strongest argument for the creation of a \little big bang" in
heavy ion collisions of the SPS program [28].
Thus, the motivation for the analysis of the anti-proton to proton ratio (¹ p=p)
from 197Au + 197Au collisions at the top RHIC energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV
is driven by two arguments: 1) To determine temperature and baryon-chemical
potential in the framework of a statistical model. 2) To study the dependency of
the anti-proton to proton ratio at high transverse momentum (p?), since at the
high momentum transfers experimentally accessible at RHIC energies, the data
can be compared with pQCD calculations.
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2.1. A Brief Description
The relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC) [30] [29] is a hadron accelerator and
collider consisting of two independent, concentric storage rings with a circumfer-
ence of 3.8 km each. The main research objective of RHIC is to study collisions
of heavy ion beams of varying kinetic energies. RHIC's capability to provide a
high collision rate for a wide range of nuclei at various energies is a must for the
investigation of interesting physics phenomena. Heavy ion beams can be accel-
erated and stored in the two independent rings for up to 10 hours. The collider
is designed to accelerate a range of nuclei, with the heaviest being gold and the
lightest being hydrogen. Furthermore, RHIC is designed to allow asymmetric op-
eration where, e.g. beams of deuterons collide with a gold beam. In the second
year of RHIC operation (2001), the collider accelerated gold (197Au79+) up to a
kinetic energy of 100 GeV/nucleon, leading to a center of mass energy of 40 TeV
in a head-on 197Au + 197Au collision. This gives a center of mass energy per inci-
dent nucleon pair of
p
sNN = 200 GeV. This is more than one order of magnitude
higher than the head-on 208Pb+208Pb ¯xed target collisions at the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN, where a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 17:3
GeV was achieved.
RHIC is also capable of accelerating lighter ions like oxygen, silicon, copper and
iodine (16O8+, 28Si14+, 63Cu29+, 127I53+). Due to their higher charge-to-mass ratio,
these lighter ions can reach a higher momentum during acceleration, which results
in a higher kinetic energy of up to 125 GeV/nucleon.
The collider is also designed to accelerate protons (p) up to kinetic energies
of 250 GeV/nucleon resulting in p+p collisions with a center of mass energy of p
sNN = 500 GeV. Along with symmetric collision systems (p+p) and asymmetric
collision systems (2d+197Au) there is special interest in collisions of proton beams
with di®erent polarizations, with the goal to study the spin structure of the proton
[31] [32]. Collisions of p+p with a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV per
incident nucleon pair took place during the second year of RHIC operation.
The ion beam consists of bunches of ionized nuclei which are accelerated around
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the collider until they reach their maximum energy. They are then stored, cir-
culating at almost the speed of light, at 5 intersection regions the individual
ion bunches collide. The collision rate R, is related to the luminosity L. The
luminosity for symmetric operation of the collider is de¯ned according to [33]:
L =
3frev °
2
NbN2
²¯¤ (2.1)
where frev » 80 kHz is the revolution frequency, ° the kinetic energy of the stored
ions, Nb the number of ions per bunch and N the number of bunches. ² is the
transverse emittance, ¯¤ is the intersection region beta-functions at store. The
product (²¯¤) gives the cross sectional area, A, of the overlap between the two
colliding beams of particles. RHIC was designed for an average luminosity of
L » 2 £ 1026 cm¡2 s¡1 operating in 197Au + 197Au mode at a kinetic energy of
100 GeV/nucleon. The luminosity increases for lighter species. In p+p mode the
luminosity is expected to reach L » 1 £ 1031 cm¡2s¡1. An important feature
of RHIC operation is the utilization of short bunches of nuclei which are made
to collide head-on. This enhances the luminosity L and keeps both the average
current and the stored energy in the rings low.
2.2. Injection into RHIC
Figure 2.1 illustrates the RHIC layout. For RHIC operation, a chain of injector
accelerators (TANDEM and LINAC), a fast cycling synchrotron (BOOSTER)
and the alternating gradient synchrotron (AGS) are required. For heavy ion
operation, atoms are gradually ionized as they are accelerated. By the time they
reach the RHIC injection energy they are fully ionized.
The following accelerator chain is used for operating in symmetric 197Au + 197Au
collision mode [34] [29]: A TANDEM Van de Graf accelerator is used for the
initial acceleration. Singly ionized gold atoms (Au¡) from a sputter ion source are
accelerated from ground to +15 MeV potential at the terminal of the TANDEM.
The pulsed beam then passes through a 3 ¹g/cm2 carbon stripper foil, yielding
stripped ions in a Au+12 state. The stripped Au+12 ions are then accelerated
back to ground potential, where the 530 ms beam pulse is ionized to Au+32 by
another carbon stripper foil at the end of the TANDEM. At this stage the beam
has an energy of approximately 1 MeV/nucleon. This beam is transported for
about 680 m in the heavy ion transfer line (HITL) to reach the BOOSTER. The
BOOSTER is designed to inject high intensity beams of heavy ions and protons
into the AGS. It requires short, highly charged beam pulses with approximately
1 GeV/nucleon. Without the BOOSTER, the AGS could accelerate ions up to
silicon (28Si14+). Due to its superior vacuum, the BOOSTER makes it possible
for the AGS to accelerate and deliver heavy ions up to gold (197Au77+). After the
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Figure 2.1.: Layout of the RHIC collider and its injector accelerators [33].
BOOSTER has accelerated the gold beam to about 100 MeV/nucleon, the beam
passes through another stripper foil, which produces a beam of 197Au77+ ions.
This beam is then transferred to the AGS. During acceleration in the AGS, the
beam bunches from the BOOSTER merge into one bunch, giving the required
intensity of » 1£109 gold ions per bunch. This bunch is accelerated to the RHIC
injection kinetic energy of » 9 GeV/nucleon, when it is transferred to the RHIC
rings using the AGS to RHIC transfer line. At the beginning of the transfer line,
bunch ions are ionized to bare gold ions (197Au79+) by another stripper foil. The
injection of the bunches into the RHIC rings is on a singe-bunch basis.
In the case of symmetric proton operation, an ion source delivers protons or polar-
ized protons, which are accelerated by the LINAC accelerator, and subsequently
injected into the BOOSTER. The LINAC uses a radio-frequency electromagnetic
¯eld generated by a pre-injector, and nine accelerator cavities which accelerate
the protons to a kinetic energy of 200 MeV at a maximum beam current of 35
mA. The protons are injected into the BOOSTER, and are pre-accelerated before
they are transferred to the AGS. In the AGS, the protons are accelerated up to a
kinetic energy of » 23 GeV. The injection into RHIC is similar to the heavy-ion
procedure, except that stripper foils are not used.
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2.3. Collider Design
The RHIC collider consists of two independent rings (i.e. blue and yellow) of
superconducting magnets. The rings are enclosed in a tunnel which lies » 3:6
m underground. In the center of each ring is a beam pipe along which the ion
beam travels. The ion beams travel in clockwise and counterclockwise directions
in the blue and yellow rings, respectively. A vacuum of 10¡11 bar is maintained
in the beam pipes in order to eliminate interaction of the traversing ions with
gas molecules. The collider consists of alternating straight and curved sections.
In the curved sections, dipole magnets steer the ion beam along the curvature of
the pipes. In the straight sections, quadrupole magnets guide the beam along the
beam axis. All RHIC magnets are superconductive magnets. They are cooled by
supercritical helium to maintain an operational temperature of < 4.6 K. Radio
cavities located in the straight sections of the rings generate a high frequency
electromagnetic ¯eld which is used either to accelerate or to store the bunches of
particles at each pass around the ring. In the middle of each straight section is
an intersection region where the beam pipes cross, allowing the particle beams
to collide. At the six intersection regions, where the experimental areas are
located, the trajectories of the incoming and outgoing beams merge. Dipole
magnets are used to steer the beams so that they travel on the same trajectory
for approximately 19 m. In the middle of this distance the buches of nuclei collide,
resulting is an interactiondiamond of less then a meter (see below). After merging,
another set of dipole magnets is used to separate the outgoing beams so that
they return to their respective beam pipes. To ¯ll the collider rings, ion bunches
are transferred from the AGS and injected into the RHIC rings in a single-bunch
mode, as described in Section 2.2. In acceleration mode the bunches are captured
by the two radio cavities (Fig. 2.2b), which are operated at » 28 MHz. This
frequency corresponds to a harmonic number of 360 e.g. the circumference of the
collider rings is subdivided into 360 individual buckets with a length of 10.5 m,
where bunches of ions can be placed. For the ¯rst 2 years of RHIC operation, the
collider was run mainly in a mode where every 6th bucket was ¯lled. This lead to
a total of 60 bunches in each ring. The 60 bunches are injected from the AGS into
each collider ring in a bunch-to-bucket fashion, where the AGS extraction system
transfers one single bunch made up of four AGS bunches into one of the collider
rings. This cycle is repeated 2£15 times in order to ¯ll each collider ring with 60
bunches. Filling both rings takes » 1 minute1. After the bunches are injected into
the rings, they are captured by the rising slope of the radio cavity electromagnetic
¯eld. Since the ions in the bunches are spread in velocity, the slow bunch-ions
are accelerated by the rising slope of the radio frequency electromagnetic ¯eld
while the faster bunch-ions are slowed down. The ions are accelerated to a speed
1In reality, only 56 bunches were injected into the rings in order to leave a time window
available for quality control purposes.
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Figure 2.2.: a) The two RHIC rings, consisting of hundreds of magnets, inside
the tunnel. b) One of the two radio frequency cavities [30].
that is close to the speed of light. After reaching that speed, only the energy of
the ions is increased by the radio frequency electromagnetic ¯eld, so that ions
with higher energy are less de°ected by the dipole magnets. This makes them
travel a longer path length, and introduces a delay relative to the ions with a
lower energy. In this case an ion bucket must be on the falling slope of the
radio frequency electromagnetic ¯eld, so that the more energetic (faster) ions are
slowed down and the less energetic (slower) ions are accelerated. The energy at
which this takes place is called the transition energy. At the transition energy,
interaction between bunch ions can cause beam instabilities. Pulsed quadrupole
magnets fed by fast power supplies are used to quickly increase the energy of the
beam ions to a value above the transition energy. For gold ions the transition
energy is 22.9 GeV/nucleon. All ions, except protons, are injected below the
transition energy and have to be accelerated through the transition to reach the
maximum energy. When the bunches are accelerated to maximum energy - a
process which takes about another minute - the collider switches from the 28
MHz acceleration mode to the 200 MHz storage mode. The harmonic number
of the storage mode is h = 360 £ 7 = 2520 resulting in a bucket length of 1.52
m. This high frequency enables the beam to be stored in short bunches having a
length of »25 cm [29]. Such a short bunch length results in a r.m.s longitudinal
collision vertex distribution of »18 cm at the six intersection regions where the
counter-rotating beams collide. At each experiment, 2 zero degree calorimeters
(ZDC) are installed. The ZDCs detect spectator neutrons emitted, within a cone
along both beam directions, from the collision vertex. The coincidence signal of
both ZDCs is used as a common trigger by the experiments (see Section 3.5.1).
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2.4. Experiments at RHIC
In ¯ve of RHIC's six experimental areas (Figure 2.1), detectors are installed to
measure the reaction products of the colliding ion beams:
The Broad Range Hadron Magnetic Spectrometer (BRAHMS) [35] is designed to
measure charged hadrons over a wide range of rapidity and transverse momentum.
The experiment consists of two spectrometer arms (see Figure 2.3a), with one
arm located along the beam axis, and the other perpendicular to it. The ¯xed
experiment is capable of covering only a small acceptance angle. However, the
arms can be rotated with respect to the intersection region, thereby permitting
a large acceptance angle to be scanned. Charged hadrons can be identi¯ed and
the energy and momentum can be precisely determined.
PHOBOS [36], consists of a multiplicity array and a two arm spectrometer around
the beam pipe (Figure 2.3b). Silicon pixel and silicon strip detectors are employed
in this experiment. The multiplicity array covers a wide acceptance angle with
a ¯ne granularity in pseudorapidity and azimuth. Charged hadron identi¯cation
and momentum determination are performed by the two arm spectrometer in a
magnetic ¯eld.
The STAR [37] (Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC) experiment's main detector is a
large volume time projection chamber (TPC) inside a B = 0:5 Tesla solenoid.
With the TPC and the silicon vertex detector (SVT), high precision momentum
reconstruction and particle identi¯cation can be performed. Energy of leptons
can be determined by the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC). Additional particle
identi¯cation can be carried out with the ring imaging · Cerenkov (RICH) detector
and the time of °ight (ToF) detectors. Due to the STAR's wide and continuous
coverage, a large fraction of all produced hadrons created in one event of a heavy
ion collision can be measured. This makes the experiment capable of analyzing
events on an event-by-event basis. This experiment is described in greater detail
in Chapter 3.
The main focus of the PHENIX experiment [38], is the detection of leptons and
photons produced in a heavy ion collision. In this case, a drift chamber is placed
inside a magnet at mid-rapidity in order to determine particle momenta. Addi-
tional detectors such as an EMC, ToF and a RICH detector are installed around
the drift chamber in order to provide particle identi¯cation. With some of these
detectors, hadron detection is also possible. Muon tracking chambers are installed
in the forward direction for exclusive muon identi¯cation.
While BRAHMS, PHOBOS, STAR and PHENIX are designed with a view to
studying collisions of heavy nuclei, as well as p+p collisions pp2pp is an experi-
ment designed to study p+p elastic scattering using only polarized and unpolar-
ized proton beams [39].
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Figure 2.3.: Experiments at RHIC: a) BRAHMS. b) PHOBOS c) STAR
d) PHENIX [30].
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2.5. Commissioning and Operation of RHIC
The commissioning of the RHIC collider began in May 2000. This was followed by
a short physics production run. In August of the following year, the second RHIC
run started. In the next two sections, an account of the challenges encountered
and surmounted during each of these runs is given.
2.5.1. First Year of RHIC Operation
The ¯rst time collisions were produced was during the RHIC commissioning run in
2000. After cooling down the superconducting collider magents to < 4.6 K, what
takes approximately 4 weeks, the objective was to accelerate and collide gold ions
with an energy of up to 65 GeV/nucleon in both rings. During several attempts,
the beam was lost and could not be steered. Another attempt was made at 30
GeV/nucleon, and it was possible to store the beams for about an hour, on several
occasions. Steering of the beam was more successful, and on June 12th, 2000 at
9:12 p.m., the ¯rst RHIC collisions where detected by the STAR experiment.
These collisions were displayed on an on-line event display (see Section 4.3.5) in
the STAR control room. The on-line reconstruction of the Level-3 Trigger (see
Section 3.8, 4.3) was used to display the measured clusters in the time projection
chamber (TPC, see Chapter 3.4.1) along the reconstructed trajectories of the
hadrons produced in the event of a 197Au + 197Au collision at
p
sNN = 60 GeV
(see Figure 2.4). In this ¯gure, dots correspond to TPC clusters, lines illustrate
the reconstructed trajectories of charged particles. All tracks appear as straight
lines, since the STAR experiment was operated without a magnetic ¯eld at that
time. The on-line reconstruction was also used to determine the vertex position
of the events, and to estimate the number of particle trajectories coming from the
primary vertex (Figure 2.5). The accelerator was operated in the 30 GeV/nucleon
197Au + 197Au beam mode until collisions at all six experiments were detected.
A subsequent attempt to collide gold beams at 65 GeV/nucleon was successful,
and collisions at 4 experiments were produced at a low rate.
At that stage, the collider commissioning phase ended and the physics production
run started on August 24th and continued until September 4th. Figure 2.6a shows
the ZDC coincidence rate evolution versus time at the STAR experiment during
the 2000 run. The ZDC coincidence rate is indicative of the collision rate (as
discussed in Section 3.5.1). The rate went up to »180 Hz during the end of the
production phase. Figure 2.6b shows the collision rate of a good store at the
STAR experiment. The collision rate of »40 Hz at the beginning of the run falls
exponentially. After 7 hours the collision rate decreases to »20 Hz. During the
¯rst RHIC run, the 200 MHz radio frequency system was not available. This
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Figure 2.4.: Front (top) and side (bottom) view of the ¯rst collision of two gold
nuclei at RHIC, observed by the STAR experiment on the on-line
event display (9.12 p.m., 12th June 2000) [40].
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Figure 2.5.: Vertex determination for ¯rst collisions, using Level-3 trigger on-
line reconstruction. 951 tracks were detected in the TPC with at
least 23 hits per track and a dca < 5cm to the event vertex. These
tracks were considered as primaries and extrapolated back to their
origin. The distribution in x, y, z and x versus y are shown. The
distributions were ¯t by a Gaussian to determine the event vertex
position: x = 0:2§0:04 cm, y = 0:09§0:01 cm, z = 7:31§0:04 cm.
resulted in long buckets with long bunches of gold ions. Although the beam
loss at transition was moderate due to the low luminosity, the intensity of the
stored bunches decreased dramatically during the store. This was caused by beam
loss and beam-beam interactions [33]. Due to longer bunch length at a collider
frequency of 28 MHz, the standard deviation of the collision vertex distribution
was ¾ » 100 cm [41]. Due to displaced vertices, collisions with vertices at the
outer boundaries of the experiment's acceptance occurred. These events were
rejected, since only a fraction of the produced particles could be measured by the
detectors in the di®erent experiments.
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Figure 2.6.: a) ZDC coincidence rate (collision rate) at the STAR experiment
during the 2000 run. b) Collision rate of a store at the end of the
2000 run.
2.5.2. Second Year of RHIC Operation
In August 2001, the second RHIC run started. Gold was accelerated in both rings
to the maximum RHIC energy of 100 GeV/nucleon, resulting in collisions with a
center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV. On August 12th at approximately 11
p.m., the ¯rst collisions at the full RHIC energy were seen by STAR (Fig. 2.7).
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Figure 2.7.: Front (top) and side (bottom) view of the ¯rst 200 GeV 197Au +
197Au collision at RHIC. The grey rectangle which can be seen in
both views is a schematic representation of the RICH detector (see
Section 3.4.2) [40].
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Figure 2.8.: a) ZDC coincidence rate (collision rate) at the STAR experiment
during the 2001 197Au + 197Au run and b) of a typical store at the
end of the run.
From September 18th, the 200 MHz radio frequency was available and resulted
in a narrower longitudinal collision vertex distribution and therefore an increased
collision rate (Figure 2.8a ) at the experiments. Figure 2.8b shows the decrease
of the collision rate during the lapse of a store. During the ¯rst 15 minutes of
the store the collision rate reached design luminosity, and subsequently decreased
exponentially. Although the decrease was not as much as in the 2000 run, high
collision rates could only be achieved at the very beginning of the stores. The
gold operation mode ended on November 25th, and from then until February,
2003, RHIC was operated in proton mode. At the start, collisions of unpolarized
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proton beams with 100 GeV/nucleon (
p
sNN = 200 GeV) were produced. Later,
polarized proton beams were generated. Figure 2.9 shows a p+p collision in
the STAR detector. The number of produced particles in a p+p collision is
signi¯cantly lower compared to a 197Au + 197Au collision (Figure 2.7). The beam
luminosity in p+p operation mode is much higher and exceeds a collision rate
of 1.5 kHz [42]. This high collision rate can cause pile-up events in the TPC
of the STAR experiment. This has repercussions for the track reconstruction
procedure. In a pile-up event, the track of at least one other event, in addition
to the triggered one, is recorded during read out of the TPC.
Figure 2.9.: Front view of a 200 GeV p+p collision
303. The STAR Experiment
The Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) experiment is located at the 6 o'clock
interaction region of the RHIC collider (see Figure 2.1). It consists of several
detectors, covering di®erent regions of rapidity, azimuth and momentum. Figure
3.1 shows a cross section of the main components of the experiment.
The experiment was designed with a view to measuring and identifying charged
particles produced in heavy ion collisions. A huge number of charged particles
are produced in central 197Au + 197Au collisions, especially around the mid-
rapidity region. The STAR design speci¯cations were such that the experiment
would be capable of measuring central 197Au + 197Au collisions at the maximum
RHIC energy. The measurement of smaller systems such as 2d + 197Au and p+p
collisions can also be performed. Due to STAR's wide and continuous coverage,
a large fraction of all hadrons produced in a heavy ion collision event can be
detected.
3.1. STAR Instrumentation Overview
The detectors which were installed at the STAR experiment in 2001 are depicted
in Figure 3.2. The main detector is a large volume TPC housed inside the STAR
magnet, generating a solenoidal magnetic ¯eld, with a maximum ¯eld strength of
B = 0:5 T. The direction of the magnetic ¯eld lines are parallel to the beam axis.
The TPC is ¯lled with a detector gas. Charged particles which are produced in
collisions between nuclei leave clusters of secondary electrons along their helical
trajectories in the TPC detector gas. In the reconstruction process, the track
¯nder connects the clusters to reconstruct the particle trajectories, assuming a
helical model. The particle momentum can then be determined by measuring
the radius and dip angle (angle between the beam line and the trajectory in
the z-y-plane, see Figure 3.1) of the reconstructed particle trajectories. Particle
momenta from » 0:1 GeV/c up to a few GeV/c can be measured. Particles can
be identi¯ed in the TPC within the momentum range of 0:3 < p < 1:0 GeV/c
at B = 0:5 T, by measuring the speci¯c ionization of the TPC gas by a charged
particle (dE=dx). The x-y-plane is the azimuthal plane and the TPC covers all
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Figure 3.1.: The STAR experiment. The red line illustrates the RHIC beam line
[37].
azimuthal angles, Á (i.e. ¢Á = 360±). In terms of pseudorapidity, the range
¡1:8 < ´ < 1:8 is covered.
In the center of the experiment, the STAR silicon vertex tracker (SVT) is placed.
The SVT is a silicon vertex detector which consists of 3 layers of silicon drift
detectors. It has a radius r = 14:5 cm and spans the z axis in the range ¡22:2 <
z < 22:2 cm. Making use of its high resolution and its proximity to the collision
zone, the SVT is capable of identifying secondary vertices of short living particles
which decay close to the event vertex. It provides particle identi¯cation through
measurements of particle energy loss of particles upon passing through the silicon
layers (dE=dx) in a process similar to that which takes place in the TPC detector
gas. The SVT has full azimuthal coverage and covers the range ¡1:0 < ´ < 1:0
in pseudorapidity.
A ring imaging · Cerenkov detector (RICH) is located just outside the TPC in the
mid-rapidity region, at an angle Á = 60± from the horizontal axis at 5 o'clock
at a radius of 2.4 m from the beam line. The RICH detector has an azimuthal
coverage of ¢Á » 20±.
A forward time projection chamber (FTPC) can be found at either end of the
TPC, within its inner diameter. The FTPCs are positioned at longitudinal dis-
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tances of z = §1:5 m from the center of the experiment. Each has a radius
r = 0:75m and a length l = 1:2 m. The FTPCs extend STAR coverage for
charged particles in the forward pseudorapidity range (2:5 < ´ < 4).
The experiment is equipped with an electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) which
measures high transverse momentum photons, electrons and electromagnetically
decaying particles. About 10% of the full-barrel electromagnetic calorimeter
(BEMC) [43] was installed and commissioned successfully in 2001. The right
half of the barrel was fully equipped with the EMC covering 0 < ´ < 1:0 in pseu-
dorapidity and ¢Á = 360±, by the end of 2002. The EMC rapidity coverage will
be extended by the addition of an end cap electromagnetic calorimeter (EEMC)
which will cover the pseudorapidity range of 1 < ´ < 2. The EEMC [44] will be
installed, along with a complete BEMC, within the next 2 years.
A patch of a time of °ight (ToF) detector was installed in 2001. The ToF detector
partly overlaps the RICH detector. Its azimuthal coverage is ¢Á = 7±, while its
present pseudorapidity coverage is ¡1 < ´ < 0. The ToF detector extends
particle identi¯cation for charged hadrons with a momentum in the range 0:2 <
p < 3:0 GeV/c. It will be extended to full azimuthal coverage with a ¡1:0 < ´ <
1:0 pseudorapidity coverage by 2005.
STAR uses the central trigger barrel (CTB) and the zero degree calorimeters
(ZDCs) as trigger detectors. These detectors are fast detectors that can be read
out at a rate of higher than 10 MHz. The CTB consists of 240 scintillators
placed around the outer shell of the TPC cylinder and covers ¡1:0 < ´ < 1:0
in pseudorapidity with full azimuthal coverage. The CTB signal is indicative of
the number of particles created in a nucleus+nucleus collision. The ZDCs are
located at a distance of 18.25 m from the center of the experiment along both
beam directions. They detect spectator1 neutrons emitted within a cone along
both beam directions in heavy ion collisions. This quantity is indicative of the
number of participants involved in a heavy ion collision. The trigger detector
signals are used by the trigger system to issue a decision on a given event if it
ful¯lls certain criteria. If the event passes the slower detectors are read out. The
trigger system has di®erent levels, distinguishable from each other by the time
it takes to issue a trigger decision. At the highest trigger level (Level-3), a full
event reconstruction is performed. This enables STAR to trigger on events with
rare physics observables. The detectors are controlled and monitored by the slow
control system [45].
After an event is selected, data from the detectors are sent via optical ¯ber to
the data acquisition (DAQ) system. The data from the various detectors are
collected there and sent by a gigabit ethernet connection to the RHIC computing
facility (RCF), where they are stored on tape by digital tape drives.
1Spectators are nucleons that do not participate in a collision.
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3.2. The STAR Coordinate System
The STAR global Cartesian coordinate system in which particle trajectories and
momenta are measured, is a right handed system. The origin of the coordinate
system is the center of the STAR magnet (i.e. in the center of the TPC, see
Figure 3.3). The longitudinal direction, z, is de¯ned by the axis of the magnet
and is parallel to the beam axis, with positive z pointing westwards. Positive x
direction points to the south and positive y points upwards.
3.3. The STAR Magnet
Momentum measurements are done at STAR by measuring the helical trajectories
produced by charged particles in a magnetic ¯eld. The STAR magnet (Figure 3.1,
3.2) is cylindrical, 6.85 m long, with inner and outer diameters, di and do of 10.52
and 14.64, respectively. The magnet generates a solenoidal magnetic ¯eld, with a
maximum strength of ~ B = (0;0;5) T. The direction of the magnetic ¯eld lines are
parallel to the beam axis. When a particle with charge, e, mass, m, and velocity,
v, comes under the in°uence of a magnetic ¯eld, B, perpendicular to its path,
the particle will be de°ected due to Lorentz force compensation, FL = e v £ B,
and the centrifugal force Fc = m v2
r , which results in a helical particle trajectory.
mv2
r
= e v £ B: (3.1)
Taking the transverse componets of the particle velocity and the longitudinal
componet of the magnetic ¯eld only
mv2
?
r
= e v?Bz: (3.2)
Hence, the transverse momentum p? = mv? of a charged particle traversing
through a constant magnetic ¯eld ~ B = (0;0;Bz) can be determined by measuring
the radius r of the trajectory in the transverse plane:
p? = eBz r (3.3)
Where p? is given in N s (i.e. V A s2=m) for e given in A s and B in T (i.e. V
s=m2). To express the momentum in units of GeV/c, one must multiply p? by
factor
f =
1GeV=c
1Ns
=
109e(As)(Z)
(VAs2=m)2:9979 £ 108(m=s)
¼
10e
3
: (3.4)
to convert N s in GeV/c [46]. For B in T and r in m this leads to
p?(GeV=c) ¼ 0:3 Bz r (3.5)
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The longitudinal momentum pz is given by
pz = p? tan¸ (3.6)
where ¸ is the dip angle. The total momentum (p) of the particle is then given
by
p =
q
p2
? + p2
z: (3.7)
Thus in a constant, homogeneous magnetic ¯eld, the radius of a charged particle's
trajectory depends on its momentum. For example, a singly charged particle with
a momentum p = 0:5 (5:0) GeV/c leaves a trajectory with a radius r = 3:3 (33)
m in the full STAR magnetic ¯eld of ~ B = (0;0;0:5) T.
3.4. Description of STAR Detectors
The following section gives a detailed description of the STAR detectors which
were used in this analysis. For the anti-proton to proton ratio analysis (see Chap-
ter 5) the TPC and the ring imaging · Cerenkov detector (RICH) were employed.
The emphasis will therefore be on these two detectors. A description of the FTPC
and the SVT is also given, since they were integrated into the Level-3 trigger (see
Section 3.8) system and into the online event display dicribed in Section 4.3.5.
3.4.1. The Time Projection Chamber
The time projection chamber (TPC) [47] is the principal detector of the STAR
experiment. The TPC is cylindrical in shape, and is 4:2 m long. The cylinder's
inner diameter is di = 1:0 m and its outer diameter is do = 4:0 m. The TPC
was designed to cover a large portion of phase space, and performs tracking of
charged particles at full azimuthal coverage within a pseudorapididty interval of
¡1:5 < ´ < 1:5.
The TPC can be compared to a three dimensional digital camera which records
spatial points (clusters of pixels) along charged particle trajectories which have
a helical form due to the presence of the magnetic ¯eld.
TPC Operating Principle
In the TPC, a particle can be measured by measuring the particle speci¯c ion-
ization (dE=dx) along its trajectory in the detector gas. When a particle travels
through a given medium (e.g. a gas), it causes ionization of the molecules due to
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Figure 3.2.: Cutaway (z-y-plane) view of the STAR experiment with its detectors
in 2001 [37].
collisions between the traversing particles and the gas molecules. This process is
characterized by the Bethe-Bloch formula [48] [46]:
dE
dx
= 4¼Nor
2
emec
2Z
A
½
1
¯2z
2
µ
ln
2mec2
I
¯
2°
2 ¡ ¯
2 ¡
±(¯)
2
¶
(3.8)
where mec2 is the rest energy of the electron, z is the particle charge, No is the
Avogadro constant, re is the classical electron radius, ½, A and Z are the density,
mass number, and atomic number, respectively, of the medium being traversed,
I is the ionization potential of the medium and ±(¯) is a density correction which
describes the ionization saturation at relativistic particle speeds.
Electrons which are produced in the ionization process along the particle trajec-
tory knock other electrons out of the gas molecules, so that clouds of secondary
electrons (clusters) emerge. Due to an electrical ¯eld in the longitudinal direction,
these clusters drift toward the readout plane. To amplify the cluster charge, the
readout plane is equipped with a thin multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC).
The drifting electrons must ¯rst pass through a gating grid which separates the
TPC drift region from the ampli¯cation region of the MWPC. The readout plane
is segmented into pads, so that two dimensional spatial information can be ob-
tained from the individual pads. The longitudinal spatial information is obtained
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Figure 3.3.: Cut between inner and outer sector of the STAR TPC in the longi-
tudinal direction. The central membrane, the detector gas volume
and the MWPC, can be seen.
by measuring the electron drift time. In the case of a positive trigger decision,
the TPC is read out by applying a voltage U = ¡110 V to the gating grid (\open
state"), so that the drifting electron clusters pass through. The distance between
ground plane and pad plane de¯nes the e®ective volume of the MWPC (see Figure
3.3).
Anode wires which operate at a voltage U = 1390 V are placed above the padrows.
When drifting electrons enter the region of the anode wire, they are accelerated
and multiplied by ionization avalanches in the gas. A high number of electron-
ion pairs are created. The electrons are attracted by the anode wires, and the
remaining positively charged ions induce an electric signal on the underlying pads
of the readout plane. The spatial information (in the x-y-plane) is obtained by
reading out the induced signal on the pads. The drift velocity is constant due
to two factors - (a) the interaction of electrons with detector gas molecules and
(b) the homogeneous electric ¯eld. Thus the longitudinal spatial information is
obtained by measuring the drift time of electrons in the homogeneous electric
¯eld.
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During the closed period of the gating grid, the voltage alternates from wire to
wire from U = ¡110 § 75 V. The positive ions are too slow to escape during the
open state and are captured in the closed period.
TPC Detector Design Considerations
Figure 3.5 shows a view of the TPC main components. In the center of the
cylinder is the central membrane. This membrane is made of carbon-coated
polyamid foil (Kapton2) and acts as a cathode for the TPC electromagnetic drift
¯eld (» 135 V/cm). The ground plane of the MWPC acts as an anode. The
inner (IFC) and outer ¯eld cage (OFC) cylinders serve the dual purpose of gas
containment and de¯ning the electric drift ¯eld. The mechanical design was opti-
mized to reduce mass so as to minimize track distortions from multiple Coulomb
scattering and secondary particle production. The low mass, self-supporting ¯eld
cage cylinders are a composite sandwich of two layers of Kapton with metal on
both sides, separated by Nomex honeycomb (Figure 3.4).
Field cage wall Kapton
Metal layer
Electrical
connection
pins
Field cage cylinder
10.0 mm 1.5 mm 3.5 mm
8.0 mm
Nonex
Honeycomb
Figure 3.4.: Sandwich material used for the inner and outer TPC ¯eld cage [47].
The metal is etched to form electrically separated, 10mm wide strips, 1.5 mm
apart. Punch-through pins are used to electrically connect the layers on either
side of the sandwich. The metal strips are connected to a chain of resistors and
are supplied with a voltage so that they act as equipotential rings of the electrical
¯eld. This helps to insure a homogeneous electrical drift ¯eld.
The OFC is isolated from the outermost shell of the TPC by a 5.7 cm thick
layer of nitrogen. The outermost shell consists of a sandwich of two aluminum
shells laminated onto an aluminum honeycomb and completely surrounded by
aluminum support rails. The CTB and the ToF detector are mounted on these
support rails. The TPC cylinder consists of the IFC, the OFC and the cylin-
der ends, which consist of support structures where the readout chambers are
2Kapton
￿
, Nomex
￿
by DuPont.
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Figure 3.5.: TPC inner and outer ¯eld cage with the RICH detector.
mounted (12 sectors on each end). Each sector has an inner and an outer area as
depicted in Figure 3.6. The pad arrangement is di®erent in the inner and outer
sector. In the inner sector, the pad size (2:85 £ 11:5 mm2) is approximately 1/4
the pad size of the outer sector (6:2 £ 19:5 mm2). The outer sector is optimized
for energy loss measurement (dE=dx) and thus has a even distribution of pads
across its surface. For the inner sector a compromise between a reasonable num-
ber of electronic channels, and a high two track resolution, due to the high track
density close the beam axis, was considered. This results in the small pad size
and the padrows beeing aligned at a distance of 52 mm (cross spacing) from each
other.
The anode wires are supplied with the same voltage in the inner and outer sec-
tor. In the inner sector, the distance from the wires to the readout plane is half,
compared to the outer sector (see Figure 3.3). This yields 3 times higher ampli-
¯cation at the anode wires of an electron cluster in the inner, compared to the
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Figure 3.6.: TPC pad plane with rows of pads [47].
outer sector, yielding to the same signal to noise ratio (20:1) in the inner and
outer sectors. A summary of parameters which di®er between inner and outer
readout sectors is given in Table A.2. The TPC detector gas is a mixture of 90%
argon and 10% methane (P10). The choice of the gas determines the drift ve-
locity, absorption and transverse and longitudinal di®usion of a drifting electron
cluster. The drift time for an electron cluster drifting the maximum length in
the TPC of l = 210 mm is typically 40 ¹s. Thus the perfomance of the TPC,
strongly depends on the magnetic ¯eld. For example, the transverse di®usion of
electrons which drift through the gas is smaller at a higher magnetic ¯eld. The
transverse di®usion for a cluster in P10 is 230 ¹m=
p
cm at the full magnetic ¯eld
of B = 0:5 T. This correponds to a maximum of ¾T » 3:3 mm after drifting the
full length. In the longitudinal direction, the maximum di®usion of the electron
cluster is ¾L » 5:2 mm. The read out rate of the TPC is mainly determined
by the drift time, but digitizing time (10ms) and other dead times of the DAQ
Trigger system must also taken into consideration. The TPC is designed to be
read out at a maximum rate of 100 Hz.
For each event accepted by the STAR trigger, the signal of 32 pads are read
out and collected by a front end card (FEE) [49]. The signals are ampli¯ed
and shaped by a custom designed (SAS) chip. To obtain the electron cluster
longitudinal information, the drift time is digitized into a maximum of 512 time-
bins. For each time-bin, the pad signal is stored as a voltage in a switched
capacitor array (SCA), which is a fast analog memory. For a typical drift time of
40 ¹s, 380 time-bins are stored in the SCA. A 10 bit analog to digital converter
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(ADC) subsequently digitizes the stored voltages. The readout boards combine
up to 36 FEE cards and ship the ADC data to the data acquisition system (DAQ).
The readout cards communicate with the trigger and the \slow control" system
[45]. When the TPC is to be read out, the readout system receives a command
from the trigger to read out the TPC. The total 136608 pads are read out by
4269 FEE cards.
To determine spatial distortions, as well as to calibrate and monitor the TPC, a
laser calibration system is integrated into the detector. It produces » 500 thin
laser beams simulating straight particle tracks in the TPC volume [50].
The main TPC parameters are summarized in Table A.1. The radiation length
of the TPC materials can be found in A.3. Particle trajectory reconstruction and
identi¯cation via dE=dx will be discussed in Chapter 4.
3.4.2. Ring Imaging · Cerenkov Detector
During the ¯rst and second RHIC runs, the STAR experiment was equipped with
a ring imaging · Cerenkov (RICH) detector [51] [53], which was originally built as
a prototype [52] [54] for ALICE at CERN. The RICH detector is located in the
mid-rapidity region, at an angle Á = 60± from the horizontal axis at 5 o'clock
at a radius r = 2:4 m from the beam line. It covers the pseudorapidity range
j´j < 0:3 and has a azimuthal coverage of ¢Á » 20± (see Figure 3.5). Although
the detector covers only 2% of the TPC acceptance, it was included in the STAR
experimental setup in order to extend the particle identi¯cation of the TPC to
identify particles with transverse momenta in the range of 1:3 < p < 5:0 GeV/c.
The RICH detector was used for anti-proton and proton identi¯cation in the
present study (see Chapter 5). In the following sections, the underlying physics
principles necessary to understand the functioning of the detector, its design, its
role in track reconstruction (see Section 4.2) and data analysis will be discussed.
Operating Principle of the RICH Detector
When high-energy charged particles traverse dielectric media with relativistic
velocities, part of the light emitted by excited atoms appears in the form of
a coherent wavefront at a ¯xed angle with respect to the particle trajectory.
This phenomenon is known as the · Cerenkov e®ect, named after its discoverer3.
· Cerenkov radiation is produced whenever the velocity (v = ¯ c) of a charged
particle exceeds the phase velocity of light (vp = c=n) in the medium traversed
by the particle, where ¯ is the particle velocity in units of the speed of light,
c, and n is the refractive index of the medium. From the Huygens construction
3Discovered by P. A. · Cerenkov in 1934 while studying the e®ects of gamma rays in liquids
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Figure 3.7.: · Cerenkov light cone (explanation see text).
illustrated in Figure 3.7, one sees that the wavefront forms a conical surface about
the trajectory axis, such that
cosµ =
ct=n
¯ct
=
1
¯n
; ¯ =
vthres
c
¸
1
n
(3.9)
where ¯ = 1=n is the threshold velocity, t is time and µ is the · Cerenkov angle.
· Cerenkov radiation appears as a continuous spectrum. In a dispersive medium,
both n and µ depend on the wavelength, ¸, of the radiation.
µ = arccos
1
n(¸)¯
(3.10)
The · Cerenkov angle of a partice with momentum, p (GeV/c)), and mass, m,
can be calculated, using the relationship between energy (E =
p
p2 + m2) and
momentum p = ¯=cE
µ = arccos
p
p2 + m2
n(¸)p
(3.11)
The number of photons radiated per unit distance, x, in a dispersive medium is
given by
dN
dx
= k(¸)
Z
1
1 ¡ n2(¸)¯2
d¸
¸
(3.12)
where k is a normalization factor which takes relevant detector characteristics
into account [55]. The number of photons emitted per unit distance is inversely
proportional to ¸, so that the · Cerenkov radiation spectrum shows a maximum
at lower wavelengths (i.e. ultraviolet region).
In a · Cerenkov detector, the correlation between particle speed and the angle be-
tween momentum direction and radiation emission is used to identify the particle
mass.
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RICH Detector Design
The RICH detector has dimensions 146 £ 99 £ 24 cm3 and is located within
the acceptance region of TPC sectors 5 and 19 (see Figure 3.5), between the
magnet coils of the STAR magnet and the CTB. It is centered with respect to
the TPC central membrane. Figures 2.7 and 4.12 pictorially represent the RICH
detector as a rectangle sitting just outside the TPC barrel. Figure 3.2 illustrates
a cutaway view of the STAR experiment and the position of the RICH detector
in the z-y-plane.
For events having event vertex in the center of the experiment (Vevent = f0;0;0g),
the active area of the RICH detector extends an azimuthal angle of
¢Á = arctan
active detector width
radial distance
¼
84
240
¼ 20
±: (3.13)
The length of the active detector volume in the longitudinal direction (§65 cm)
yields a minimum angle, µ, between the trajectory of a particle traversing the
RICH detector and the beam axis in the y-z-plane of:
µ =
¼
2
¡ arctan
active detector length
radial distance
¼
¼
2
¡ arctan
65
240
¼ 75
±: (3.14)
This leads to a pseudorapidity coverage, ´, of
´ = ln[tan(µ=2)] ¼ 0:27 (3.15)
The detector is housed in a gas tight safety box, the contents of which are illus-
trated in Figure 3.8a. The entrance window at the top of the box is a 50 mm
layer of Nomex honeycomb material, covered with a 1 mm layer of aluminum.
The RICH detector uses liquid per°uorohexane (C6F14) as a medium for the
generation of · Cerenkov radiation. Per°uorohexane has the advantage that it
is chemically inert and has a transmission of » 100% for ultraviolet light of
wavelength ¸ > 180 nm [56]. The circulating liquid is contained in a vessel
which is 10 mm deep. The vessel must be su±ciently strongly, to withstand the
per°uorohexane hydrostatic pressure. The depth of the radiator determines the
number of photons generated (Equation 3.12), as well as in°uencing the width of
the ring imaged onto the detection plane. The entrance window is a Neoceran4
plate, while the exit window is a quartz plate.
When a particle passes through the radiating medium, · Cerenkov light is produced
and is emitted in the form of a cone. The · Cerenkov angle, µ, and the threshold
velocity, ¯thres, which a particle must have so that · Cerenkov radiation is emitted,
both depend on the index of refraction, n, of the radiator as does the number
4A heat resistant glass.
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of photons radiated in the cone. In a disperse medium, the index of refraction
changes as a function of wavelength of the radiated light.
The refractive index of C6F14 varies 3% in the wavelength range of 155 < ¸ < 225
nm [56]. The dependence can be expressed as:
n = 1:177 + :0172hc=¸: (3.16)
It is n = 1:29 at a wavelength of ¸ = 180 nm. Using this as a mean value
hni = 1:29 and making the assumption that a particle traversing C6F14 travels
at a relativistic velocity of ¯ = 1. The maximum · Cerenkov angle which can be
produced by a traversing particle is therefore given by Eq. 3.10
µmax = arccos
1
hni¯
¼ 39
± (3.17)
The point at which this value is reached is determined by the particle mass and
momentum. For pions, kaons and protons, this maximum · Cerenkov angle is
reached at momenta of p » 2, 3 and 5 GeV/c, respectively (see Figure 4.8).
The mean index of refraction which determines the threshold velocity necessary
for the emission of · Cerenkov radiation for a charged particle with mass m is given
by the following expression:
¯thres =
vthres
c
¸
1
hni
(3.18)
In order to calculate the corresponding threshold particle momentum, pthres, the
relationship between ¯ and ° is used. For ¯ = 1=1:29, ° is given by
°thres =
1
p
1 ¡ ¯2
thres
= 1:58 (3.19)
The minimum particle energy necessary for the emission of · Cerenkov light can
thus be determined by the expression
Ethres = °thres mc
2: (3.20)
The relationship between energy (E) and momentum p = ¯=cE yields the thresh-
old momentum to be
pthres =
¯
c
°thres mc
2 = (1=1:29) ¤ 1:58mc = 1:23mc: (3.21)
This gives threshold momenta pthres = 0:17, 0.61 and 1.16 GeV/c for pions, kaons
and protons, respectively, as they traverse C6F14 (see Figure 4.8).
The · Cerenkov light which is generated by a relativistic charged particle traversing
the radiator has to pass through the 5 mm thick quartz exit window. Quartz
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Figure 3.8.: Schematic drawing of the RICH detector.
(n = 1:59) has a higher index of refraction than C6F14. Thus, due to Snell's law,
light will be bent slightly towards the normal upon entering the quartz window.
When exiting the quartz window, light will be radiated into the proximity gap
and subsequently the MWPC, which is ¯lled with methane. Methane has a lower
index of refraction (n=1.0) than quartz, and so the light will be bent away from
the normal when entering the gas volume of the MWPC. As an example of the
angular changes involved, consider a particle travelling with a velocity ¯ » 1,
which emits a · Cerenkov cone with µ » 39± in the radiator. At the transition
between C6F14 and quartz, the angle will change to approximately 28± relative to
the normal. This becomes » 55± as the light passes from quartz into the detector
gas of the MWPC. · Cerenkov light cone photons are converted to photoelectrons
by a CsI layer coated onto the segmented detection plane. The photoelectrons
are detected by a MWPC. The radiation length of the materials in front of the
MWPC can be found in A.3.
The detection (pad) plane (» 1m2) is divided into 4 quadrants, each having
dimensions of 64:0 £ 39:2 cm2. Each quadrant is further segmented into 3840
pads, each one measuring 8:0£8:4 cm2. The photoelectrons are accelerated along
the ¯eld lines of the anode wires (sense wires) and are multiplied by ionization
avalanches in the gas. A high number of electron-ion pairs are created. The
electrons are attracted to the anode wires, while the charge of the remaining
ions is measured by the segmented cathode pads. The pads enable a spatial
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Figure 3.9.: · Cerenkov ring formation in the RICH detection plane. The proximity
gap serves to enlarge the ring diameter on the CsI coated, segmented
detection plane. Dots: clusters, big dot: MIP (see Section 4.2)
measurement of the position of the · Cerenkov ring photons (by now converted to
electrons). The process is represented pictorially in Figure 3.9.
For each event, the pad signals of the MWPC segmented readout plane are read
out, digitized and sent to the STAR DAQ. The pad signal is processed by a
GASSIPLEX chip. Each quadrant requires 240 such chips. Each channel of the
16 channel GASSIPLEX chip has a charge sensitive ampli¯er, a ¯lter shaper and
a Track & Hold stage to store the signal in a capacitor.
Upon receipt of a fast pre-trigger created by the fast output of the CTB slats
in front of the RICH detector, each channel is opened. When a positive trigger
is generated by the STAR trigger system, the Hold stage is used to maintain
the individual charge stored in the capacitor of each channel. In the case of a
negative STAR trigger, the capacitor in the GASSIPLEX chip is reset.
The readout chips for all the quadrants are daisy-chained together, allowing the
data to be sent over a set of 16 signal cables to a VME readout module. The
digitization and zero suppression of the analogue data stream takes place there.
The analogue signals are transformed into a 10-bit digital signal, before being
sent to the RICH detector broker of the DAQ.
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3.4.3. Forward Time Projection Chamber
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Figure 3.10.: A schematic diagram of the main components of the FTPC [57].
The two cylindrical forward time projection chambers (FTPC) [57] extend the
coverage of the STAR experiment to the pseudorapidity range 2:5 < ´ < 4:0 with
full azimuthal coverage. The operation principle is similar to the TPC, with the
speciality that the electrons in the FTPC drift in a radial drift ¯eld. Furthermore,
the detector readout is installed on the outer cylinder of the FTPC. This design
was chosen due to the high particle density at pseudorapidities near the beam.
Up to 1000 trajectories are expected in the ´ = 1:5 wide rapidity interval covered
by the FTPC. Although this design o®ers good two track separation (1-2 mm
is expected), it also creates some di±culties. For instance, the strength of the
electromagnetic drift ¯eld decreases with the radius of the detector, so that there
is a non-constant drift velocity. In addition, the drift ¯eld lines and the magnetic
¯eld lines are perpendicular to each other, which causes electron clusters to be
de°ected towards the azimuthal direction due to the Lorentz force. Thus, a non
trivial coordinate transformation is necessary in order to calculate the e®ective
cluster coordinates from the recorded raw data.
An illustration of the detector is shown in Figure 3.10. The ¯eld cage consists
of an inner high voltage (HV) electrode, a thin metalized plastic tube, and the
outer cylinder wall which is connected to ground. The ¯eld region at both ends
is closed by a planar structure of concentric rings, made of aluminum pipes. The
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detector gas is a mixture of 50% argon and 50% carbon dioxide, so as to achieve
a (relatively slow) drift velocity of 0.3 to 2.0 cm/¹s. The front end electronics
(FEE), which ampli¯es, shapes and digitizes the signal, is mounted on the back
of the readout chambers. The FTPCs can also be seen in Figure 2.7, on the left
in blue (west) and on the right in yellow (east).
Each particle trajectory is sampled up to 10 times, which is not su±cient to
separate particle species by a dE=dx measurement. Thus, the FTPC can only be
used for particle multiplicity and momentum measurements. In each FTPC, the
MWPC area is divided into 5 rings (shown in green in Figure 3.10). Each ring
is divided into 6 modules for readout purposes. In one of these modules, there
are 2 rows of pads, with 160 pads per row. This yields a total of 1920 pads per
MWPC ring and 9600 per FTPC. The pads are read out by FEE cards similar
to those used in the TPC, the di®erence being that in the FTPC case, only 265
time-bins are sampled.
3.4.4. Silicon Vertex Tracker
The SVT [58] is a silicon drift detector (SDD). A SDD may be envisioned as a
solid state TPC, which has silicon, instead of gas, as the detector medium. The
detector consists of several silicon wafers with di®erent structures implanted on
each layer. p+ stripes (cathodes) are symmetrically implanted on the top and
bottom of the wafer and symmetrically biased by applying a potential with a
gradient in the drift direction. Segmented n+ stripes (anodes) are located at the
edge of the detector and run in a direction parallel to the p+ stripes. A potential
valley (as seen by a drifting electron) is formed by the p+/n junctions on both
sides of the wafer such that electrons generated by the passage of an energetic
charged particle drift toward the middle (in depth) of the detector layer toward
the segmented anodes.
The SVT consists of a total of 216 SDD wafers with a size of 63 £ 63 mm2. The
SDD wafers have a cylindrical form and radii, r, of 6:9;10:8;14:5 cm with lengths
l of 25:2;37:9;44:4 cm respectively. They are centered with respect to the origin
of the experiment and around the beam pipe (r = 4 cm). A cross section through
the SVT can be seen in Figure 2.7. The 3 SDD wafer layers can be seen as gray
concentric circles arranged about the beam axis.
Each SDD consists of two half-detectors, separated by the dividing central cath-
ode, which receives the maximum voltage bias of U = ¡1500 V. Electrons drift
from the cathode to the segmented anodes at the sides of the wafer. Each of the
anodes is divided into 240 segments. The drift time along the length of the wafer
is segmented into 128 time-bins, yielding to 256 £ 240 channels per wafer. The
SDD has a spatial resolution of 20 ¹m in both the anode and drift direction. In
the radial direction, the resolution is given by the width of the wafer of 280 ¹m.
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The SVT provides particle identi¯cation by measuring the speci¯c ionization,
dE=dx, of the silicon by the charged particles (similar to the TPC). The dE=dx
resolution was determined to be 7% in a test beam experiment. The total average
radiation length of the SVT is slightly below X0 = 6% for all three layers or
X0 = 1:89% per layer [58]. Twenty four readout electronic (RDO) boxes are
mounted on the TPC wheel to read out the SVT. Each RDO box has interfaces
to the trigger, DAQ and slow control. The SVT data are sent to the DAQ via an
optical ¯ber. In 2001, the STAR experiment was fully equipped with the SVT.
It is intended to install an additional layer of a silicon strip detector (SSD) [59]
in the near future.
3.5. Trigger Detectors
The STAR experiment uses zero degree calorimeters (ZDCs) and the central
trigger barrel (CTB) as trigger detectors to trigger on 197Au + 197Au collisions.
These detectors di®er from the detectors discussed in the previous sections, since
they are fast detectors. The trigger detector signals are used by the STAR trigger
system to assess whether or not to issue a trigger on quantities such as the collision
impact parameter b and the z vertex position.
3.5.1. Zero Degree Calorimeters
The ZDCs [60] [62] are located at a distance of 18.25 m (Figure 3.2) from the
center of the experiment, the position of the nominal interaction region, in each
beam direction. They are located behind dipole magnets which are used to
merge and separate the beam at the intersection regions. The dipole magnets
de°ect charged particles and fragments of nuclei. Only neutrons can reach the
calorimeters.
Collisions of high energy nuclei lead to the emission of spectator neutrons from
the colliding nuclei. Neutrons are created either in a reaction during a nucleus
+ nucleus collision or singly by dipole resonances of excited nuclei, with approx-
imately the same cross sections [63]. The neutrons are emitted along the beam
axis and diverge less than 2 milliradians. The STAR ZDCs detect these neutrons
emitted within a cone along both beam directions, and measure their energy. The
sum of the ZDC signal in ADC counts (named ZDC sum) along the two beam
directions is indicative of the impact paramter b of the collision [61] and thus
can be employed by the trigger system as a minimum bias selection criterion for
heavy ion collisions [64].
The ZDCs are hadron calorimeters consisting of layers of tungsten absorbers
together with plastic ¯bers. Relativistic electrons created in the hadronic shower
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of a neutron, produce · Cerenkov radiation (Section 3.4.2) in the ¯bers. The ¯bers
are fed to three photomultipliers in order to measure the · Cerenkov light intensity.
The energy resolution of the calorimeters for a 100 GeV neutron is »20%, which
is su±cient to detect single neutrons. The ZDCs have a good time resolution of
t < 200 ps. The timing information of the ZDCs was used in 2001 to determine
the position of the collision vertex. The resolution achieved with this method
is ¾ = 7 cm without slewing correction, and ¾ = 3:5 cm thereafter [64]. The
frequency of the ZDC coincidence rate is a measure of the collision rate (or
collider luminosity L) at the interaction region [63].
The ZDCs are read out by the CTB digitizer board (CDB) where the individual
photomultipliers signals are read out, as well as the sum of all 3 modules.
3.5.2. Central Trigger Barrel
The central trigger barrel (CTB) [65] consists of 240 slats of plastic scintillators
arranged in a cylindrical fashion around the outer shell of the TPC (Figure 3.2).
The CTB has full azimuthal coverage (¢Á = 360±) and covers ¡1:0 < ´ <
1:0 in pseudorapidity. Each slat has one scintillator, one light guide and one
photomultiplier. The slats are housed in aluminum trays, with two slats per tray.
The trays are mounted onto rails on the outer shell of the TPC. Each tray has
half the length of the TPC and therefore a coverage of ´ = 0:5 in pseudorapidity
and ¢Á = 6± in azimuth. The total radiation length of a CTB tray is X0 » 20%
[66].
Each slat signal is sent to a digitizer board, each one having 16 inputs. Within
each digitizer, the signal is integrated and digitized with an 8-bit ADC before be-
ing sent to a discriminator. The digital output of the discriminator is summarized
and is then used as a trigger signal by the trigger system.
Each digitizer board has an external output for use by other detectors. The
output from a single digitizer board can be obtained within 260 ns after an event
has occurred. This output has been used for the slats in front of the RICH as a
fast pre-trigger for the RICH detector (see Section 3.6).
The CTB is calibrated in such a way that a minimum ionizing charged particle
gives an average of 5 ADC counts. The CTB ADC count sum (named CTB sum)
is thus indicative of the number of particles created in the central pseudorapidity
region in a heavy ion collision. In the case of a low multiplicity event (peripheral
collision, large b), a small ADC count sum is measured in the CTB, whereas a
large ADC count sum is indicative of a high multiplicity event (central collision,
small b).
503.6. Trigger
3.6. Trigger
The STAR trigger system [65] is subdivided into four levels, with each level having
a di®erent trigger processing time. Levels 0, 1 and 2 employ the CTB and ZDC
trigger detectors, which can be read out faster than 100 ns. With information
from these trigger detectors, it is possible to determine global event characteristics
and subsequently to issue a decision to read out the tracking detectors (i.e. TPC,
FTPC, SVT). The various trigger levels are:
Level-0: To trigger on collisions coming in with a collision rate (collider
luminosity) of up to R = 2:4 kHz (design speci¯cation for 197Au + 197Au
collisions, or even higher for proton-proton collisions), the trigger detectors
are read out for every crossing bunch (every 107 ns) at the RHIC collider.
Within 1.5 ¹s, the trigger control unit (TCU) issues a decision on collision
multiplicity and vertex position, thereby employing the ZDC and CTB
signal, and the ZDC coincidence signal. To every event a trigger word is
given, which depends on a combination of trigger detector signals. Each
event is also given a token, which is only released when read out of all
tracking detectors is completed. On the TCU, counters are implemented in
order to determine the number of events taken with a certain trigger.
Level-1: Up to 100 ¹s are necessary to read out the tracking detectors.
This is the processing time needed by the Level-1 trigger. The coarse pixel
array (CPA) is used in conjunction with the Level-1 trigger. It is capable
of processing CTB data, giving spatial information on event multiplicity
distributions. Asymmetry in these distributions can thus be determined,
and used for the decision.
Level-2: It takes about 10 ms to digitize the detector data. For this level,
all trigger detector raw data are available and used to ¯nd a decision.
Level-3: The Level-3 trigger di®ers from previous trigger levels by the
fact that it performs an on-line event reconstruction at up to 100 Hz from
tracking detector data (e.g. TPC data) in real-time. Based on this on-line
reconstruction, it can be determined whether or not an event ful¯lls certain
criteria, and if it is stored or rejected. This trigger level is explained in
Sections 3.8, 4.3 in greater detail.
For the analysis in this thesis, 197Au + 197Au event samples triggered by Level-0
and Level-3 were used.
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Figure 3.11.: Data acquisition (DAQ) of the STAR experiment [67].
3.7. Data Acquisition
The task of the STAR data acquistion (DAQ) system [67] is to collect the digitized
data of the read-out electronics of each STAR detector and send the resulting
event data to the RHIC computing facility (RCF), via a gigabit ethernet connec-
tion. At RCF, the event data are written to the high performance storage system
(HPSS).
One event consists of over 100 MB of digital data, where the TPC contributes the
largest fraction (» 80 MB per event). At the maximum TPC read out rate of 100
Hz, the DAQ has to handle approximately 10 GB/s. To handle this rate the DAQ
system is a parallel system consisting of a high speed network and processors.
The Level-3 trigger is connected to the DAQ architecture.
The DAQ design is drawn in Figure 3.11. Raw data from the detector read out
cards are sent, via optical ¯bers, to receiver boards. 144, 20 and 24 receiver
boards are used to process the data for the TPC, FTPC and SVT, respectively.
Each receiver board has 3 PCI slots equipped with Mezzanine cards. On these
cards, a 10 to 8 bit data compression, as well as the zero suppression of the
ADC signals is performed by a customized ASIC [68] chip. Each Mezzanine card
is equipped with a i960 CPU (33 MHz) and a 4 MB dual ported memory, for
bu®ering and pipelining raw data of up to 12 events. The i960 is used for data
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formatting and on-line cluster ¯nding of TPC, FTPC or SVT clusters (Section
3.8.1, 4.3.1). The high number of processors working in parallel (144 £ 3 = 432)
allows TPC cluster ¯nding to be performed in » 20 ms and reduces the event to
» 2 MB of cluster data (see Section 4.3.1). These data are shipped via Myrinet
to the Level-3 processor farm (SL3, GL3) as will be discussed in the next section.
The bene¯t of zero subtraction of raw data depends on the occupancy of a detec-
tor. A TPC occupancy of < 10% (typical for a central 197Au + 197Au collision)
results in » 6 MB zero-suppressed TPC raw data (compared to » 80 MB without
zero-suppression).
The receiver boards are held in sector crates, where each sector crate has 9
receiver boards. Each sector crate is controlled by a detector broker (DET) which
controls the communication and data transfer between receiver boards and other
components of the DAQ system. In the case of the RICH detector, data are sent
via a point to point ethernet connection to the RICH detector broker. This is
possible since the data volume of the RICH is small compared to that of the
TPC.
The global broker (GB) is the central control unit of the DAQ. It receives infor-
mation from the STAR trigger at the same time that the data are shipped from
the detector read out cards to the receiver boards. The GB communicates with
the DETs and insures that all detector data are collected for one event. It also
keeps book of all incoming events. The event builder (EVB) collects DET data
and transforms it into a format in which the complete event is saved. The EVB
is implemented on a SUN Enterprise 450 Server with a 140 GB disk bu®er (bu®er
box). From there, the data are sent via a Gbit ethernet (» 30 MB/s) connection
to HPSS at RCF. The event pool (EVP) enables a fraction of the events to be
saved locally at the STAR experiment for monitoring purposes. DAQMAN is
a server for the DAQ software. The interplay of the components of the DAQ
system with the Level-3 trigger is described in the next section.
3.8. The Level-3 Trigger System
As shown in the previous section, the bandwidth at which event data can be stored
at STAR, is limited by the HPSS bandwidth (» 30 MB/sec in 2001). Although
the TPC can be read out at a maximum rate of 100 Hz, only » 5 events/s of zero
compressed raw data can be stored. Assuming a rate of 5 events/s, a few million
events can be collected in a typical RHIC run (» 3 months). The statistics of such
a data sample are su±cient for the analysis of yields and correlations of identi¯ed
particles. For studying rare particles such as Upsilon (¨), anti-helium (4He) and
high momentum particles traversing a detector having a small acceptance (e.g.
the RICH detector in STAR), the statistics collected with the regular trigger
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might not be su±cient.
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Figure 3.12.: DAQ and L3 Trigger [70] with L3DISP.
In order to enhance the number of events containing rare particles, on-line re-
construction of detector data and selecting events only with certain signatures is
employed by the Level-3 trigger. Thus the event rate is no longer limited to the
rate at which events can be stored, but to the TPC readout rate. The trigger's
processing time per event (» 100 ms) is given by the TPC readout time of » 10
ms times 12 which is the number of events that the DAQ event bu®er stores.
When the Level-3 trigger system was designed, the speci¯cation was to process
events at a rate the same as the maximum TPC readout rate (100 Hz), assuming
a HPSS bandwidth of 20 MB/sec and a much larger event size of 20 MB. Thus
the Level-3 trigger would reconstruct and analyze a factor 100 more events than
the number of events which could be written to HPSS. This enhancement was a
strong motivation to build an on-line analysis trigger system [69].
In the following section, a brief description of the Level-3 Trigger will be given,
to aid in the understanding of the Level-3 RICH algorithm (see Section 4.3.4),
employed as a trigger for the dataset used in this analysis. Further description
of the Level-3 trigger system can be found in [70] [71].
543.8. The Level-3 Trigger System
3.8.1. Architecture
In Figure 3.12 the Level-3 trigger architecture is illustrated. Raw data of two
TPC sectors are collected by the 9 receiver boards of one sector crate (TPC0 to
TPC23). The task of ¯nding TPC clusters is perfomed by the Level-3 cluster
¯nder software (see Section 4.3.1) which runs in parallel on 432 i960 processors
located on the receiver boards. The cluster ¯nder task takes » 20 ms per event.
The Level-3 cluster data are sent via a Myrinet network to sector Level-3 proces-
sors (SL0 to SL47), where the track ¯nder algorithm (see Section 4.3.2) is running.
This processing farm consists of 48 Alpha 21264 CPU's where each node is dy-
namically assigned to one VME crate. Tracking of two TPC sectors is done on
one node. Thus the set of 48 nodes allows four events to be processed in parallel.
The track ¯nding in two TPC sectors consumes » 70 ms CPU time. The anal-
ysis results in » 0:3 MB track data per event. The global Level-3 (GL3) nodes
collect the tracking results from the SL3 nodes. The GL3 communicates with
the GB and EVB of the DAQ and issues a yes-no-decision, based on the result
of an Level-3 trigger algorithm. The Level-3 trigger system has been described
here using only the TPC. However, the Level-3 trigger system was extended to
include the FTPC and the SVT in 2001.
Trigger algorithms which issue trigger decisions are run on the GL3 processor
nodes. In 2001, four algorithms were run:
¨ ! e+e¡: Calculates the invariant mass of pairs with a momentum of
p > 3 GeV/c. It selects an event if it contains a pair where the invariant
mass is found to be within the region of the ¨ particle [71] [84].
4He: Triggers on events containing anti-particles close to the Z = ¡2 band
using the Bethe-Bloch parametrization in the dE=dx-momentum-plane [72].
RICH: Triggers on events containing particles with p > 3 GeV/c in the
acceptance of the RICH detector (see Section 4.3.4).
True: Triggers every event.
To derive absolute cross sections, it is necessary to di®erentiate between triggered
(biased) events and randomly selected (unbiased) events. Therefore the \True"
algorithm passes events through without introducting a bias to the saved event
sample. Counters are provided on GL3 to get the number of events processed
and triggered by each of the algorithms [72]. To optimize the enhancement of
an algorithm and the HPSS bandwidth, it is possible to pre and post-scale every
Level-3 trigger algorithm (pre-scaling reduces the number of events given to the
algorithm, post-scaling reduces the number of events triggered by the algorithm
[71]).
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In 2001, the whole reconstruction process of a central 197Au + 197Au event, in-
cluding cluster ¯nding, track ¯nding and running the algorithms took less than
200 ms on the L3-Trigger processor farm, consisting of 48 SL3 nodes. A fraction
of events reconstructed by Level-3 was stored onto disks of the Level-3 event pool
(L3EVP). The fact that events reconstructed by Level-3 can be saved » 1 second
later to the L3EVP disks allows for a fast analysis of global event characteristics.
In 2001, the L3EVP disks were shared via an ethernet connection with other
nodes such as the Level-3 display (L3DISP) located in the STAR control room.
L3DISP is a graphics workstation equipped with high end graphics and an 42"
wide SONY Plasma Screen. L3DISP runs the on-line event display (Section 4.3.5)
which draws reconstructed events » 2 seconds after detector read out. This o®ers
the shift crew a quick feedback about the performance of the experiment and its
detectors.
564. Event Reconstruction
The task of the reconstruction software is to reconstruct particle trajectories
measured by STAR detectors. In the following sections, the principle of the o®-
line reconstruction software will ¯rst be discussed, with an emphasis on the TPC
and RICH detectors. Secondly the similar, but much faster, on-line reconstruction
software for the TPC, which is run by the Level-3 trigger system will be discussed.
4.1. Event Reconstruction in the TPC
The o²ine event reconstruction procedure in the TPC uses the cluster/hit ¯nder
as a ¯rst step. Corrections to the hits are applied after the ¯nding process. The
reconstruction of trajectories is then performed on the basis of the coordinates
of the found hits. The speci¯c energy loss of the particle along its path, dE=dx,
is calculated from the charges (ADC) of the accepted clusters on the track.
4.1.1. Cluster Reconstruction
A particle traversing the TPC ionizes molecules of the TPC gas. Electrons re-
leased in the ionization process along the particle trajectory knock other electrons
out of the gas molecules, so that clouds of electrons (clusters) emerge. Due to
a constant electric drift ¯eld, these clusters drift toward a segmented readout
plane, where they induce a signal on the pads. The cluster coordinate is then
derived from the x-y-position of the pads and through the clusters drift time, the
longitudinal (z) position is obtained.
A pixel is the integer ADC value for a pad in a single time-bin. A cluster gives rise
to a signal in consecutive pixels of adjacent pads. The task of the cluster ¯nder
(TCL) [73] [75] is to ¯nd groups of pixels and determine the center of gravity of
the cluster with respect to the deposited charge.
The TPC zero suppressed raw data from the ASICs on the readout boards con-
tain pixel information and are arranged in a format of potential clusters. The
charge information of each pad is corrected for individual gain variations. To
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Figure 4.1.: TPC pixels in pad-time-space of padrow 1 in sector 5. Symbols show
reconstructed clusters. Green circles with error bars: O®-line cluster
¯nder (TCL, TPH). Red diamonds: On-line Level-3 trigger cluster
¯nder run on the i960 CPUs during data-taking in 2000. Blue crosses:
On-line cluster ¯nder used with a di®erent parameterization in the
o®-line reconstruction [74].
¯nd clusters, the following procedure is performed: In a pixel sequence a center
of gravities are determined. Then it is checked wether if in the sequence of a
previous pad, center of gravities in the same time-bin rage are found. If so, the
accoring pixels are marked that they belong to clusters. This procedure is applied
in each individual padrow, and results in a list of cluster certeroids in pad-time-
space, where only clusters full¯lling certain quality criteria are accepted.
The hit ¯nder (TPH) is applied to each cluster to reconstruct local peaks. In the
case of merged clusters, this can happen if tracks are to close and clusters from
these tracks merge into one, clusters are treated by a \multipeak¯nder" algorithm
[73]. In a central 197Au + 197Au event, typicallly 35 to 40% of the clusters have
multiple hits [72]. Once a peak of a cluster is found, the hit position is extracted.
584.1. Event Reconstruction in the TPC
The hit position along the padrow is determined using a 3-point Gaussian ¯t. The
position in time direction is determined by a weighted mean of the ADC values.
The x-y-coordinates are then derived from the geometrical position of the padrow,
and the z-coordinate is calculated by multiplying the time-bin position with the
constant drift velocity. Figure 4.1 shows TPC pixels in pad-time-space. The
uncertainties associated with each space point are estimated using hit residuals
as a function of track crossing and dip angle.
At full magnetic ¯eld, the resolution of the cluster reconstruction reaches 0.5 (2.0)
mm in padrow direction for small (large) padrow crossing angle and 1.0 (3.0) mm
in the drift direction for small (large) dip angles [47].
4.1.2. Coordinate Transforms and Distortion Corrections
Before track reconstruction, the hit positions are translated from local sector co-
ordinates (sector, row, pad, time) to global coordinates. The x and y coordinates
can be calculated using geometrical transformations from the sector coordinates.
However, the z coordinate requires knowledge of the drift velocity of the TPC gas
mixture with a precision of 0.1%, as well as the o®set of the ¯rst time-bin [47].
The drift velocity varies due to the dependence on atmospheric pressure and the
gas mixture. To minimize this e®ect, the TPC is operated so that the electric
¯eld in the TPC corresponds to the peak in the drift velocity curve [47] [71].
Additionally, a laser calibration is performed before each run. Due to the known
position of the laser beams inside the TPC, the drift velocity can be determined
by measuring the drift time of clusters generated by the laser beam.
The o®set of the ¯rst time-bin is constant over the full TPC volume and can be
corrected by reconstructing the event vertex of a given event separately in the
two halves of the TPC, and merging the resulting vertex positions.
At this level of the reconstruction procedure, di®erences between reconstructed
hit positions and actual positions of the originating clusters caused by distortions
are taken into account. Known e®ects which cause distortions are:
￿ E£B distortions are caused if ¯eld lines of the drift ¯eld (E-¯eld) are not
perpendicular to those of the magnetic ¯eld (B-¯eld), due to ¯eld inho-
mogenities.
￿ The crossing between the inner and outer sectors causes distortions which
causes drifting electrons to be shifted towards the inner sectors, at padrow
13.
￿ The non-°at shape and tilt of the central membrane (cathode) and TPC
endcaps causes an inhomogenous drift ¯eld.
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￿ The TPC is placed at a slight angular o®set relative to the axis of the
magnetic ¯eld.
￿ Misalignment between the inner and outer ¯eld cage causes a shift of hit
coordinates.
￿ Space charge build up causes a shift of cluster coordinates in the area of
high track density (e®ect is most dominant at the center of the TPC, when
taking central 197Au + 197Au events).
The magnitude of the distortions are shown in Table 4.1. Although the distortions
are all below 1 mm, they would have an impact on the momentum determination
of tracks having high momentum and a large radius (e.g. r = 33 m at p = 5
GeV/c). Distortions at the central membrane are most undesirable, since clusters
from particle trajectories in this area have a long drift time.
In order to understand the distortions and correct for them, the magnetic ¯eld
of the STAR magnet was mapped out with HALL and NMR probes before the
TPC was installed, while the electric ¯eld was calculated taking the geometry
of the TPC into account. Since the dependence of the ¯eld strength on the
coordinates is known, the correct hit position along the padrows can be calculated
as shown in [47]. The corrections to the hit coordinates are carried out before
track reconstruction and reduce the relative error between a point and the track-
model ¯t to 50 ¹m, while the absolute error for any point is about 500 ¹m [47].
Distortion Magnitude of Im-
perfection
Magnitude of
correction
Non-uniform B ¯eld §0:0040 T 0.10 cm
Geometrical e®ect between inner and
outer sub-sectors
Exact calculation
based on geometry
0.05 cm (near
padrow 13)
Cathode - non-°at shape and tilt 0.1 cm 0.04 cm
Angular o®set between E and B ¯eld 0.2 mr 0.03 cm
TPC endcaps - non-°at shape and tilt 0.1 cm 0.03 cm
Misalignment between IFC and OFC 0.1 cm 0.03 cm
Space charge build up in the TPC 0.001 C / ²0 0.03 cm
Table 4.1.: Distortions, corrections applied to cluster coordinates, and distortion
magnitudes [47].
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4.1.3. Track Reconstruction
To reconstruct the trajectories along which charged particles traverse the TPC,
the hit positions of reconstructed clusters are connected. The TPC tracking
software (TPT) [75] uses the follow-your-nose algorithm, which has already been
used in experiments such as NA49 at the SPS. It starts by connecting hits in
the outermost padrows, where the track density is smallest, to form track seeds.
Using the track seeds, a straight line parameterization is extrapolated inwards.
Hits lying along this extrapolation are added to the original seeds and will de¯ne
a track segment. Once a track segment has been de¯ned, the associated hits are
marked as used and a new seed is found to form another track segment. This
process is continued until all track segments are found. Attempts are then made
to add additional hits to the track segments that were not assigned to the track
in the ¯rst place, starting with the largest segments. In contrast to the linear
extrapolation used in the initial segment formation, a helix track model (Section
4.1.3) is used to predict the location of the next hit. Hits on the track are marked
as used and added to the collection of points forming the track. The extension of
the track segment continues inwards towards the interaction region in the centre
of the TPC and then outwards, until no further hits can be assigned to the track.
The last step in the tracking process is to merge split tracks.
Helix Parameterization
As already discussed in Section 3.3, the trajectory of a charged particle in a
static uniform magnetic ¯eld with ~ B = (0;0;Bz) is a helix. To determine the
helix parameters of a given track, a circle-line ¯t is performed in two independent
procedures [46]: The transverse momentum associated with the track is obtained
by ¯tting a circle to the collection of assigned hits projected onto the plane
perpendicular (x-y) to the magnetic ¯eld vector (Figure 4.2a). A least squares ¯t
of the track hits to a straight line in the bend (s-z) plane gives the longitudinal
momentum along the beam axis, where s is the pathlength along the track (Figure
4.2b). The circle-line ¯ts are performed within the errors of the reconstructed
hits. The helix parameterization in STAR is given by the following [76]:
x(s) = x0 +
1
·
(cos(©0 + h s · cos¸) ¡ cos©0) (4.1)
y(s) = y0 +
1
·
(sin(©0 + h s · cos¸) ¡ sin©0) (4.2)
z(s) = z0 + s sin¸ (4.3)
where x;y;z are Cartesian coordinates expressed as functions of the pathlength
s along the helix, (x0;y0;z0) is the origin at s = s0 = 0, ¸ is the dip angle, · is
the curvature (· = 1=r), q is particle charge in units of positron charge, h is the
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Figure 4.2.: a) Projection of a helix onto the transverse (x-y) plane. b) Projection
onto the bend (s-z) plane.
direction of rotation of the projected helix in the x-y-plane (h = ¡sign(qB) =
§1), ©0 is the azimuth angle of the origin in cylindrical coordinates with respect
to the helix axis (©0 = ª¡h¼=2), ª is the azimuthal angle of the track direction
at the origin, i.e. arctan(dy=dx)s=0.
The parameters can be visualized with the aid of Figure 4.2, where in (a), a
particle trajectory is projected onto the transverse (x-y) plane and appears as a
circle. The projection onto the bend (s-z) plane illustrated in (b) shows a linear
dependence of the longitudinal component z on the pathlength s, due to fact that
the magentic ¯eld lines are parallel to the particle trajectory in the longitudinal
direction.
From these parameters, the transverse and longitudinal momentum (p?, pz) can
be calculated using Equations 3.3 and 3.6. To calculate the momentum compo-
nents of the particle trajectory (px;py;pz), the helix has to be extrapolated to the
origin, where the particle is produced (e.g. the main event vertex for a primary
particle), in order to determine the azimuthal angle, ª, of the track direction at
that point.
4.1.4. Particle Identi¯cation via dE=dx in the TPC
Particle identi¯cation in the TPC is performed by measuring a particle's speci¯c
ionization in the detector gas (dE=dx) and correlating it with the measured
momentum as explained in Section 3.4.1. The ionization along the particle's
trajectory is sampled by up to 45 clusters, measured in the padrows crossed by
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the track. The ionization is measured by the summed cluster charge, taking the
di®erent ampli¯cation of pads from the inner and outer sectors into account, and
dividing it by the track pathlength across the sensitive pad length. Due to the
possibly large energy transfer between the traversing particle and the electrons
of the gas molecules in hard collisions, the measured charge distribution follows
a Landau distribution [79], with a long tail towards high cluster ionizations.
The best estimate for the most probable value of the Landau distribution is the
\truncated mean", where the asymmetric tail is truncated (top 30% of the charge
distribution) and the mean of the remaining almost Gaussian distributed sample
is taken. The dE=dx versus momentum (p) is shown in Figure 4.3. The lines
show the expected dE=dx for electrons (e), pions (¼), kaons (K), protons (p) and
deuterons (D), based on the Bethe-Bloch equation 3.8.
A high resolution dE=dx measurement is crucial for e®ective particle identi¯ca-
tion in the TPC. This requires calibration of the hardware and the TPC response,
which depends on the physical properties of the TPC gas. The gain correction
of each pad is applied before the clusters are found. The correction accounts
for gain variations caused by the electronics and marks dead or noisy pads as
unusable. The correction table is obtained from pulser data, where each channel
is pulsed with an identical test signal during the beginning of each run.
The following corrections are applied after track reconstruction, where the mea-
sured ionization is compared with the expected Bethe-Bloch value for pions. The
corrections account for local gas gain variations versus sector and row, and gas
gain variations due to pressure and gas mixture [47] [78].
The best achievable dE=dx resolution in events of central 197Au + 197Au collisions
used in the analysis in Section 5.1.1 was found to be 7.6% for tracks with 45 ¯t
points on the track, while excluding merged clusters [72].
4.1.5. Global Track Model
A goal of the STAR experiment was to reconstruct the information of the several
detector subsystems (e.g. SVT, TPC and EMC) as one global detector in a
so-called \global event reconstruction" chain. This was still a work in progress
in 2001. The data from the 2001 197Au + 197Au run were reconstructed in the
TPC ¯rst. In the case of the RICH detector, TPC tracks were then extrapolated
and matched to the RICH detector information. However, the global tracking
algorithm was applied to the TPC data only, after initial track ¯nding with TPT.
The global tracking algorithm is based on the Kalman Filter [80] approach, which
allows simultaneous track reconstruction and ¯tting. The Kalman Filter re¯ts
the tracks found by TPT, taking multiple Coulomb scattering and energy loss
in the beam pipe, IFC and TPC gas into account, assuming the particle is a
pion. Multiple scattering is calculated [46], while the energy loss is modelled by
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Figure 4.3.: Energy loss dE=dx as a function of reconstructed momentum (p).
Lines show the values calculated using the Bethe-Bloch equation.
GEANT [82] using the STAR geometry. Incorrectly assigned and outlying hits
are removed during the re¯t based on the hit errors provided by the cluster¯nder
(TCL/TPT). Reconstructed tracks passing the Kalman Filter are called global
tracks. In the global track model, the number of hits that were used in the track
¯t, Nfithits, are indicative of the track length (maximum is Nfithits = 45).
The crosses in Figure 4.4 show the track ¯nding e±ciency dependency on the
transverse momentum of global tracks. The e±ciency was determined by embed-
ding simulated pixels from tracks with a momentum of 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 GeV/c into
data of central 197Au + 197Au collisions taken at half magnetic ¯eld B = 0:25
T, using STAR's TPC response simulator (TRS) [77]. The events were then re-
constructed and an anlaysis was carried out to determine if the embedded tracks
could be found with Nfithits ¸ 23. The ratio of emebedded to found tracks de-
termines the reconstuction e±ciency. The e±ciency is found to be above 80% for
momenta larger than 1 GeV/c.
The open dots in Figure 4.5 show the transverse momentum resolution of global
tracks determined with the same embedding technique as above. The momentum
resolution (¢p?=p?) is determined from the fraction of momentum di®erence of
the reconstructed embedded track and the momentum of the initial embedded
track . Figures 4.4 and 4.5 also show the tracking e±ciency and momentum
resolution of the Level-3 trigger online reconstruction (to be discussed in Section
4.3).
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4.1.6. Event Vertex Reconstruction
Knowledge of the event vertex position with a high accuracy is essential. With
this knowledge, tracks originating from the event vertex (primary) can be distin-
guished from secondary (originating elsewhere) tracks.
The vertex is reconstructed by extrapolating the global tracks to a point (normaly
the beam position) on the x-y-plane, close to the estimated vertex. The global
average is then taken, using a least-mean-square (LMS) method, where outlyers
are truncated. The process is repeated 3 or 4 times. The algorithm [81] achieves
a vertex resolution of 350 ¹m using the TPC data only. A 10 fold improvement
in vertex resolution would be expected if SVT data were included.
4.1.7. Primary Track Model
In the primary track model, the primary vertex position is added to the track ¯t
for tracks originating from the event vertex within a distance of closest approach
dca < 3:0 cm. The dca is the minimum distance between a particle trajectory
extrapolated to the vertex and the event vertex position, as illustrated in Figure
4.6. Adding the primary vertex to the track ¯t can signi¯cantly improve the
momentum resolution, since the primary vertex position is precisely measured
and gives a long lever to a TPC track (distance from the event vertex of the ¯rst
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hit on the track in the TPC is l > 55 cm). When the trajectory is reconstructed
from TPC hits e®ected by distortions, ¯tting the track with a primary track
model does not necessarily improve the momentum resolution, since adding the
primary vertex is a signi¯cant constraint. The solid dots in Figure 4.5 show the
transverse momentum resolution of primary tracks using embedding as discussed
in the previous section. The achieved momentum resolution is found to be better
at high momentum when compared to the global track model (open dots).
4.2. RICH Event Reconstruction
The identi¯cation of particles in the RICH detector is done by detection of
· Cerenkov radiation produced by charged particles passing through the detec-
tor radiator. The · Cerenkov radiation is emitted in a cone which has an opening
angle, called the · Cerenkov angle, determined by the velocity of the particle. Par-
ticles can be identi¯ed by correlating the · Cerenkov angle with the momentum
reconstucted in the TPC. As illustrated in Figure 3.9, the · Cerenkov radiation
is projected onto the CsI covered pads of the segmented pad plane. There, the
· Cerenkov photons are converted into photoelectrons by a CsI layer. The photo-
electrons are ampli¯ed in the MWPC and thus ionization clusters are measured
on the segmented pad plane. The charged particle itself produces a large charge
cluster called a MIP (\MIP" stands for the energy loss/ionization of a \minimum
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Primary track
Event vertex
TPC hits
Global track
dca
Event vertex
Figure 4.6.: Global and primary track model (see text).
ionizing particle"), marking its intersection point with the pad plane. A pad is
characterized by its location and together with its ADC value, is referred to as a
\pixel" (see Figure 4.7). A pedestal value is subtracted from each pad as a ¯rst
step. The pedestal values are measured before each run. The mean ADC value
of each pad is thus determined. The reconstruction of the charge clusters from
· Cerenkov photons or traversing tracks is then carried out. The impact point of a
photon or track is referred to as a \hit" and is determined from the charge clus-
ter information. A charge cluster is a collection of one or more pads associated
with the charge avalanche produced by either a photoelectron or a single track
ionization in the detector gas. The cluster ¯nder algorithm begins by selecting
an initial pixel from a set of pixels having ADC values above a certain threshold.
Starting with this seed, any pixels adjacent to the initial pixel are added to the
collection, thus de¯ning the charge cluster. The hit position of the cluster is
determined from the center of gravity of the cluster using the ADC value of each
cluster pixel. Merging clusters and hits that are close together will undergo a
re¯t [55].
The task of the pattern recognition software is to ¯nd a MIP and match its
hit position with a primary TPC track which is extrapolated to the RICH pad
plane [76]. The photon clusters around the MIP are correlated to a · Cerenkov
cone projection. When a particle is normally incident on the RICH detector, the
projection of the cone produces a ring shape on the pad plane. In the case where
the particle strikes the detector at non-normal angles, the produced patterns
(· Cerenkov ¯ducial area) on the pad plane are non-round. The extreme case is
when particles are incident at angles of inclination of » 25± relative to the RICH
radiator. In this case, · Cerenkov light rays in the forward region su®er total
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Figure 4.7.: Event display of the pad plane of the RICH detector. Dots indi-
cate pixels with their corresponding ADC values (see color legend).
Crosses indicate reconstructed hits from clusters from traversing par-
ticles (MIP) while stars indicate hit positions from photoelectron
clusters. Red lines show projections of reconstructed · Cerenkov cones.
internal re°ection in the quartz exit window of the RICH detector, and only a
part of the cone is projected onto the pad plane.
The frequency dependence of the · Cerenkov light on the index of refraction (see
Equation 3.10), and the depth of the radiator lead to a · Cerenkov cone with a
certain angular width. The · Cerenkov spectrum ranges typically from 170 < ¸ <
220 nm [55]. Using Eq. 3.16, 3.10 the angular width for the afore mentioned
spectrum can be calculated to ¢µ » 1:4± for a particle traveling with ¯ = 1.
The photon clusters arround the MIP are correlated to a · Cerenkov ¯ducial vol-
ume. For determining the ring diameter at a known momentum, hypothetical
particle masses of pions, kaons and protons are asssumed. The best ¯t of the
cluster to the · Cerenkov ¯ducial area is used, and the · Cerenkov angle, µ is de-
termined, by taking the refractive index of the materials, the light has to pass
through, into consideration, [55].
Figure 4.8 shows the dependence of the reconstructed · Cerenkov angle (µ) for
pions (¼), kaons (K) and protons (p) on their respective momenta (p). The solid
lines show the expected · Cerenkov angle using Equation 3.21 for a mean index of
refraction of hni = 1:29039 (2001 run).
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4.3. On-line TPC Event Reconstruction
In this section, we give an overview of the TPC reconstruction software used
on the Level-3 trigger processor farm. The fast Level-3 event reconstruction
process is very similar to the o®-line reconstruction described in Section 4.1.
The fundamental di®erence is that the Level-3 trigger software is optimized for
speed, to achieve short processing times and therefore compromises resolution
and e±ciency slightly. To illustrate this, consider that the o®-line reconstruction
of one event takes one minute on a single CPU, while it takes less the 200ms on
the Level-3 processor farm, where 11 CPU nodes are reconstructing one evnet in
paralell. The on-line cluster and track ¯nder software will ¯rst be discussed and
its e±ciency and momentum resolution will be compared to the o®-line software.
We will then introduce the Level-3 RICH trigger algorithm and the online event
display.
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4.3.1. Cluster Reconstruction
The on-line cluster ¯nder of the Level-3 trigger system performs fast cluster
reconstruction on the 432 i960 processors of the TPC readout boards. The hit
position is determined by the weighted mean of the pixel charge in pad and time-
bin directions. The summed pixel charge (cluster charge) gives the ionization
measurement which is used for the calculation of the speci¯c energy loss of the
particle, dE=dx, in the detector gas. An attempt is made to split merged clusters
of tracks which are close together in both pad and time-bin direction using the
cluster ¯nder. The on-line cluster ¯nder does not determine the uncertainties
of the reconstructed cluster position. The red diamonds in Figure 4.1 show the
reconstructed cluster position of TPC pixels in pad-time-space. The hit positions
are very close to those reconstructed by the o²ine cluster ¯nder (TCL/HTL). It is
only in the case of merged clusters that the on-line cluster ¯nder does not unfold
the cluster as HTL does. The e±ciency and resolution of the cluster ¯nder was
studied using embedding of pixels into data (see Section 4.1.5). The e±ciency
was found to be higher than 80% [70]. It was found that the e±ciency of the
on-line cluster ¯nder is higher than the TCL in the region of sector boundaries,
since TCL discards clusters that are cut by the sector borders [71]. Recent results
have shown that keeping these clusters for tracking does not in°uence the quality
of the tracking negatively. The on-line cluster ¯nder has an average resolution
that is only 3% worse than the o®-line cluster ¯nder [70]. The algorithm is
optimized for e±cient data formatting and uses the architecture of the i960 to
an optimum [71]. The ¯nding of » 140 k clusters of a central 197Au + 197Au
event takes approximately 20 ms. The incomming zero suppressed raw data of
» 6 MB/event are thereby reduced to » 2 MB/event containing the hit position,
charge and °ag.
4.3.2. Track Reconstruction
The on-line track ¯nder associates reconstructed hits from the on-line cluster
¯nder to tracks, and ¯ts the corresponding hits with a helix track model. It runs
on the 48 SLxx nodes of the Level-3 trigger, and was especially developed for
online event reconstruction [83], where the main focus was on short processing
times.
Before reconstruction, hit coordinates are translated from sector coordinates to
global coordinates and corrections to the hit positions are performed using a
look-up table [71].
The track ¯nding algorithm uses the follow-your-nose method in conformal space
and in s-z-space. As shown in Figure 4.2, a helix can be described as a circle in
the x-y-plane and as a straight line in the s-z-plane. Using a circle as a model
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for ¯nding particle trajectories in x-y-space is not a favorable choice, since the
radius is not known at the initial track ¯nding. The hit coordinates (x;y) are
therefore transformed into conformal space (x0;y0) according to
x
0 =
x ¡ xt
r2 ; y
0 =
y ¡ yt
r2 using r
2 = (x ¡ xt)
2 + (y ¡ yt)
2: (4.4)
where (xt;yt) is a point on the trajectory. This can either be the origin of the
track (vertex constraint) or the ¯rst point on the track (no vertex constraint). An
example of this transformation can be found in [71]. Using this transformation,
the track ¯nding task is reduced to ¯nding straight lines in conformal (x0-y0) and
s-z-spaces.
The track parameter can be extracted from straight-line ¯ts in conformal and
s-z-spaces. The highest momentum resolution is achieved if a precisely known
vertex position is used in the transformation. However, the track ¯t in conformal
space then fails for secondary particle tracks. It is preferable to perform a helix-
straight-line ¯t in Cartesian coordinates, after the initial track ¯nding, where
primary and secondary tracks can be ¯t simultaneously.
The event vertex position in the x-y-plane is well de¯ned by the small beam size
(1.0 mm) and the almost constant beam position during the 2001 run. However,
the z vertex position distribution, restricted by the ZDC coincidence trigger to
jz vertexj < 35 cm (see Section 5.1.3) is much wider. Accordingly, in 2001, the
algorithm reconstructed the tracks using the nominal beam position (x, y) as a
starting point in conformal space, but re¯tted the tracks in Cartesian coordinates
without including the vertex position in the ¯t. Thus, tracks reconstucted by
the Level-3 trigger do not use the primary track model. In the on-line case, the
number of hits that were assigned to the track during ¯nding, Nhits, are indicative
of the track length.
Figure 4.4 compares the tracking e±ciency of on-line reconstruction with o®-line
reconstruction. At higher transverse momenta and for event z vertices close to
the center of the TPC (mainly the case in 2001), the on-line tracking e±ciency
reaches the o®-line e±ciency for higher transverse momenta. When comparing
the e±ciency of the on-line reconstruction with the e±ciency of the o®-line re-
construction, it must be remembered that in the o®-line case, the whole TPC
is tracked at once. However, in the Level-3 trigger case, two TPC sectors are
tracked by one SLxx node, and a GL3 node builds an event from all SL3 nodes
which analyse the event in parallel. This results in splitting of tracks at sec-
tor boundaries, where the splitting is most dominant for low momentum tracks
(p? · 0:5 GeV/c) with a small radius.
A comparison of the momentum resolution of the on- and o®-line analyses is
shown in Figure 4.5. For track ¯tting which do not include the vertex position,
the momentum resolution is » 1.5 (2.5) times worse than that achieved with the
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Figure 4.9.: Energy loss dE=dx as a function of reconstructed momentum (p) cal-
culated on-line. Lines show the Bethe-Bloch predictions for electrons
(e), pions (¼), kaons (K), protons (p) and deuterons (D).
global (primary) track model in the o®-line analysis. In 2001, track ¯ts which
did not include the vertex position was the default mode which also allowed
reconstruction of secondary tracks. However, for tracks re¯t with the vertex
position, the momentum resolution of on-line reconstructed tracks is very close
to that for primary tracks reconstructed o®-line.
As in the o®-line reconstruction case, the speci¯c energy loss dE=dx due to gas
ionization of a particle when traversing the TPC is determined. The truncated
mean is calculated from the summed cluster charges given by the on-line cluster
¯nder, discarding the highest 30% of cluster charges and dividing by the path-
length along the padrows. Due to the processing time constraints, the pathlength
across a padrow is approximated by a straight line. Only, for those tracks having
Nhits ¸ 15, the dE=dx is calculated. In contrast to the o®-line case discussed in
Section 4.1.4, second iteration corrections cannot be applied in on-line reconstruc-
tion, so that no further calibration of the dE=dx is carried out. For the on-line
reconstruction case, Figure 4.9 shows the dependence of the energy loss dE=dx
on the momentum. The bands for electrons, pions, kaons, protons and deuterons
are similar to the values predicted by the Bethe-Bloch equation. Due to a smaller
gain (» 50%), used for the dE=dx calculation, the absolute dE=dx values are ap-
proximately half the amount compared the o²ine dE=dx (see Figure 4.3). From
a Gaussian ¯t to the proton band at a momentum range of 0:5 < p? < 0:6 GeV/c
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(see Section 5.1.11) measured with at least 23 ionization samples (clusters) in the
TPC, a dE=dx resolution of 11.3% can be determined. The result is comparable
to that achieved with the o®-line analysis, where the resolution is found to be
» 9% for pions, having the same number of ionization samples [72].
4.3.3. Vertex Determination
In the 197Au + 197Au run in 2001, the event vertex position was used as a cut
criterion in the trigger algorithms and for the determination of track dca. The
dca was used to determine if a given track could be considered as a primary or
secondary track.
The calculation of the event vertex is performed within the framework of the
GL3 software, and the event vertex position is then available for all algorithms.
Considering the time available for vertex ¯nding (a few ms), a fast algorithm
which delivers a su±ciently high vertex resolution was employed. Since in 2001
no absolute beam position was available to the Level-3 trigger system, each track
having more then Nhits > 14 and a momentum p > 0:25 GeV/c was extrapolated
to the position of the nominal beam line in the x-y-plane (0.0,0.0), which was
taken as track origin. The coordinates in x;y;z from this calculation where
then sorted into histograms with a bin width of ¢x;¢y = 0:2 cm in the x-
y-plane and a bin width of ¢z = 0:5 cm in longitudinal direction. For each
histogram, the maximum was found and a weighted mean was calculated, taking
the 3 nearest bins from the maximum into consideration. A second iteration was
performed where the accepted tracks were extrapolated to the x and y vertex
position determined in the ¯rst step.
Figure 4.10a shows the x and y vertex position of central 197Au + 197Au events
calculated by the o®-line vertex ¯nder (see Section 4.1.6). The x and y vertex
position of the same events determined by the L3 trigger on-line analysis is shown
in Figure 4.10b. The di®erence between the mean vertex position is » 1 mm,
where the on-line method shows the tendency to introduce a bias towards the
nominal beam line position. The di®erence in the z vertex position of the o®-
line and on-line z vertex position is shown in Figure 4.11. The well centered
distribution has an r.m.s. width of 0.17 cm. The slight di®erence in the vertex
determination had to be taken into account in the L3 trigger algorithms when
applying cuts on the event vertex and dca.
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Figure 4.10.: O® and on-line reconstruction of the event x-y-vertex.
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Figure 4.11.: Di®erence (¢z) of the o® and on-line reconstructed event z vertex.
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4.3.4. Level-3 RICH algorithm
The Level-3 RICH algorithm was one of the trigger algorithms (see Section 3.8.1)
that was run on the global nodes (GLxx) of the Level-3 trigger. The task of the
algorithm was to select events with a particle having a high momentum within
the acceptance region of the RICH detector (j´j < 0:3, ¢ = 20±).
For the 2001 197Au + 197Au run, a collision rate of » 2:4 kHz (design luminos-
ity) was expected at the STAR interaction region. The DAQ storage rate was
expected to be 5 Hz. The number of charged hadrons with a momentum of
p > 1 GeV/c in the acceptance of the RICH detector (j´j < 0:3, ¢ = 20±) has
been measured to be approximately one per central 197Au + 197Au collision at p
sNN = 130 GeV. The number of charged hadrons decreases by approximately a
magnitude per GeV/c in momentum. Thus every » 100 event, a charged particle
having a momentum p > 3 GeV was measured in the acceptance of the RICH
detector. The goal for the 2001 run was to collect a sample of » 5 million events,
yielding to a total of » 50k (0:5k) hadrons with a momentum of p = 3 (5) GeV/c,
respectively.
From the previous run and the Level-3 trigger fully equipped with 48 SL3 nodes,
a maximum processing rate of » 50 Hz for central 197Au + 197Au collisions
at RHIC design luminosity was expected. Accordingly, the Level-3 trigger was
employed to select events with a hadron having a momentum of p > 3 GeV/c in
the acceptance of the RICH detector (named RICH candidates). Using such a
trigger, the event sample could be enhanced with high momentum (p > 3 GeV/c)
hadrons of up to factor 10, since the Level-3 trigger could process 10 times the
number of events that could be written to HPSS by the DAQ. Therefore, 0.5
million RICH candidates were expected.
The trigger criterion for a Level-3 RICH algorithm had to be optimized (see
Section 5.2.4), so that the cut would be loose enough to result in a good e±ciency,
but tight enough to keep the trigger rate at an acceptable level. The cuts were
derived from the RICH analysis of 2000 run data [92] [55]. The event z vertex was
restricted to jz vertexj < 25 cm. Reconstructed tracks were required to have more
then 20 TPC points, within a pseudorapidity range of j´j < 0:3, a momentum
p > 2:7 GeV/c, a dca < 10 cm and had to be extrapolated to the area covered by
the RICH detector. Cuts were applied in this order to keep the number of tracks
that had to be extrapolated to the RICH detector surface small, since the track
extrapolation [76] was the most time consuming task. The algorithm consumed
» 10 ms of CPU time on a GL3 node.
This set of cuts was tested on 197Au + 197Au events taken in 2000. Figure 4.12a
shows a 197Au + 197Au event drawn with the on-line event display. All tracks
within the acceptance of the RICH are extrapolated to the detector volume (the
RICH is shown from the side). Figure 4.12b shows the same event, where only
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tracks with a momentum p > 1:5 GeV/c are drawn. One track with a momentum
p > 3 GeV/c remains in the acceptance of the RICH detector. All other event
and track criteria required by the algorithm are also ful¯lled by this event/track.
This event would thus be accepted by the L3 Trigger.
4.3.5. Online Event Visualization
The on-line event display (L3GlViewer) [85] uses the on-line reconstruction of
the Level-3 trigger to display reconstructed hit positions and trajectories. The
event display serves two purposes. The ¯rst is to visualize a fraction of events, a
few seconds after they were triggered, during data taking. The second purpose
is to act as a tool to display cluster and track parameters for a visual control of
detector performance and on-line reconstruction quality.
The display draws the outer detector geometry as a wire frame. Reconstructed
clusters (hits) are drawn as dots and particle trajectories are represented as lines.
Clusters and tracks are colored according to their gas ionization, where red (blue)
is indicative of high (low) ionization. In 2000, only TPC data were drawn (see
Figure 2.4). With the integration of the FTPC and the SVT into the Level-3
trigger, these detectors were added to the display as well (see Figure 2.7 and
[70]). Additionally, TPC tracks within the acceptance of the RICH detector were
extrapolated to the sensitive detector volume, which is drawn as a °at rectangle
(see Figure 4.12). The extrapolation of TPC tracks to the RICH detector was
used as a visual control of the Level-3 RICH trigger algorithm during data taking.
Thereafter, it was used to optimize the e±ciency of the algorithm on an event
sample stored on L3EVP. It it possible to apply cuts on cluster (e.g. position,
charge), track (e.g. Nhits, p?, ´) and event (e.g. z vertex, trigger word) variables
to display events with certain characteristics only.
In a central 197Au + 197Au collision, » 140k clusters and » 2:8k tracks are drawn
by the display. The L3GlViewer uses the OpenGL graphics library, together with
a 3D graphics card (NVidia GForce) on a Linux workstation, so that mouse-
controlled operations like panning, rotating and zooming can be performed in
real time without any signi¯cant delay. The program is based on the Qt library
[85].
The event display was used in 2000 and 2001, together with an on-line monitor
(L3Online) [70], which is a histogramming tool and displays distributions of event
(e.g. z vertex, trigger word) and track parameters (e.g. Nhits, p? and ´) on an
event-by-event or on a run-by-run basis.
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Figure 4.12.: top) Event of a central 197Au + 197Au collision where on-line recon-
structed TPC tracks are extrapolated to the RICH volume. bottom)
Event accepted by RICH Level-3 algorithm: One high momentum
track ful¯lls the trigger criteria.
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785. Analysis of Anti-Proton to
Proton Ratio
An analysis of the anti-proton to proton ratio, ¹ p=p, in 197Au + 197Au collisions
at a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV is presented in this chapter. All
data for this analysis were collected during the second year of RHIC operation.
Anti-protons and protons were identi¯ed by correlating their energy loss due to
ionization of the TPC gas, dE=dx, with the measured momentum (see Section
4.1.4). This allows an identi¯cation of anti-protons and protons at mid-rapidity
(jyj < 0:5) in the transverse momentum range of 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c. The
events were reconstructed using the STAR o®-line analysis software. A similar
analysis, using on-line reconstructed events from the Level-3 Trigger system was
also employed. Both analysis methods are described in this chapter, and both
results are compared. The analysis of the ratio from 10% central 197Au + 197Au
collisions at high transverse momentum (1:3 < p? < 4:5) GeV/c is presented
in Section 5.2. The ring imaging · Cerenkov detector (RICH), covering j´j < 0:3,
¢Á » 20± at Á = 60± (see Section 3.4.2), was employed for anti-proton and
proton identi¯cation. Thus the measurement of the anti-proton to proton ratio
at high transverse momentum is limited to a small but symmetric acceptance at
mid-rapidity. Section 5.3 concludes with the combined result from the low and
high transverse momentum analysis.
5.1. ¹ p=p at Low Transverse Momentum
For the mid-rapidity ¹ p=p analysis at low transverse momentum, the time projec-
tion chamber (TPC) in the magnetic ¯eld of the STAR magnet was employed
to detect and identify anti-protons and protons. The ZDC provided a trigger for
minimum bias, and the ZDC and CTB a trigger for central events of 197Au +
197Au collisions.
TPC data, which were reconstructed by the STAR o®-line reconstruction soft-
ware are analyzed. The various steps of the analysis are presented in this section.
Firstly, the datasets used in the analysis are introduced. The method used to
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identify anti-protons and protons in the TPC is explained. The detector accep-
tance and the corrections to the identi¯ed anti-proton and proton raw yields are
subsequently discussed. The corrections to the anti-proton to proton ratio in-
clude corrections for secondary protons generated in, and anti-protons absorbed
by, the detector material. A momentum correction due to energy loss of anti-
protons and protons passing through the detector has also been applied. The
systematical error for the anti-proton to proton ratio measurement is estimated
by varying the selection criteria applied to the data. Finally, the results of the
STAR o®-line event reconstruction are compared to the Level-3 Trigger on-line
event reconstruction.
5.1.1. Dataset
197Au + 197Au collisions at a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV are
analyzed. The data were collected during the second year of RHIC operation
(see Section 2.5). Two datasets were used for the analysis:
1. One million events taken with the minimum bias trigger. This dataset
includes the entire range from peripheral to central 197Au + 197Au collisions.
Events were taken with the run type \productionMinBias".
2. One million central events, taken with the Level-0 central trigger that selects
the 10% most central 197Au + 197Au collisions. The run type for these
central events was \productionCentral".
For each dataset, part of the data was taken with the STAR magnet being oper-
ated with a full magnetic ¯eld of B = 0:5 T, while the remainder was taken with
a reverse full magnetic ¯eld of B = ¡0:5 T. Data were reconstructed with the
STAR o®-line software (production library version P02gc+P02gd).
5.1.2. Trigger Operation
To trigger a 197Au + 197Au collision, STAR uses the ZDCs (east+west) and the
CTB. Figure 5.1 shows the correlation of the ZDC sum to the CTB sum. These
Events were triggered using the ZDC sum. Collisions between nuclei having a
large impact parameter, b, due to a small geometric overlap, result in a small
number of dissociation neutrons being detected in the ZDC, resulting in a low
CTB sum. This class of events occupy the lower left corner of Figure 5.1.
For events taken with run type \productionMinBias" a CTB sum of at least 75
counts was required. This rejected ultra peripheral collisions [87]. A smaller im-
pact parameter between the colliding nuclei results in a larger number of neutrons
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Figure 5.1.: The summed east+west ZDC signal versus the summed CTB signal
from 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV taken in 2001.
Central events are characterized by a high ADC count sum in the
CTB and a small ADC count sum of the ZDC.
detected in the ZDCs, along with a larger CTB signal, indicating an increase in
particle production at mid-rapidity. At high impact parameters a point is reached
where the centrality is high enough such that most of the neutrons are in the re-
action volume of the collision. This leaves fewer spectator neutrons to be emitted
which leads to a small ZDC sum. Thus the particle multiplicity, along with the
corresponding CTB signal, grows with the centrality of the collision while the
ZDC signal decreases.
The lower right end of the \boomerang" in Figure 5.1 correponds to the most
central events, where the CTB sum is largest and the ZDC sum is very small.
This characteristic distribution is used to trigger on central events. On Level-0 a
trigger is implemented to take central events. It requires an CTB sum of at least
10000 ADC counts and a ZDC sum of less than 90 ADC counts. This require-
ment selects the 10% most central events, determined by the event multiplicity,
based on a Glauber calculation (see Section 1.2.1). Figure 5.20a illustrates the
correlation of the ZDC sum and the CTB sum given by the central trigger in a
\productionCentral" run.
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5.1.3. Vertex Position Determination
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Figure 5.2.: Longitudinal event vertex (z vertex) distribution of minimum bias
events from 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV.
In the 2001 197Au + 197Au run, the r.m.s. width of the longitudinal collision
vertex distribution was » 86 cm in the STAR intersection region [89]. To narrow
the vertex distribution, a ZDC timing trigger at Level-0 was employed during data
taking. This timing trigger is used to eliminate events with a jz vertexj > 35 cm.
Figure 5.2 shows the z vertex distribution of events taken with this ZDC timing
trigger. In order to avoid a centrality bias, caused by the resolution of the z
vertex trigger (see Section 3.5.1), an event vertex cut of jz vertexj < 25 cm was
chosen. About » 72% of the events taken with run type \productionMinBias"
and 76% of the events taken with \productionCentral" pass the z vertex cut.
5.1.4. Centrality Considerations
The correlation between produced particles and impact paramter, b, in a given
collision (see Section 1.2.1) is used to determine the collision centrality by measur-
ing the event multiplicity. Events taken with the run type \productionMinBias",
consist of peripheral (large b) to central collisions (small b). Figure 5.3 shows the
multiplicity distribution from accepted minimum bias events that pass a cut of
the longitudinal vertex of jz vertexj < 25 cm. Counterd is the number of tracks
that are measured with Nfithits ¸ 10, dca < 3 cm and j´j · 0:5 in the TPC.
The multiplicity distribution is not corrected for detector e±ciencies and does
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Figure 5.3.: Uncorrected distribution of charged particles (Nch) per event of min-
imum bias events from 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV,
divided into 9 centrality classes.
not, therefore, represent a precise measurement of the total event multiplicity.
However, it can be used to estimate the centrality of the collision. The sample
is divided into 9 centrality classes. The mapping between multiplicity of charged
particles, Nch, and centrality is shown in Table 5.1. This classi¯cation is used to
study the production of the produced particles, depending on the centrality of
the collision, i.e. b. Events taken under run type \productionCentral" with the
central trigger on Level-0 correspond to centrality classes 8+9 of the \produc-
tionMinBias" run.
Class Centrality (%) Nch cut (¸)
1 80 14
2 70 30
3 60 56
4 50 94
5 40 146
6 30 217
7 20 312
8 10 431
9 5 510
Table 5.1.: Centrality classes for minimum bias events dNev=dNch distribution.
Shown in Figure 5.3 [90].
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5.1.5. Detector Acceptance
Figure 5.4.: Acceptance within j´j · 0:5 for anti-protons and protons in the TPC
(B = §0:5 T).
The STAR experiment has a wide and uniform acceptance around mid-rapidity.
Figure 5.4 shows the acceptance within the pseudorapidity range of j´j · 0:5
for anti-protons and protons in the TPC, operated in the full magnetic ¯eld of
B = 0:5 T. The rapidity, y, versus the transverse momentum, p?, shows identi¯ed
protons measured with Nfithits ¸ 23 in the TPC, a cut that is used throughout
the present analysis.
At large rapidities, the dip angle of the track is so small that the protons leave
either less than 23 hits in the TPC, or they miss the acceptance of the TPC
completely. At much higher rapidities they would be seen in the forward time
projection chamber (FTPC). However, the FTPC is not capable of providing
particle identi¯cation (see Section 3.4.3).
At full magnetic ¯eld, low momentum tracks (p? < 0:2 GeV/c) are either bent
too much to reach the TPC volume, or do not create a su±ciently high number of
hits in the detector volume. At half magnetic ¯eld of B = 0:25 T, the transverse
momentum range extends down to p? = 0:1 GeV/c, which means sacri¯cing mo-
mentum resolution. Mid-rapidity protons traversing the TPC with a transverse
momentum, p? > 1:0 GeV/c, are not limited by the acceptance of the TPC, but
they can not be identi¯ed via their speci¯c energy loss (dE=dx), discussed in the
next section.
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5.1.6. Proton Identi¯cation
In Section 4.1.4, the method of particle identi¯cation via the speci¯c energy loss
(dE=dx) in the TPC gas is introduced. Correlating dE=dx with the momen-
tum yields the particle identity. Figure 4.3 illustrates the particle energy loss,
dE=dx, versus momentum (p) for electrons, pions, kaons, protons and deuterons.
Below a momentum of p < 1 GeV/c the observed particle species are clearly sep-
arated. Figure 4.3 shows only positive particles, the correlation looks the same
for negative particles. For TPC operation in the full magnetic ¯eld (B = 0:5 T),
anti-protons and protons are well identi¯ed in the transverse momentum range
from 0:28 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c. At higher transverse momentum, the proton band
merge with the bands of pions and kaons. It should also be noted that the proton
band overlaps with the electron band for momenta in the range 0:8 < p? < 1:0
GeV/c. This causes contamination of identi¯ed proton yields by electrons. For
extraction of anti-proton and proton yields, a quantity known as the Z quantity
was used, and it is de¯ned as
Z(m;p) = ln
µ
dE=dx
(dE=dx)BB(m;p)
¶
(5.1)
where dE=dx is the measured ionization of the detector gas, (dE=dx)BB is the
expected ionization from the Bethe-Bloch equation (Eq.3.8) for the observed par-
ticle species with mass, m, and momentum, p. The Z quantity gives a Gaussian
distribution of the particle species centered at zero.
Z-distribution from reconstructed global tracks were taken in ¢p? = 0:05 GeV/c
wide transverse momentum bins, in the transverse momentum range from 0:3 <
p? < 1:0 GeV/c. The accepted tracks within the rapidity region of ¡0:5 < y <
0:5 were required to have Nfithits ¸ 23 in the TPC. This hit cut removes split
tracks and it insures a dE=dx resolution of ¾ · 9% [72]. In Figure 5.5, four
characteristic Z-distribution are shown. The Gaussian yield of anti-protons and
protons is centered at zero. The yields of lighter particles are situated at the
left of the proton yield. Figure 5.5a shows the Z-distribution of particles with
transverse momentum in the range 0:35 < p? < 0:4 GeV/c. The proton yield
is clearly separated from the kaon, electron and pion yields. The higher the
transverse momentum (Figure 5.5b, c, d), the smaller the separation between the
di®erent particle species. The yields merge completely at p? > 1:0 GeV/c. The
yields of pions, kaons and protons were ¯t by a 3 Gauss ¯t function
f(Z) =
A¼
¾¼
p
2¼
e
¡Z¼
2=2 ¾2
¼ +
AK
¾K
p
2¼
e
¡ZK
2=2 ¾2
K +
Ap
¾p
p
2¼
e
¡Zp
2=2 ¾2
p (5.2)
where Ai is the area, ¾i is the width and Zi is the mean of each ¯t denoted by
i=¼;K;p for pions, kaons and protons, respectively. Generally, the ¯t function
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Figure 5.5.: Characteristic distributions of the Z-distribution, of minimum bias
197Au + 197Au collisions of centrality class 9 (5% central), in 0.05
GeV/c wide transverse momentum (p?) bins within a range of 0:35 <
p? < 1:0 GeV/c. At low transverse momenta the anti-protons and
protons are widely separated from kaons, while at higher transverse
momenta, they merge.
described the Z-distribution well, as shown in Figure 5.6. In the ¯tting proce-
dure, the area of the Z-distribution was a ¯xed parameter. The electron yield is
separated from other particle species in low transverse momentum bins, but was
due to its low magnitude not considered in the ¯t function. The anti-proton and
proton yields were extracted by making a cut on the width (¾) of the Gauss ¯t
function within 1 < ¾p < 2 from the mean of the proton ¯t (Zp). Additionally, a
cut of ¾¼ > 3 form the mean of the pion ¯t (Z¼) and ¾K > 3 from the mean of
the kaon ¯t (ZK) was applied in order to exclude kaons and pions.
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Figure 5.6.: Fit of the three Gauss function f(Z) (Eq. 5.2) to the Z-distribution
from particles with 0:65 < p? < 0:7 GeV/c.
5.1.7. Corrections
Identi¯ed anti-proton and proton yields are altered by detector ine±ciencies. In
this section, the corrections that were applied to the raw yields of anti-protons
and protons are discussed. The following issues were considered:
￿ Secondary interactions with detector material yield secondary particles (pro-
tons).
￿ Absorption of anti-protons in detector material.
￿ Energy loss correction of anti-proton and proton momentum, due to energy
loss of anti-proton or proton traversing detector material.
The reconstruction e±ciency is about the same for protons and anti-protons. A
ratio measurement is, therefore, inherently less prone to systematic errors caused
by detector ine±ciencies than a measurement of absolute particle yields. Thus,
detector ine±ciency has not been considered in this analysis.
Opperating the TPC in full magnetic ¯eld B = 0:5 causes an increase of factor 2-3
in momentum resolution [88], compared to half magnetic ¯eld B = 0:25 (Figure
4.5). Resulting in a momentum resolution of ¢p?=p? · 2% for global tracks
in the measured momentum range. Because of the ¯nite momentum resolution,
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no correction for momentum resolution has been applied. However, this factor
was taken into account when determining the systematic error of the analysis in
Section 5.1.10. The resulting ratios in this analysis are not corrected for feed-down
from the weak decay of heavier strange baryons, an estimate of the feed-down
e®ects is given in Section 6.1.
Background Protons from Secondary Interactions
Before the particles produced in a collision are detected in the gas of the TPC,
they must traverse detector material. The amount of material in the path of a
charged particle can be expressed in terms of radiation length, X0, (see Table
A.3). In the case of the 2001 setup, particles go through the beryllium beam
pipe (X0 = 3:0%) of the RHIC accelerator. They subsequently pass through 3
layers of silicon from the SVT (X0 » 6:0%). Before entering the TPC, particles
traverse the inner layers of the inner ¯eld cage of the TPC (X0 = 0:63%). Primary
particles may interact with nuclei in the detector material, causing the production
of secondary particles (protons).
Primary protons have a small dca (see Section 4.1.7). Since secondary protons
arise from interactions with detector material, they are not produced at the main
event vertex. They therefore give rise to a large dca, when the reconstructed
particle trajectory is extrapolated to the event vertex. Figure 5.7 shows the
dca-distribution in ¢p? = 0:05 GeV/c wide transverse momentum bins of anti-
protons (blue), protons (red) and the estimated proton background (green) within
the measured transverse momentum range. The proton background is dependent
on the transverse momentum and is highest at low trasverse momenta. The
proton dca-distribution shows long tails at wide dcas. The proton backround
distribution has been determined in each p?-bin using the following procedure:
The proton dca-distribution, dcap, is the sum of the dca-distribution of protons
produced in the collision (dcapprimary), and the dca-distribution of background
protons (dcapbackground) produced by secondary interactions
dcap = dcapprimary + dcapbackground: (5.3)
In secondary interactions with detector material, no anti-protons are produced.
Thus, assuming that the dca-distribution of primary protons (dcapprimary) and the
background free anti-proton dca-distribution (dca¹ p) have a similar dca-distribution,
except for a factor, C, due to the di®erent yields, Equation 5.3 becomes
dcap = C dca¹ p + dcapbackground (5.4)
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Figure 5.7.: dca-distributions of anti-protons (blue) and protons (red) in ¢p? =
0:05 GeV/c wide bins. The secondary-proton background (green) is
strongly dependent on the transverse momentum.
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Figure 5.8.: Dependence of the secondary-proton background fraction on p?
To study the dca-distribution of the background, GEANT [82] simulations have
been performed [91]. The study has shown, that the dca-distribution of back-
ground protons, can be described by an exponential function:
fdcapbackground(dca) = A(1 ¡ e
¡dca=k) (5.5)
where A is the amplitude, and the rise of the function towards a constant value
at high dca is described by k. The proton background, is large at low transverse
momentum, but steeply decreases for higher values. Figure 5.8 shows the fraction
of the proton background for di®erent p? bins.
To correct the identi¯ed proton yields, the background was subtracted in each
p? bin within the range of 0 < dca < 1:5 cm. A dca of less than 1.5 cm was
chosen to optimize the signal to background ratio for the extracted anti-proton
and proton raw yields. Applying this cut, approximately 6% of the background
free anti-protons are excluded.
Proton Background for Di®erent Detector Geometries
The 2001 run saw, for the ¯rst time, the full installation of the silicon vertex
tracker (SVT) detector at the STAR experiment. In 2000, the experiment was
equipped with only a small part of the SVT, i.e. one test ladder. Unfortunately,
the detector data were distorted by electronic noise during the data acquisition
of the 2001 197Au + 197Au run. It was subsequently discovered that the noise
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p 0.50 < < 0.55 GeV/c
Figure 5.9.: dca-distruibutions of protons in 2000 and 2001 at B = 0:25 T.
was caused by a grounding problem, which was later resolved. However, the SVT
detector was not available as a tracking device in 2001 197Au + 197Au run data.
A working SVT detector could have been used to match TPC tracks with the
spatial information provided by the SVT. If a track was found in the ¯rst and
all subsequent layers of the SVT, one could assume that it was not a background
track. However, the missing tracking information meant that it was not possible
to distinguish between tracks coming from the event vertex and from secondary
interactions in the detector material. This gave rise to a large background signal
in the identi¯ed proton distributions, as shown in the previous section. However,
it was found that Equation 5.5 describes the background of both the 2000 and
the 2001 detector geometries well, and was therefore applied.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the di®erence in the background for the di®erent detector
geometries. The distributions are both from data where the TPC was oppereated
in half magnetic ¯eld(B = 0:25 T) and are normalized to the number of entries at
dca = 1 cm. From the ¯gure we conclude that the secondary-proton background
between 0:5 < p? < 0:55 GeV/c in the 2001 197Au + 197Au run is factor » 3
higher than that of the 2000 run, caused by the additional amount of material
brought into the detector by the SVT in 2001 (X0 » 3:62;9:62% without, with
SVT respectively. See Table A.3).
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Anti-proton Absorption
Figure 5.10.: Absorption points of anti-protons in STAR's deterctor material for
the detector geometry of a) 2000 and b) 2001, before entering the
sensitive volume of the TPC. Results of a GEANT simulation.
Anti-protons pass through several detector materials, before reaching the sensitive
gas volume of the TPC. Anti-protons can be absorbed by annihilation in the
detector material. The e®ect is strongly dependent on the anti-proton momentum
and the amount of material which must be traversed.
The e®ect of anti-proton absorption in various detectors of the STAR experi-
ment, has been studied with a GEANT simulation. The simulation was done
for the 2000 and the 2001 STAR detector geometry. For the simulation, anti-
protons and protons, were generated within a transverse momentum range of
0.151, 0.22< p? < 1:0 GeV/c. They were distributed evenly at mid-rapidity
jyj < 0:5. The GEANT simulation yields two important pieces of information: 1)
Where absorption takes place in the detector material. 2) The absolute amount
of absorption.
Figure 5.10 shows where anti-protons are absorbed in the detector, before they
reach the sensitive volume of the TPC. The plot shows a front view (x-y-plane)
of the inner STAR detector. The absorption for the 2000 detector geometry is
shown in Figure 5.10a. The plot shows absorption points of anti-protons in the
detector materials. The beam pipe (X0 = 3:0%) can be seen at the center of the
plot with a radius r = 4 cm. The support mounts of the SVT are visible at a
radius r < 20 cm. The SVT test ladder is at x = 0, y = 10 cm, with a width of 10
12000 geometry: TPC operated in a magnetic ¯eld of B = 0:25 T.
22001 geometry: TPC operated in a magnetic ¯eld of B = 0:50 T.
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Figure 5.11.: Dependence of the anti-proton absorption MCout=MCin on the
transverse momentum (p?) determined in a GEANT simulation.
cm. The two objects with a diameter of 5 cm at (x = 0, y§20) are cable mounts
for the SVT. The inner ¯eld cage (X0 = 0:62%) of the TPC is located at a radius
of r » 50 cm. The same simulation was done for the 2001 detector geometry.
Points of absorption of the 2001 detector geometry are plotted in Figure 5.10b.
The anti-proton absorption is increased around the SVT (X0 » 6:0%, centered
with a radius r = 14:5 cm), which was fully installed by this time. The intensity
of the plot shows that the absorption has substantially increased, compared to
the previous year.
Figure 5.11 shows the total absorption of anti-protons in detector materials before
they reach the TPC gas volume, versus transverse momentum (p?) in 2000 and
2001. MCout=MCin is the ratio of tracks which have traversed (out) the detector
to simulated tracks (in). Protons (blue) which can only be absorbed by a hadronic
interaction were simulated for comparison. The absorption is strongly dependent
on the momentum of the produced anti-proton. The installation of the full SVT
instrumentation increased the amount of material (see Table A.3) through which
the particles must pass, thus bringing about a signi¯cant increase in absorption.
The anti-proton absorption in the transverse momentum range 0:45 < p? < 0:65
GeV/c is increased by factor ¸ 2 from 2001 (3%) to 2000 (7.5%). The identi¯ed
anti-proton yields were compensated for absorption according to Figure 5.11.
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Energy Loss
Figure 5.12.: Di®erence (times sine of the dip angle ¸) of the reconstructed mo-
mentum (p) and the initial momentum (pMC) due to energy loss
of protons in detector material, versus momentum (p). Determined
using a GEANT simulation.
In the preceding sections, the anti-proton absorption and secondary-proton back-
ground caused by detector material were discussed. Another e®ect which must be
considered is the energy loss of particles traversing the detector material. When
a particle traverses a material, it loses energy due to multiple scattering inter-
actions with same. It was shown that the energy loss correction appplied in the
global track model, assuming the particle is a pion (see Section 4.1.5), is not
su±cient in the case of protons.
In order to study this e®ect, anti-protons and protons with a momentum of
0:2 < p < 1:0 GeV/c were simulated with GEANT. The momentum di®erence
(¢p) of the reconstructed momentum (p) and the initial momentum (pMC) due to
energy loss of protons is shown in Figure 5.12. The dependence of the momentum
di®erence can be paramized by
¢p = p ¡ pMC = a=¯
n 1
sin¸
(5.6)
where ¯ = pc=E is the relativistic velocity of protons and anti-protons, ¸ is the
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dip angle, The constant a = ¡0:0032888 and the exponent n = 2:43938 result
from a ¯t to the distribution shown in Fig. 5.12. From the ¯gure one can read
that for example the mean momentum di®erence of an anti-proton or proton
with a momentum of p = 0:5 GeV/c is ¢p » 2%. The energy loss correction was
applied to reconstructed global tracks, used in this analysis.
5.1.8. Corrected ¹ p=p Ratio in Minimum Bias Events
The anti-proton to proton ratio in minimum bias events of 197Au + 197Au col-
lisions at a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV is illustrated in Figure
5.13. The mid-rapidity (jyj < 0:5) anti-proton to proton ratio versus transverse
momentum for the 5% most central 197Au + 197Au collisions of centrality class 9
is shown in Figure 5.13a. The ratio does not depend on transverse momentum
within the measured range of 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c. The mean value of all
¢p? = 0:05GeV/c wide bins is h¹ p=pij0:4<p?<1:0 GeV=c = 0:81§0:002stat: §0:05syst:.
Figure 5.13b shows the anti-proton to proton ratio versus rapidity, within the
transverse momentum range of 0:6 < p? < 0:8 GeV/c for the 5% most central
collisions. The ratio does not depend on rapidity within jyj < 0:5. The mean
value of all y = 0:1 wide bins is h¹ p=pij¡0:5<y<0:5 = 0:82 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst:.
The dependence of the anti-proton to proton ratio on the number of hadrons
produced per collision (Nch) is shown in Figure 5.13c. The ¯gure shows the
anti-proton to proton ratio of the 9 centrality classes de¯ned in Section 5.1.4.
The ratio is slightly dependent on the centrality of the collision, it is ¹ p=p =
0:83§0:002stat:§0:05syst: for the most peripheral collisions (less than 80% central,
class 1) and decreases to ¹ p=p = 0:78§0:002stat:§0:05syst: for the 5% most central
collisions (class 9). The statistical error h¹ p=pistat: · §0:002 of the data points in
Figure 5.13 is smaller than the symbol size. The systematic error been determined
to h¹ p=pisyst: · §0:05 » 6% and will be discussed in Section 5.1.10. The values
of the anti-proton to proton ratio versus p?, y and Nch shown in Figure 5.13 are
included in Table B.1.
5.1.9. Corrected ¹ p=p Ratio in Central Events
The previous analysis is based on 197Au + 197Au events from 9 di®erent centrality
classes taken with run type \productionMinBias". The same procedure will now
be followed to analyze the 10% most central events triggered by the central Level-
0 trigger in run type \productionCentral" (Dataset 2 mentioned in Section 5.1.1),
to be compared with the results of the analysis at high transverse momentum in
Section 5.2.
The cuts applied to the data are identical to those applied in the analysis of
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Figure 5.13.: Anti-proton to proton ratios in minimum bias events of 197Au +
197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV. a) ¹ p=p versus p? at mid-
rapidity for 5% most central collisions, b) ¹ p=p versus rapidity, y,
within the transverse momentum range of 0:6 < p? < 0:8 GeV/c,
for 5% most central collisions and c) ¹ p=p versus Nch at mid-rapidity.
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Figure 5.14.: Anti-proton to proton ratio in central events of 197Au + 197Au col-
lisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV. a) ¹ p=p versus transverse momentum
p? at mid-rapidity, b) ¹ p=p versus rapidity y within the transverse
momentum range of 0:6 < p? < 0:8 GeV/c.
the minimum bias events, as are the corrections to the anti-proton and pro-
ton yields. Figure 5.14a shows the resulting anti-proton to proton ratio versus
transverse momentum at mid-rapidity jyj < 0:5. The ratio is comparable to the
minimum bias result in the most central class. The mean value of all p?-bins is
h¹ p=pij0:4<p?<1:0 GeV=c = 0:80 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst:.
The mean value of all y-bins in Figure 5.14b, where the ratio versus rapidity
is shown, is h¹ p=pij¡0:5<y<0:5 = 0:80 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst:. The numbers for the
anti-proton to proton ratio versus p? and y shown in Figure 5.13 can be found
in Table B.2.
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5.1.10. Systematic Errors
To determine the systematic uncertainties of this analysis, cuts on event and
track characteristics were examined and uncertainties for each characteristic were
determined. The e®ect of these uncertainties on the anti-proton to proton ratio
was studied. The following event characteristics were considered:
1. Ratio dependence on runs taken on di®erent days (di®erent run number).
2. Di®erence of the mean h¹ p=pi in the 5% most central events taken with run
type \productionMinBias" and \productionCentral".
On the track level, the following quantities were considered:
1. Requiring a ¯t hit cut of Nfithits ¸ 28 ¯t hits on tracks from centrality class
9 in events from \productionMinBias".
2. Accepting protons and anti-protons with a dca < 2 cm, thereby subtracting
the background from a wider dca (compared to a dca < 1:5 cm) on tracks
in events from \productionMinBias".
3. Taking the momentum resolution of ¢p?=p? » 2% into account.
The e®ects on the anti-proton to proton ratio are shown in Table 5.2. In order
to determine the systematic error, the e®ects on the ratio due to uncertain-
ties in track characteristics were summed up, resulting in a systematic error of
h¹ p=pisyst: · §0:05. The e®ect on the ratio due to run number dependence and
from di®erent trigger settings, were found to be well within the systematic error.
Event characteristics E®ect on ¹ p=p
run number § < 0:010
top 5% min bias $ cent. § < 0:020
Track characteristics
Nfithits ¸ 28 § < 0:005
dca < 2 cm § < 0:030
¢p?=p? » 2% § < 0:015
Table 5.2.: Studies on event and track characteristics to determine the systematic
error of the analysis.
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5.1.11. Comparison to On-line Reconstructed Events
In this section, the results of the anti-proton to proton ratio in 197Au + 197Au
collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV determined using the on-line analysis of the STAR
Level-3 trigger are presented. Events recorded at the beginning of the 2001 197Au
+ 197Au run are analyzed. In the ¯rst instance, the events were written by
the 'L3EVP' node in the GL3 data format for quality assurance of the Level-3
Trigger system. The recorded events also served the Level-3 on-line event display
(L3GlViewer) and the Level-3 on-line monitor (L3Online) (see Section 4.3.5). On
the Level-3 Trigger system, on-line reconstructed events are available immediately
during the data-taking. By analyzing the events a short time after data-taking,
it is possible to get a quick ¯rst impression of the data quality. After on-line
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Figure 5.15.: a) Longitudinal event vertex (z vertex) Distribution of on-line re-
constructed minimum bias events. b) Uncorrected charged particle
(Nch) distribution from on-line reconstructed minimum bias events,
divided into 7 centrality classes.
reconstructed events were recorded early in the 2001 197Au + 197Au production
run, a similar analysis to that described in Section 5.1 was carried out. The ¯rst
results of the analysis shown in this section were available a few weeks after the
run had started. The information gained from the preliminary on-line analysis
was very useful for the anti-proton to proton ratio o®-line analysis. For instance,
the comparison of the 2000, 2001 detector geometries was ¯rst studied with on-
line reconstructed events. A sample of 137k on-line reconstructed events of 197Au
+ 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV, taken with the minimum bias trigger
were available within the ¯rst days of the data-taking run. This dataset is used
for the present analysis.
Figure 5.15a shows the distribution of the longitudinal event vertex (z vertex) of
a fraction of the event sample. The z vertex distribution peaks around zero due
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to the ZDC timing trigger at trigger Level-0. In the present analysis events with
a longitudinal event vertex of jz vertexj < 30 cm were used. A total of 104.7k of
the initial 137k events (76%) pass this cut.
Figure 5.15b shows the uncorrected distribution of charged particles (Nch) from
on-line reconstructed minimum bias events of 197Au + 197Au collisions. Particles
were counted if a track at mid-pseudorapidity (j´j · 0:5) with Nhits ¸ 23 and
a dca < 3 cm was reconstructed. The distribution shows a smaller absolute
multiplicity compared to the distribution in the o®-line analysis shown in Figure
5.3. This is due to the fact that on-line reconstructed tracks had to have a
substantially higher number of points in order to be counted. This was choosen
in order to avoid double counting of split tracks and to insure a good track quality.
In order to study the dependence of the anti-proton to proton ratio on the cen-
trality of the collision, the distribution (Figure5.15b) of charged particles (Nch)
was divided into centrality classes, as in the o®-line analysis case. However, due
to limited statistics, the charged particle distribution was divided into 7 central-
ity classes ranging from central (class 7) to peripheral (class 1) collisions. Table
5.3 shows the centrality classes, the centrality of the collision for each class and
the lower limit of charged particles (Nch) per event which an event has to have
in order to be accepted into the corresponding centrality class.
Class Centrality (%) Nch cut (¸)
1 < 75 1
2 75 20
3 60 51
4 45 105
5 30 184
6 15 285
7 5 370
Table 5.3.: Centrality classes used for studying dependence on collision centrality
for on-line reconstructed 197Au + 197Au collisions.
Particle Identi¯cation
Anti-protons and protons were identi¯ed, as in the o®-line analysis case (see
Section 5.1.6), by correlating their energy loss (dE=dx) due to ionization in the
TPC gas, with the reconstructed momentum. At mid-rapidity (jyj < 0:3), on-line
reconstructed tracks were accepted if they were reconstructed with Nhits ¸ 23.
The particle dE=dx was calculated on-line by the Level-3 Trigger system
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Figure 5.16.: Distributions of Z-distribution of on-line reconstructed 5% most
central 197Au + 197Au collisions, in 0.1 GeV/c wide p? bins within
the range of 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c. At low p?, the anti-protons
and protons are widely separated from kaons, while at higher p?,
the proton and kaon Gauss distributions merge.
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during event reconstruction (see Section 4.3.2). For the extraction of anti-proton
and proton yields from the produced particles of the recorded 197Au + 197Au
collisions, the Z variable introduced in Section 5.1.6 was used. As depicted in
Figure 5.16, spectra of the Z variable were taken in ¢p? = 0:1 GeV wide trans-
verse momentum bins from 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c. For this preliminary analysis
at the beginning of the data-taking run, the anti-protons and protons, which are
well separated from other hadrons up to a momentum of » 1:0 GeV/c, were
¯t by a Gaussian function. The mean of the anti-proton and proton Gaussian
function was found to be Zp » ¡0:02. This indicates that the measured dE=dx
does not exactly match the dE=dx calculated using the Bethe-Bloch equation.
However, since this is the on-line reconstructed dE=dx and no ¯nal calibrations
are included, a shift of the mean of ¾ = 0:2 is acceptable. Yields of anti-protons
and protons were extracted by a cut around the mean of the Gauss distribution
of the Z variable. For each transverse momentum bin an upper and lower limit
was choosen to optimize the anti-proton and proton yields and to minimize con-
tamination by other hadrons. Table 5.4 shows the ranges in width (¾) from the
Gauss function ¯t, within which protons and anti-protons, were accepted. The
merging of the proton Gauss with the kaon Gauss at higher transverse momenta
can be seen in Figure 5.16, where distributions of the Z variables in 0.1 GeV/c
wide transverse momentum bins are shown. The Z range of the cut, as shown in
Table 5.4, is marked with red lines.
min. p? max. p? cut in ¾Z min. Z max. Z
0.4 0.5 ¡2:75 < ¾ < 3:70 -0.30 0.40
0.5 0.6 ¡2:28 < ¾ < 3:70 -0.25 0.40
0.6 0.7 ¡2:19 < ¾ < 3:70 -0.24 0.40
0.7 0.8 ¡1:82 < ¾ < 3:70 -0.20 0.40
0.8 0.9 ¡1:73 < ¾ < 3:70 -0.19 0.40
0.9 1.0 ¡1:09 < ¾ < 3:70 -0.12 0.40
Table 5.4.: Correlation of the width (¾) cut of the Z-distribution and transverse
momentum (p?) to identify anti-protons and protons from on-line
reconstructed 197Au + 197Au collisions.
Proton Background Subtraction
Secondary protons are produced due to interactions of primary particles with
nuclei in the STAR detector material. Secondary protons typically have a wide
dca (see Section 5.1.7 and Figure 4.6). This causes long tails in the proton
dca-distribution. Figure 5.17 shows the distribution of (a) protons and (b) anti-
protons with the measured transverse momntum range of 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c.
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Figure 5.17.: Spectra of proton (red) and anti-proton (blue) dca for on-line re-
constructed 5% central 197Au + 197Au collisions, in 0.1 GeV/c wide
p? bins within a transverse momentum range of 0:4 < p? < 1:0
GeV/c. At low p?, the background fraction is about 25%.
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Figure 5.18.: Dependency of the secondary-proton background fraction with p?
for on-line reconstructed 5% most central minimum bias events from
197Au + 197Au collisions.
The shapes of the dca-distributions are similar to the dca-distributions in the o®-
line analysis. However, in the on-line analysis, the peak in the dca-distributions
at less than 2 cm is found to be considerably wider than in the o®-line analysis
case (compare with Figure 5.7). 90% of the anti-protons reconstructed with the
o®-line analysis, have a dca of less than 1 cm, while 97% have a dca < 2 cm. In the
on-line analysis 52% of the anti-protons are found to be within a dca < 1 cm, and
82% are found to have a dca < 2 cm. Factors responsible for this e®ect are the
factor sim1:5 worse momentum resolution (see Section 4.1.5) of the Level-3 trigger
compared to thy o®-line reconstruction and the lack of distortion correction of
the cluster data. However, for secondary-proton background subtraction, the
same method described in the o®-line analysis has been applied (see Section
5.1.7). This procedure was done for every dca-distribution from the six transverse
momentum bins, in which anti-proton and proton yields were identi¯ed. The dca-
distributions of protons (red), secondary-proton background after subtraction
(green) and anti-protons (blue) are shown in Figure 5.17.
The same trend as in the o®-line analysis can be seen. The secondary-proton
background is high at low p?, and falls steeply with increasing p?. The de-
pendency of the secondary-proton background fraction on p?, for a dca < 1:5
cm, is summarized in Figure 5.18. When comparing the secondary-proton back-
ground fraction found in this on-line analysis with the o®-line case (Figure 5.8),
one ¯nds good agreement in amplitude and general behavior of the curve versus
p?. This con¯rms that for anti-proton to proton ratio analysis, the faster on-line
reconstruction is capable of reproducing the result of the o®-line analysis well.
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Anti-proton absorption is dealt with in the same way as in the o®-line analysis
(see Section 5.1.7).
Anti-Proton to Proton Ratio from On-line Reconstructed Events
In order to determine the anti-proton to proton ratio from the on-line recon-
structed events, secondary background protons were subtracted from the identi-
¯ed proton yield. The anti-proton yield was corrected for anti-proton absorption.
To optimize the signal to background ratio, the reconstructed tracks of identi¯ed
protons and anti-protons were required to have a dca < 1:5 cm. In order illus-
trate how the corrections e®ect the raw yields, consider the following example:
At mid-rapidity (jyj < 0:3), the yield of identi¯ed anti-protons and protons in the
0:6 < p? < 0:7 bin for 5% most central on-line reconstructed events is Y¹ p = 19222
and Yp = 28461, respectively. The anti-proton yield was corrected for anti-proton
absorption of 7.02% which increases the yield to
Y¹ pcorrected = 19222 ¤ 1=(1 ¡ 0:0702) = 20673 (5.7)
The secondary-proton background was determined to be 7.3% after ¯tting, which
results in a corrected proton yield of
Ypcorrected = 28461 ¡ 28461 ¤ 0:07285 = 26388 (5.8)
This yields an anti-proton to proton ratio of
¹ p=p = Y¹ pcorrected=Ypcorrected = 0:7834 § 0:0096 (5.9)
In this case, the anti-proton absorption is quite low at 7.02%. At lower mo-
mentum, where the proton yield is widely separated from the kaon yield, the
absorption is found to be signi¯cantly higher.
The dependence of the anti-proton to proton ratio on transverse momentum at
mid-rapidity (jyj < 0:3) for the 5% most central on-line reconstructed events is
shown in Figure 5.19a. The ratio does not show a dependence on p?, although the
value for the ¯rst p? bin is slightly raised with respect to the higher bins. However,
both the secondary-proton background fraction (» 25%) and the anti-proton
absorption (» 11%) are highest in this bin, which results in a high systematical
error. The mean value of the ratio over the measured range of 0:4 < p? < 1:0
GeV/c is found to be p?-bins is h¹ p=pij0:4<p?<1:0 GeV=c = 0:80§0:004stat:§0:05syst:
Figure 5.19b shows the anti-proton to proton ratio versus rapidity (¡0:3 < y <
0:3) within the trasverse momentum range of 0:6 < p? < 0:8 GeV/c. There is no
dependence with respect to rapidity. The mean value over the six rapidity bins
between ¡0:3 < y < 0:3 is found to be h¹ p=pij¡0:5<y<0:5 = 0:81§0:066stat:§0:05syst:
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Figure 5.19.: Anti-proton to proton ratio in 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN =
200 GeV from minimum bias events, on-line reconstructed with the
STAR Level-3 trigger. a) ¹ p=p versus p? at mid-rapidity (jyj < 0:3)
for 5% most central collisions. b) ¹ p=p versus rapidity (y) within
0:6 < p? < 0:8 GeV/c, for 5% most central collisions. c) ¹ p=p versus
number of charged hadrons (Nch) at mid-rapidity, 0:6 < p? < 0:8
GeV/c. The systematic uncertainties for this analysis were deter-
mined to be h¹ p=pisyst: = §0:05.
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The anti-proton to proton ratio versus centrality of 197Au + 197Au collisions is
shown in Figure 5.19c. The correlation between particles produced and collision
centrality was shown in Figure 5.15a. Depicted in Figure 5.19c is the ratio versus
number of charged particles produced per collision, in bins of centrality class 1
(left - least central collisions) to centrality class 7 (right). No dependence of the
ratio on centrality is seen, although the value in class 1 is slightly higher than
that in class 7. The systematic uncertainties for this analysis have been estimated
to be in the order of » 6:5%, which gives a systematic error of h¹ p=pisyst: = §0:05.
The systematic uncertainties have been determined by varying the dca and Nhits
cut and rejecting tracks crossing the central membrane.
The numerical values of the anti-proton to proton ratio from on-line reconstructed
events versus, p?, y and Nch are included in Appendix B (Table B.3).
The results of this analysis compare well with the results of the o®-line analysis.
Bearing in mind the limited statistics of the on-line analysis system, the values
of the data agree within a few percent and are within the errors of the o®-line
analysis. This con¯rms the high quality of the on-line analysis. This result might
support the idea to use the Level-3 trigger to trigger on events with a high number
of reconstructed Lambdas (¤ ! p¼¡). In such a trigger algorithm a good proton
identi¯cation would be necessary to reduce combinatorics in the invariant mass
calculation of proton and pion¡ pairs.
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5.2. ¹ p=p Analysis at High Transverse Momentum
In this section, the analysis of the anti-proton to proton ratio at high transverse
momentum (1:3 < p? < 4:5 GeV/c) in central 197Au + 197Au collisions at a center
of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV is presented. The ring imaging · Cerenkov
(RICH) detector was employed for the identi¯cation of anti-protons and protons.
The coverage of the RICH detector is j´j < 0:3 in pseudorapidity. Its coverage in
azimuth is ¢Á = 20± at an angle of Á = 60± from the horizontal axis at 5 o'clock
(see Figure 2.7). Thus the measurement of ¹ p=p at high p? is limited to a small
but symmetric acceptance at mid-rapidity.
The RICH detector relies on tracking provided by the TPC to determine the
particle momentum as described in Section 3.4.2. The identi¯cation is carried
out by detecting · Cerenkov radiation produced by charged particles going through
a radiating medium. The · Cerenkov radiation is emitted in a cone, the opening
angle of which is determined by the velocity of the particle. Thus the momentum
is known, and particles can be identi¯ed by the correlation of the reconstructed
· Cerenkov angle and the reconstructed momentum (see Figure 4.8).
The RICH detector was included in STAR in the ¯rst run (2000) when » 800k
central events of 197Au + 197Au collisions at a center of mass energy of
p
sNN =
130 GeV were recorded. An average of one charged hadron with p >» 1GeV/c
was measured by the RICH detector in a central 197Au + 197Au collision per
accepted event. The number of charged hadrons decreases by approximately a
magnitude per GeV/c. Thus in every 100 events, a charged particle having a
momentum above p > 3 GeV/c was detected by the RICH. In spite of limited
statistics at high momentum, the anti-proton to proton ratio within a transverse
momentum from 1:3 < p? < 3:0 GeV/c was extracted out of this dataset [92]
[55].
The main goal for the second year of STAR operation with the RICH detector was
to extend the measurement of anti-protons and protons in central 197Au + 197Au
collisions to the trasverse momentum of 1:3 < p? < 5 GeV/c. It became obvious
that even if 5 million events were taken, one yielded only » 500 hadrons at p? » 5
GeV/c. Taking the reconstruction e±ciency to be 80% and an identi¯cation
e±ciency of »80%, the expected yield would be in the order of »300 charged
hadrons.
This makes the RICH detector a perfect candidate to use the Level-3 trigger
to select events with high momentum hadrons in the detector's acceptance. A
Level-3 trigger algorithm was therefore developed which could enrich the event
sample by up to » 10 times, by triggering on high momentum tracks in the RICH
acceptance.
In the following sections, we will give an overview of the dataset used for the
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Figure 5.20.: a) Correlation of the summed ZDC signal versus the summed CTB
signal of 10% most central events taken with the central Level-0
trigger. b) Longitudinal event (z) vertex distribution of the events
in the dataset.
analysis and show the e®ect of the Level-3 trigger on the dataset. Then we
will introduce the particle identi¯cation with the RICH detector, present the
corrections applied and conclude with the resulting anti-proton to proton ratio.
5.2.1. Central Dataset Details
A dataset of 2.52 million central events of 197Au + 197Au collisions at a center of
mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV was available for physics analysis. As in the pre-
vious analysis, the data were taken between August and November, 2001. Events
where taken employing run types \productionCentral", \productionCentral600"
and \productionCentral1200". Approximately half of the dataset is taken with
the STAR magnet operating with full magnetic ¯eld, and the other half with
reversed full magnetic ¯eld. The track reconstruction in the TPC was performed
with software production library version P02gc+P02gd+P02ge. The ring recon-
struction in the RICH detector was performed with the reconstruction software
of production library version P02gf.
5.2.2. Event Centrality and Vertex Distribution
The data were taken with the central Level-0 trigger (see Section 5.1.2). The
ZDC sum combined with the CTB sum were used to trigger on central events.
Required was a ZDC ADC count sum of less than 90 ADC counts and a CTB
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Figure 5.21.: Number of ¯t hits (Nfithits) in the TPC (a) and dca-distribution
of tracks with Nfithits ¸ 22 in the TPC and p? > 1:0 GeV/c (b),
within the acceptance of the RICH detector.
sum3 of more than 2000 MIPS (1 MIP = 5 ADC counts) (Figure 5.20a) to trigger
on 10% most central events from 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV.
The vertex distribution of the 2.52 million events is shown in Figure 5.20b. The
events were taken with the Level-0 ZDC timing trigger to restrict the longitu-
dinal vertex of the recorded events (see Sections 3.6 and 5.1.3). Due to the
characteristics of the Level-0 ZDC timing trigger, an additional restriction of the
longitudinal event vertex of jz vertexj < 25 cm was necessary. 77% of the events
remain after this cut . This criterion also insures that the events are well within
the acceptance range of the RICH detector. The RICH detector is located at
mid-rapidity and extends §65 cm along the longitudinal axis of the experiment.
5.2.3. Track Quality Criteria
The RICH relies on the momentum measurement of the particles in the TPC for
particle identi¯cation. The momentum resolution for a primary track is approx-
imately ¢p?=p? » 1% per one GeV/c in transverse momentum [88], for a track
with Nfithits ¸ 22. Figure 5.21a shows the distribution of the number of ¯t hits
(Nfithits) on tracks that were extrapolated to the RICH detector. Only tracks
within the detector acceptance with Nfithits ¸ 20 were accepted for extrapolation.
3expressed as MIPS, \MIP" stands for the energy loss/ionization of a \minimum ionizing
particle",
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Particles having a small dca are considered as primaries. Secondary particles
give rise to wide dcas and can be produced either by Lambda (¤ ! p¼¡), or
by interactions of primary particles (¼, K, p etc.) with nuclei of the detector
material. The ring reconstruction in the RICH detector employs only particles
that can be reconstructed using the primary track model, only primary tracks
having a dca < 1 cm, were used (see Figure 5.21b). This dca criterion insures a
high track quality and gives su±cient statistics for the analysis. It also suppresses
tracks originating from secondary decays [93] or primary particle interactions with
the detector material. 92% of all tracks which can be extrapolated to the RICH
detector pass the dca < 1 cm cut.
5.2.4. Level-3 Trigger Enhancement
Due to the small coverage (j´j < 0:3, ¢Á = 20±) of the RICH detector only a
small fraction of the particles produced in a central 197Au + 197Au collision at
mid-rapidity traverse the detector. The distribution of the number of hadrons
produced in these collisions falls steeply with increasing momentum. The number
of charged hadrons with a momentum of p > 1 GeV/c in the acceptance range of
the RICH detector has been measured to be approximately one per central 197Au
+ 197Au collision. In the dataset of 10% central events roughly every » 100rd
event, has a charged particle having a momentum p > 3 GeV/c in the acceptance
of the RICH detector.
To enrich the recorded dataset of central Au+Au collisions with a track having
a momentum p > 3 GeV/c in the detector acceptance the RICH detector (i.e.
RICH candidates) a Level-3 RICH algorithm running on the GL3s of the Level-3
trigger system was developed (Section 4.3.4). It was calculated that if RHIC
would reach the promised design luminossity of R = 2:4 kHz, the L3-Trigger
system would run with a rate of r = 50 Hz. Assuming that 5 events/s could be
written to HPSS, the L3 RICH algorithm would enhance the sample of RICH
candidates by a factor of 10, yielding up to 500k RICH candidates instead of 50k
in a unbiased event sample.
Unfortunately during the 2001 197Au + 197Au run, the luminosity of RHIC was
low and increased from a small collision rate of a few hundred collisions per
second in early August up to » 1000 collisions/s at end of Oktober. Figure 2.8a
shows the ZDC rate during this run. When running the 10% central Level-0
trigger, the STAR accepted » 7 central events per second at a ZDC coincidence
rate of 700 Hz. Where the DAQ was capable of writing » 7 central 197Au +
197Au collisions per second to HPSS at RCF. In early November the collision rate
¯nally increased to over 1000 Hz in the beginning of a RHIC store and the STAR
Level-3 trigger was used in the beginning of those stores to trigger on rare events,
thereby enhancing the taken event sample with ¨, 4He and RICH candidates
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(see Section 3.8.1).
For coincidence rates between 600 and 1200 Hz, the run type \productionCen-
tral600" was used to record an event sample which was enriched (biased) by
RICH candidates and other Level-3 triggers. In \productionCentral600" the de-
fault unbiased Level-3 trigger \True" algorithm was prescaled by a factor of two.
Thus, every second event was passed through unbiased, and remaining events
were available for the other Level-3 algorithms (see Section 3.8.1). The Level-3
trigger system would thereby reconstruct twice the number of events. It trig-
gered on RICH candidates, and increased the number of RICH candidates in the
saved event sample by a factor two. In run type \productionCentral1200" used
for coincidence rates higher then 1200 Hz, the unbiased Level-3 trigger true algo-
rithm was prescaled by 5, so that every ¯fth event was passed through unbiased.
The trigger would ideally reconstruct 4 times the number of events that could be
written to tape and thus would increase the number of RICH candidates in the
saved event sample by a factor of four. The L3 Trigger actually ran at a rate of
» 14 Hz and » 28 Hz in \productionCentral600" and \productionCentral1200"
respectively. In the run type \productionCentral1200" » 14% of the events saved
where triggered by the Level-3 RICH algorithm.
Figure 2.8b shows the coincidence rate for a RHIC store, at the end of the run,
where a high luminosity was achieved. For such a store, central events would be
taken under the run type \productionCentral1200" for »1.5 hours. Thereafter,
one would switch to \productionCentral600" for another »1.5 hours until the
coincidence rate decreases to below 600 Hz. Thereafter, one would subsequently
switch to take unbiased events with \productionCentral". The various run types
of the dataset are shown in Table 5.5. Owing to the low luminosity of the collider,
only a small fraction of the central event dataset was triggered by the Level-3
trigger.
Run type Prescale # Events # Events #RICH RICH
accepted candidates cand. (%)
productionCentral 1 2.092M 1.603M 21.2k 1.30
productionCentral600 2 0.349M 0.275M 5.9k 2.15
productionCentral1200 5 0.080M 0.065M 2.9k 4.38
Table 5.5.: Run types employed to record the central event dataset with cor-
responding prescale referred to the Level-3 True algorithm (prescale
1) unbiased events), number of events for each run type, number of
accepted events, number of RICH candidates and fraction of RICH
candidates.
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Figure 5.22a shows the uncorrected momentum spectra of charged particles that
traverse the active volume of the RICH detector for the various run types.
In order to compare the momentum spectra of \productionCentral600" and \pro-
ductionCentral1200" triggered (biased) by the Level-3 RICH algorithm and the
unbiased \productionCentral" run, the biased spectra were normalized to one in
the ¯rst bin to the number of entries of the \productionCentral" spectra and
divided by the \productionCentral" spectra (5.22b,c) In Figure 5.22b, it can be
seen that the event sample is enriched with tracks having a momentum larger
than 3 GeV/c by a factor of » 1:7. This falls short of the prescale factor 2, due
to the Level-3 trigger e±ciency of » 80% (see below). The increase of tracks hav-
ing a momentum lower than 3 GeV/c is due to the lower momentum cut used for
triggering by the Level-3 RICH algorithm. This lower momentum cut (p? > 2:7
GeV/c) was necessary to reach an e±ciency of the Level-3 RICH algorithm of
»80% with a momentum resolution of the on-line reconstruction which is, in the
mode the Level-3 track¯nder was opperated, a factor » 2:5 worse compared to
o®-line reconstruction (see Section 4.3.2). Figure 5.22c shows that an enhance-
ment of » 3:5 times the number of tracks having p > 3 GeV/c was achieved in
\productionCentral1200".
Taking the momentum resolution and the e±ciency of the Level-3 trigger system
into consideration, it was expected that the Level-3 RICH algorithm should have
an e±ciency of 80% compared to the o®-line analysis. This is supported by
Figure 5.23 which shows the e±cincy of the Level-3 RICH algorithm on the 2001
dataset. In the o®-line analysis, a track was considered to be a RICH candidate
if it possessed the following features: p > 3:0 GeV/c, dca < 1 cm, Nfithits ¸ 23
and j´j < 0:3. The tail in the momentum region 2:5 < p < 3:0 GeV/c is caused
by the slightly looser momentum cut used in the Level-3 RICH algorithm (see
Section 4.3.4).
For the analysis of corrected hadron yields, identi¯ed with the RICH, in central
events of Au+Au collisions taken in 2001, two factors have to be taken into con-
sideration: 1) To determine absolute cross sections, it is necessary to normalize
the hadron yields in the \productionCentral600" and \productionCentral1200"
runs with the number of events triggered by the Level-3 RICH algorithm, em-
ploying the Level-3 counters (see Section 3.8.1). 2) The e±ciency of the Level-3
RICH algorithm has to be taken into consideration.
However, in the analysis of the anti-proton to proton ratio discribed here, the
correction and extrapolation factors should be the same and are expected to
cancel out.
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Figure 5.22.: a) Uncorrected transverse momentum distribution of charged par-
ticles within the acceptance of the RICH detector from \produc-
tionCentral", \productionCentral600" (triggered, prescale=2) and
\productionCentral1200" (triggered, prescale=5). Enhancement of
tracks with a momentum of p > 3 GeV/c in the RICH detector in
b) \productionCentral600" and c) \productionCentral1200" runs.
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Figure 5.23.: Trigger e±ciency of the Level-3 RICH algorithm, compared to the
o®-line analysis.
Expected Level-3 Trigger Enhancement During 2001
The enhancement of high transverse momentum particles in the RICH detector
acceptance, using the Level-3 RICH algorithm has been discussed in this section.
It is worth mentioning that, due to the low luminosity of the RHIC collider in
2001, the desired data sample of 5 million events was not taken. The full potential
of the Level-3 trigger could therefore not be exploited. The rate of storage to
HPSS was, however, higher than expected, at » 7 Hz. An enhancement of
RICH candidates of » 7 could have been expected if RHIC had been running
at design luminosity. If that luminosity had been reached, the Level-3 trigger
would have processed events at a rate of 50 Hz. In such a scenario, the Level-3
RICH algorithm would have yielded » 350k RICH candidates (compared to 30k
under the conditions given here) for the desired event sample. This would have
increased the statistics by an order of a magnitude.
5.2.5. Pseudorapidity Distribution of Particles in the
Acceptance of the RICH Detector
Figure 5.24a shows the raw pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles within
the acceptance range of the RICH detector. These were required to be recon-
structed with Nfithits ¸ 23, p? > 1:0 GeV/c and a dca < 3 cm from events of
central 197Au + 197Au collisions having a jz vertexj < 25 cm. For a symmet-
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Figure 5.24.: Uncorrected pseudorapidity distribution from central events of
charged particles for events with a hadron with p? > 1:0 GeV/c
within the acceptance range of the RICH detector (a) from tracks
with Nfithits ¸ 23 in the TPC (b) from tracks with Nfithits ¸ 20 in
the west side and Nfithits ¸ 23 in the east side of the TPC.
ric collision system such as 197Au + 197Au, a symmetric distribution of particles
about zero pseudorapidity would be expected. However, the raw pseudorapidity
distribution in this case was found to be slightly asymmetric. The asymmetry
of the pseudorapidity distribution (Figure 5.24a) can be corrected by applying a
di®erent point cut for the east(positive ´) and west (negative ´) TPC regions.
A point cut of Nfithits ¸ 23 in the west side and Nfithits ¸ 20 in the east side
produces a more symmetric pseudorapidity distribution 5.24b. The TPC shows
di®erent e±ciencies at small pseudorapidities around the central membrane for
the east and west sides. This e®ect has already been seen in the central data from
the 2000 run [94]. From Figure 5.24b, the average number of charged hadrons
with p? > 1:0 GeV/c and j´j · 0:2 is found to be < Nch ¸ 1:88 per central
197Au + 197Au collision. The track criterion of Nfithits ¸ 23 in the west side and
Nfithits ¸ 20 in the east side was then used for further analysis.
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5.2.6. Particle Identi¯cation using the RICH Detector
The identi¯cation of particles in the RICH detector is done by correlating the
opening angle of the emitted · Cerenkov radiation cone with the particle momen-
tum measured in the TPC (Figure 4.8). See Section 4.2 for details about the
reconstruction process.
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Figure 5.25.: Residuals of extrapolated tracks and MIP in the RICH detector in
drift (x in local RICH coordinates) and bending plane (y in local
RICH coordinates) directions.
The di®erence between the predicted intersection point, given by the extrapola-
tion of the track from the TPC reconstruction, and the actual intersection point,
given by a MIP in the RICH radiator, can be used as a quality parameter and is
commonly referred to as a residual. A small residual at the pad plane implies a
small di®erence between the predicted and actual intersection point at the RICH
radiator. Thus it is desirable to select tracks having a small residual, since this
implies a well-de¯ned intersection at the RICH radiator, where the · Cerenkov light
originates.
The residual between the predicted track and actual intersection point (MIP) is
measured in the TPC drift direction4, (x in RICH local coordinates) and TPC's
bend plane (y in RICH local coordinates). Figure 5.25 shows the residuals in
both directions. The distributions are ¯t by a Gaussian function, ¯t results are
4z direction in global STAR coordinates
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given in the ¯gure. For the identi¯cation of the anti-protons and protons, tracks
with a residual less than ¾ = 1:6 (jxj = jyj < 0:5 cm) from the mean of the
residual distribution were accepted for the further analysis.
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Figure 5.26.: Mean number of photons (hNphotonsi) versus momentum (p) pro-
duced by protons traversing the radiator.
The number of photons (Nphoton) in the · Cerenkov cone for a given detector is
depending on the velocity of the particle (Equation 3.12). Accordingly, at high
momentum more photons are produced for a given particle species, or a faster
pion gives rise to a higher number of photons than a slower proton with the
same momentum. The dependence of the mean number of photons (hNphotonsi)
on the momentum is shown in Figure 5.26. In order to achieve a reasonable
e±ciency combined with a low background of the · Cerenkov spectra, a mimimum
of Nphotons ¸ 4 was required in this analysis. This cut determines the lower
momentum cut of (p > 1:3 GeV/c) at which protons can be identi¯ed with the
RICH detector.
· Cerenkov Spectra
The reconstructed · Cerenkov angle as a function of momentum is shown in Figure
4.8. Bands with low background centered around the predicted curves for pions,
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Figure 5.27.: · Cerenkov angle spectra for positive (red) and negative (black)
hadrons within the momentum range 2:0 < p < 2:1 GeV/c
kaons and protons can be seen. In Figure 5.27, the · Cerenkov angle spectra for
positive and negative hadrons within the momentum range 2:0 < p < 2:1 GeV/c
are shown. It is clearly visible that for particles having the same momentum,
the mean of the Gaussian distributions of the slower protons (p) can be found at
smaller angles than the Gaussian distributions of kaons (K) and pions (¼). Within
this momentum range, the proton and kaon distributions are clearly separated,
while the kaon and pion distributions merge.
We de¯ne the variable ¢µ = µexp ¡ µmp, which gives the di®erence between the
theoretical · Cerenkov angle, µmp, for a proton with a given momentum and the
experimentally measured · Cerenkov angle, µexp. If the measured particle is a
proton, ¢µ is small, and is Gaussian distributed about zero. If the measured
particle is a kaon or a pion ¢µ is greater. The theoretical · Cerenkov angle, µmp,
for a proton with the mass, mp, having the momentum, p (GeV/c), is calculated
using Equation 3.11:
µmp = arccos
p
p2 + m2
p
hnip
(5.10)
Using an average value hni = 1:29039 as the refractive index of the radiator (2001
run).
The advantage of using the ¢µ variable is that it shows the di®erence between
the theoretically and experimentally determined · Cerenkov angles (similar to the
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Figure 5.28.: ¢µ = µexp¡µmp spectra for positive hadrons within the momentum
range of 2:0 < p < 2:1 GeV/c. Spectra are ¯t with function f(¢µ)
given in Equation 5.11.
Z variable used for the dE=dx identi¯cation in Section 5.1.6). ¢µ is shown
in Figure 5.28 for the same momentum region as in Figure 5.27. The proton
Gaussian distribution is centered around zero. The distribution is ¯t with a 3
Gauss ¯t function
f(¢µ) =
A¼
¾¼
p
2¼
e
¡¢µ¼
2
=2 ¾2
¼ +
AK
¾K
p
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e
¡¢µK
2
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K +
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¡¢µp
2
=2 ¾2
p
(5.11)
where Ai is the area, ¾i the width and ¢µi the mean of each ¯t for pions, kaons
and protons denoted by i = ¼;K;p respectively. Generally, the ¯t described the
· Cerenkov spectra well, and therefore no attempt was made to include background
in the ¯t function. Studies of the dependence of background on the residual, ´
and number of photons have shown that for a residual of x = y < 0:5, ´ < 0:2
and Nphootons > 4, the background can be reduced to the order of » 4% in
this momentum region. The background will be taken into consideration in the
determination of the systematic error. Spectra of ¢µ were taken in ¢p? = 0:1
GeV/c wide momentum bins within the momentum range between 1:4 < p < 2:5
GeV/c. Due to the limited statistics at higher momenta, bins were widened to
¢p? = 0:25 GeV/c from 2:5 < p < 4:5 GeV/c. The results of the ¯t with the
function f(¢µ) are summarized in Figure 5.29. The solid lines are the theoretical
prediction for pions, kaons and protons using Equation 3.11. Points indicate the
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Figure 5.29.: The solid lines represent the theoretical prediction of the · Cerenkov
angle, µ, versus momentum, p, for pions (red), kaons (green) and
protons (blue). The dots represent the mean, the error bars the
sigma from the Gaussian ¯t on the ¢µ spectra. The dashed lines
show the selection range used for proton identi¯cation.
mean and the error bar represents the sigma of the Gaussian ¯t. Due to limited
statistics at momentum p > 3:5 GeV/c, the ¢µ spectra could not be ¯t here. The
black dashed line gives the selection ranges in µ where anti-protons and protons
are taken as identi¯ed. In the momentum range 2:0 < p < 2:25 GeV/c, a lower
cut of ¾ = ¡2, and a upper cut of ¾ = 2 was applied arround µmp to select
anti-protons and protons. The upper cut was tightened to ¾ = 0:13 at momenta
in the range 4:00 < p < 4:50 GeV/c, in order to reduce contamination from kaons
and pions.
5.2.7. Raw ¹ p=p Ratio from RICH Detector Data
The uncorrected transverse momentum distributions for anti-protons and pro-
tons, identi¯ed by the RICH detector using the aforementioned cuts, is shown in
Figure 5.30. Anti-protons and protons from all the events which were accepted
from the 2.5 million event dataset are shown as solid dots. The increase of the
spectra in the transverse momentum range between 1:3 < p? < 2:0 GeV/c is
caused by the low number of photons detected in the · Cerenkov rings in that mo-
mentum range (see Figure 5.26). The uncorrected transverse momentum spectra
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Figure 5.30.: Raw transverse momentum (p?) spectra of anti-protons (black) and
protons (red) identi¯ed by the RICH detector. p? spectra from
events that are not enriched (i.e. unbiased) by the Level-3 RICH
trigger are represented by open circles.
of anti-protons and protons of events which are unbiased by the Level-3 trigger
(prescale 1) are shown as open circles5. This allows comparison of the enhance-
ment of the yield of anti-protons and protons brought about by using the Level-3
RICH algorithm in the events taken with the \productionCentral600" and \pro-
ductionCentral1200" run types. The integrated raw yield of protons within the
acceptance of the RICH in the momentum range 3:0 < p? < 4:5 GeV/c is
Nbiased = 941 § 5 for the whole set of events and Nunbiased = 771 § 5 for the
unbiased events only. This comparison shows that the proton yield could be
enhanced by 22% with the use of the Level-3 trigger in the 428k events of \pro-
ductionCentral600" and \productionCentral1200" run types. The uncorrected
ratio of anti-protons and protons from anti-proton and proton yields of Figure
5.30 is shown in Figure 5.31. Events from the whole dataset, including events
enhanced by the Level-3 trigger were used. The ratio decreases slightly at higher
transverse momenta (p? > 2:5 GeV/c). However, a high systematic error is
expected at momentum p? > 3:5 GeV/c (see Section 5.3).
5Events which were triggered by the Level-3 RICH algorithm of the Level-3 trigger in the
\productionCentral600" and \productionCentral1200" runs are not included.
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Figure 5.31.: Uncorrected anti-proton to proton ratio,¹ p=p, versus transverse mo-
mentum, p?, for (anti-)protons identi¯ed with the RICH detector.
5.2.8. Corrections to Raw RICH Detector ¹ p=p Ratio
The secondary background was found to be less than 1% for protons with a
momentum of p » 1:0 GeV/c and a dca < 1:5 cm, identi¯ed in the TPC (see
Section 5.1.7). In the case of the RICH detector, there is approximately twice the
detector material (see Table A.3) which particles can interact with, before being
detected. The tight dca < 1 cm combined with the residual cut of less than 0.5
cm, suppresses the secondary protons to an estimated frction of » 2%.
To determine the absorption correction for anti-protons in detector material in
front of the RICH detector, a full GEANT simulation was performed. In the
simulation, the absorption of anti-protons and protons along the path through the
STAR detector was studied. Figure 5.32 shows where anti-protons are absorbed.
Regions of high density indicate a high anti-proton absorption. The SVT can be
seen at r = 14:5, as well as the inner ¯eld cage at r = 50 cm. These sources
of absorption are already known from a similar study for anti-protons detected
in the TPC alone (see Section 5.1.7). Within the TPC, anti-proton absorption
can be seen in the gas (X0 = 1:17%) . At the end of the TPC at an radius of
r = 200 cm, the outer ¯eld cage (X0 = 14:8%) can be identi¯ed as a source of
anti-proton absorption. Some absorption points are visible in the region of the
RICH detector. The radiation length of the RICH detector materials in front of
the MWPC is (X0 = 15%).
1245.3. ¹ p=p for Low & High Transverse Momentum
Figure 5.32.: Points of absorption of anti-protons in the x-y-plane, within the
acceptance of the RICH detector in the STAR experiment (2001
geometry).
For a transverse momentum of p? = 2:0 GeV/c a rate of anti-proton absorption
of 19% was found. Protons involved in hadronic interactions with the detector
material were found to be absorbed at a rate of 9.3% at the same momentum. At a
higher transverse momentum of p? = 4:0 GeV/c, the absorption for anti-protons
is still high at 17% and at 8.7% for protons. The dependence of the anti-proton
and proton absorption on the transverse momentum is shown in Figure 5.33. The
increase of absorbtion compared to the absorbtion of anti-protons in the TPC is
consistent with the additional Material that partcicles have to traverse to be
detected in the RICH detector (see Table A.3).
5.3. ¹ p=p for Low & High Transverse Momentum
The corrected ¹ p=p versus transverse momentum p? from 10% central events of
197Au + 197Au collisions at a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV is shown
in Figure 5.34. Within the transverse momentum range of 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c
the anti-proton and proton yields were identi¯ed by correlating the speci¯c ioniza-
tion of particles in the detector gas of the TPC (dE=dx) with the momentum of
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Figure 5.33.: Fraction of anti-protons (green points) and protons (red points) that
reach the active volume of the RICH detector and are not absorbed
in matter in front of the RICH detector, versus p? (2001 geometry).
the particles. The measurement was performed in the rapidity range of jyj < 0:5
with full azimuthal coverage. The ¹ p=p within this momentum range was corrected
for secondary-background protons and anti-proton absorption. The anti-proton
and proton momentum was corrected for energy loss in the detector material.
The ring imaging · Cerenkov detector was used for to identify anti-proton and
proton yields at higher transverse momentum within 1:3 < p? < 4:5 GeV/c. The
coverage of the RICH detector is j´j < 0:3 in pseudorapidity and ¢Á = 20± at
Á = 60± in azimuth.
The comparison of TPC data with RICH data is reasonable, since events of
central 197Au + 197Au collisions at an energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV are highly
symmetric around mid-rapidity. Thus, the particle yields measured in a limited
angular space can be extrapolated to the full angular range.
At low transverse momentum of 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV/c the ratio does not show
a dependence on the transverse momentum, taking the systematic errors in ac-
cout. Comparing the TPC data with the ratio determined using the RICH de-
tector, one ¯nds good agreement below p? < 2:5GeV/c. From the average of
h¹ p=pij0:4<p?<1:0 GeV=c = 0:80 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: from the TPC data, the ratio
decreases to ¹ p=p = 0:645§0:005stat: §0:10syst: at p? = 4:25GeV/c. However, the
systematic errors at higher transverse momentum increase as well.
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Figure 5.34.: Corrected ¹ p=p versus p? from 10% central 197Au + 197Au collisions
at
p
sNN = 200 GeV. Protons(anti-protons) were identi¯ed with
dE=dx in the TPC within the momentum range of 0:4 < p? < 1:0
GeV/c and with the RICH from 1:3 < p? < 4:5 GeV/c. Statistical
uncertainties are drawn as thin lines, systematical uncertainties as
thick bars.
The systematic error of the RICH analysis was determined by comparing the
global track model with the primary track model, taking the background in the
· Cerenkov spectra (see Section 11) into consideration and rejecting tracks crossing
the central membrane. Within the lower transverse momentum (1:3 < p? < 3:5
GeV/c) range a systematic error of h¹ p=pisyst: · §0:05 was determined. For the
higher momentum p? > 3:5 GeV/c region the systematic error increases to an
estimated h¹ p=pisyst: · §0:10, because due to the limited statistics proton yields
could not be ¯t in this momentum range and the selection criteria had to be
extrapolated. Additionally the r.m.s angular de°ection of » 0:5 [55] su®ered by
a particle traversing the detector material in front of the RICH detector becomes
an issue in a momentum rage p = 4:25 GeV/c where the angular di®erence
between a proton and a kaon is ¢µ = 1:32±.
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1286. Results and Discussion
In the previous chapter, an analysis of the anti-proton to proton ratio (¹ p=p)
in 197Au + 197Au collisions at a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV was
presented, in the momentum range 0:4 < p? < 1:0 GeV at mid-rapidity jyj < 0:5.
The ratio was found to be independent of transverse momentum and rapidity
(Figure 5.13, 5.14) with a mean value of h¹ p=pij0:4<p?<1:0 GeV=c = 0:80§0:002stat:§
0:05syst: and h¹ p=pij¡0:5<y<0:5 = 0:80 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: from events taken with
the 10% central trigger. For the 5% most central events taken with the minimum
bias trigger a mean ratio of h¹ p=pij0:4<p?<1:0 GeV=c = 0:81 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst:
and h¹ p=pij¡0:5<y<0:5 = 0:82 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: was found. From this analysis,
a slight dependence of the ratio on the centrality of the collisions was seen. It
decreases from ¹ p=p = 0:83§0:002stat: §0:05syst: for the most peripheral collisions
(less than 80% central) to ¹ p=p = 0:78 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: for the 5% most
central collisions. However, the e®ect is well within the systematical error of the
measurement.
In the higher transverse momentum region at mid-rapidity, a decrease of the anti-
proton to proton ratio was measured. It was found to be ¹ p=p = 0:645§0:005stat:§
0:10syst: at p? = 4:25GeV/c. However, the systematic error of the measurement
is large. In the following sections we will discuss these results and compare them
to models.
6.1. Feed-down of ¹ p and p from Heavier Baryons
The measured anti-proton and proton yields contain contributions from the decay
of heavier strange baryons (feed-down), Lambda (¤ ! p¼¡), Xi (¥¡ ! ¤¼¡),
Omega (­¡ ! ¤K¡) and their anti-particles. The decay of ¤ ! p¼¡ and
¤ ! ¹ p¼+ are expected to be the most prominent contributions to the anti-proton
and proton yields.
In order to estimate the contribution of feed-down of (anti-)protons from (anti-
)Lambda decays to the (anti-)proton yield, the data given here were used. The
preliminary proton and anti-proton yield in central 197Au + 197Au collisions at p
sNN = 200 GeV were taken to be dNp=dyjy<1 = 32:96 § 5:2, dN¹ p=dyjy<1 =
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26:70§4:0 [95]. Due to the lack of published results of Lambda yields at
p
sNN =
200 GeV, the anti-Lambda yield in central 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN =
130 GeV, dN¤=dyjy<1 = 12:3 § 0:3 [99], is multiplied by the increase in hadron
multiplicity, R 200
130 = 1:15 [97]. The preliminary anti-Lambda to Lambda ratio
¤=¤ = 0:83 § 0:02 [98] from central 200 GeV 197Au + 197Au collisions was then
used to calculate the Lambda yield. The feed-down corrected anti-proton to
proton ratio, ¹ pcor=pcor, from the measured ratio is therefore given by
¹ pcor
pcor
=
¹ p ¡ ¹ p¤
p ¡ p¤
=
(dN¹ p=dy) ¡ (dN¤=dy)
(dNp=dy) ¡ (dN¤=dy)
¼ 0:77 § 0:05 (6.1)
The decrease in value of the feed-down corrected ratio, is still within the system-
atic error of this analysis. At higher transverse momentum the feed-down e®ect
is expected to be smaller.
The anti-Lambda to Lambda ratio for 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 130
GeV reported in [96] shows a slight increase from central to peripheral events (see
Table 6.1). The larger the anti-Lambda to Lambda ratio, the more symmetric
is the feed-down in anti-proton and proton yields. The asymmetry of the ¤=¤
might contribute to the slight centrality dependence in the anti-proton to proton
ratio versus number of charged particles (Nch) shown in Figure 5.19c.
Centrality ¤=¤
0%-5% 0.71
5%-10% 0.74
10%-20% 0.73
20%-35% 0.77
35%-75% 0.78
Table 6.1.: Anti-Lambda to Lambda ratio in minimum bias events of 197Au +
197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 130 GeV [96].
6.2. Energy Dependence of ¹ p=p
In the introductory section to this thesis, Figure 1.7 illustrated the behavior
of ¹ p=p with respect to collision energy. In Figure 6.1, two further points from
RHIC experiments are added to the aforementioned graph. A mean value of
¹ p=p = 0:71 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: from central 197Au + 197Au, at
p
sNN = 130
GeV [99] and ¹ p=p = 0:81 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: for central 197Au + 197Au at p
sNN = 200 GeV, as well as the ¹ p=p ratios at SPS energies are plotted. The
¹ p=p ratio increases by a factor of » 11 as the energy increases from the top SPS
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Figure 6.1.: Anti-proton to proton ratio at SPS and RHIC energies.
energy of
p
sNN = 17:3 GeV to
p
sNN = 130 GeV, and by a factor of » 1:14
from
p
sNN = 130GeV to 200GeV at RHIC.
As already mentioned in Section 1.5, the production of anti-proton and proton
yields at mid-rapidity are customarily described by two processes: 1) production
of an anti-proton and a proton (Yc) during the hardronization stage of the ¯reball.
2) Transport of incident protons (Ytr) from beam rapidity towards mid-rapidity.
This results in
¹ p
p
=
Yc
Yc + Ytr
: (6.2)
Using this equation, the ratio Yc=Ytr of produced anti-protons and protons (Yc)
and the yield of transported protons (Ytr) can be calculated for the SPS and RHIC
energies (
p
sNN = 17:3, 130, 200 GeV). The measured ratios ¹ p=p = 0:065§0:0055,
0:71§0:05 and 0:81§0:05 give Yc=Ytr = 0:07§0:007, 2:45§0:7 and 4:26§1:88,
respectively. Thus, while transport processes dominate proton production at SPS
energies, the production of anti-protons and protons at RHIC are dominated by
particle production. This is equivalent to saying that the number of net protons
(pnet = p ¡ ¹ p) is signi¯cantly smaller at RHIC energies. This is referred to
as an \almost net-baryon free" region, at mid-rapidity. From [95] the number
of net baryons around mid-rapidity can be calculated to be dNpnet=dyjy<1 =
dNp=dyjy<1 ¡ dN¹ p=dyjy<1 = 34:7 § 6:2 ¡ 26:7 § 4:2 = 8:0 § 2:2.
An analysis of central 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 130 GeV has been
presented within the framework of the statistical model [5]. The best ¯t to 5
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identical and 4 non-identical particle ratios is described by a temperature T =
174 § 7 MeV and a baryon chemical potential of ¹B = 46 § 5 MeV. The anti-
proton to proton ratio given by this model is ¹ p=p = 0:629. A recent analysis [99]
resulted in ¹ p=p = 0:71 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: for central 197Au + 197Au collisions
at
p
sNN = 130 GeV. The di®erence between the ratio derived in the statistical
model and the measurement may be due to the lack of feed-down correction.
In order to predict hadron ratios in 197Au + 197Au collisions at a center of mass
energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV, the baryon chemical potential is parametrized phe-
nomenologically as ¹B » 1:3GeV(1 +
p
s=4:5GeV )¡1 [5]. Assuming a uni¯ed
freeze-out condition giving a ¯xed energy per particle of » 1.1 GeV, results
in a temperature of T = 177 § 7 MeV and a baryon chemical potential of
¹B = 29 § 8 MeV. For these parameters, the calculated anti-proton to proton
ratio is ¹ p=p = 0:752. This is in good agreement with the low momentum analysis
of the anti-proton to proton ratio presented here, especially in the case when the
feed-down of heavier baryons is considered.
6.3. Transverse Momentum Dependence of ¹ p=p
In Section 5.3, the transverse momentum dependence of the ¹ p=p ratio for 197Au
+ 197Au collisions at a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV was presented.
The predictions of a pQCD calculation and a non-perturbative quenched and
baryon junction scenario, i.e. the so-called Soft+Quench model, for the transverse
momentum dependence of the anti-baryon to baryon ratios in 197Au + 197Au
collisions at
p
sNN = 130 GeV are discussed in [100]. Although these calculations
are for
p
sNN = 130 GeV, they can be compared to the
p
sNN = 200 GeV results,
since it is expected that although the total value of the ratios will change, the
qualitative behavior will not.
Figure 6.2 plots the two models, as well as the resulting ¹ p=p ratio versus p? from
this analysis, as shown in Section 5.3. The application of pQCD theory predicts
that protons at high transverse momentum with small longitudinal momentum,
originate predominantly from valence quarks. This results in a decrease of the
anti-proton to proton ratio towards high transverse momentum. In Figure 6.2, the
pQCD calculation is compared to a non-perturbative Soft+Quench scenario. In
the latter, baryon transport is described by topological, non-perturbative baryon
production and a transport mechanism based on the Regge trajectory. Baryon
creation is enhanced by baryon junctions. In the baryon junction scenario, the
incident baryons are described in a Y-string con¯guration. While the 3 strings
of valence quarks fragment into hadrons, the baryon consisting of sea quarks
remains. The ¹ p=p value from the Soft+Quench model for intermediate transverse
momentum (0:5 < p? < 5:0 GeV/c) are higher than those predicted by pQCD
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Figure 6.2.: Red dots: anti-proton to proton ratio versus transverse momentum
(p?) in central 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV. Green
line: pQCD calculation. Red line: Soft+Quench model [100].
calculations.
The ¹ p=p ratio analysis presented in this thesis shows no strong dependence of
the ratio on transverse momentum, as predicted by the pQCD calculation. The
results are better described by the non-perturbative quenched+baryon junction
scenario. In conclusion, it would seem that the maximum transverse momentum
available in these measurements (p? = 4:5 GeV/c) is not high enough to enter
the range where the creation of anti-protons and protons and their ratios are well
described by pQCD calculations.
6.4. Fragmentation versus Recombination Picture
The measurements of ¹ p=p reveal that the central rapidity region of 197Au + 197Au
collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV is close to, but not totally, net-baryon free, since
the ratio is smaller than unity. It must therefore be considered if mechanisms
such as baryon stopping and transport from beam rapidity to mid-rapidity can
explain the data presented here. However, constituents of the beam nuclei (i.e.
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tion x.
their valence and sea quarks and gluons), are distributed over the entire rapidity
range. This is shown in Figure 6.3 which depicts the valence and sea u + d
quark distribution in a proton, calculated with the GRV-98 parton distribution
function [102]. The break-up of the initial state nucleons would already lead to a
baryon anti-baryon asymmetry, due to the valence quarks. This has been recently
pointed out in [103] and for the forward region of proton+nucleus collisions in
[104].
A nucleus+nucleus collision can be considered in a simple breakup picture with-
out \stopping". It is assumed that quarks and anti-quarks from the incoming
nucleons are resolved at a scale Q » p? = 1 GeV, which is a typical hadronic
scale. Their rapidity distribution is obtained from the GRV-98 parton distribu-
tion functions by translating the rapidity y of the quark into the longitudinal
momentum fraction x =
pquark
pbeam using [103]:
x =
Q
mp
e
y¡yb; (6.3)
where mp is the proton mass and yb = 5:36 is the beam rapidity of an nucleon
with an energy of EN = 100 GeV resulting in
p
sNN = 200 GeV at RHIC (Eq.
1.10).
Assuming that these resolved quarks and anti-quarks fragment into hadrons,
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Figure 6.4.: ¹ p=p ratio versus rapidity. Fragmentation of quarks directly into pro-
tons (red points). Recombination scenario (black squares).
some fraction will be protons and anti-protons. The ratio then equals the ratio
of anti-quarks to quarks. If so, the result shown in Figure 6.4 (red points) is
obtained. Both the absolute and the weak rapidity dependence appear to agree
surprisingly well with the data shown in Figure 5.13. In this simple scenario,
the measured ¹ p=p ratio is reproduced without additional need for stopping or
transport of quarks.
On the other hand, a recombination mechanism of liberated quarks and anti-
quarks could be considered to form the ¯nal state hadrons [105]. In this scenario,
a fraction r of the total number of anti-quarks will be \lost" to form mesons,
leaving N¹ q(1¡r) anti-quarks to produce anti-protons. At the same time, Nq¡rN¹ q
will remain to form protons. Hence,
N¹ p
Np
=
1 ¡ r
Nq=N¹ q ¡ r
; (6.4)
For r ! 1, ¹ p=p approaches zero. To estimate r it is assumed that rN¹ q anti-quarks
form pions, neglecting other hadron species for simplicity. This leads to
N¹ p
N¼¡
=
1 ¡ r
3r
; (6.5)
The factor of 3 in the denominator accounts for the three pion states (¼+;¼¡;¼0).
STAR measured an anti-proton to pion¡ ratio of ¹ p=¼¡ = 0:079 § 0:015 [106],
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leading to r = 1=(3N¹ p=N¼¡ + 1) = 0:81 § 0:03. Using this value of r in Eq.
6.4, results in the curve depicted by black squares in Figure 6.4. Evidently, ¹ p=p
is well below the data in this scenario. Thus, to achieve the measured ratio of
h¹ p=pij¡0:5<y<0:5 = 0:80 § 0:002stat: § 0:05syst: in central 197Au + 197Au collisions,
the recombination scenario requires additional production of quarks and anti-
quarks by gluon-gluon interactions, which would be expected. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that the additional production or transport of q; ¹ q-pairs must
exactly compensate for the loss due to meson production in order to be consistent
with the data. In conclusion, the anti-proton to proton ratio measured in 197Au
+ 197Au collisions can be reproduced assuming quark fragmentation into anti-
protons and protons. Alternatively, assuming a recombination scenario with a
realistic fraction of produced mesons requires substantial quark pair production,
possibly by gluon fusion.
It should be noted that apart from the two scenarios given here as an attempt
to explain the absolute value and the rapidity dependence of the anti-proton to
proton ratio, other approaches have also been discussed [107].
1367. Conclusion
In this thesis the anti-proton to proton ratio in 197Au + 197Au collisions, measured
at mid-rapidity, at a center of mass energy of
p
sNN = 200 GeV is reported. The
value was measured to be ¹ p=p = 0:81§0:002stat:§0:05syst: in the 5% most central
collisions. The ratio shows no dependence on rapidity in the range jyj < 0:5.
Furthermore, a dependence on transverse momentum within 0:4 < p? < 1:0
GeV/c is not observed. At higher p?, a slight drop in the ratio is observed. In the
present analysis, the highest momentum considered is p? = 4:5 GeV/c yielding
¹ p=p = 0:645§0:005stat: §0:10syst:. However, the systematic error is higher in this
momentum range. A slight centrality dependence was observed, where a decrease
from ¹ p=p = 0:83§0:002stat:§0:05syst: for most peripheral collisions (less than 80%
central) to ¹ p=p = 0:78§0:002stat:§0:05syst: for the 5% most central collisions was
measured. An estimate of the feed-down contributions from the decay of heavier
strange baryons results in ¹ p=p = 0:77 § 0:05syst:.
The measured ratio indicates a » 12:5 times higher value compared to the highest
SPS energy of
p
sNN = 17:3 and an \almost net-baryon free" region, at mid-
rapidity. The asymmetry of protons and anti-protons may be explained by the
contribution of valence quarks in a nucleus break-up picture. In such a scenario,
the absolute value of the ratio and the fact that the ratio does not depend on
rapidity (at mid-rapidity) is well reproduced. Fragmentation of quarks and anti-
quarks into protons and anti-protons is assumed.
An estimate of the ratio, when feed-down correction is taken into consideration,
agrees well with the prediction of a statistical model analysis at a temperature
of T = 177 § 7 MeV and a baryon chemical potential of ¹B = 29 § 8 MeV.
The temperature achieved is only slightly higher when compared to the top SPS
energy, while the baryochemical potential is factor » 10 lower. As in the case of
the SPS results, these parameters are close to the phase boundary of Figure 1.6.
The measurement of the ratio at high transverse momentum was of special in-
terest in this analysis, since at RHIC energies, the cross section for hadrons at
high transverse momentum is increased with respect to SPS energies. The weak
dependence of the ratio on the transverse momentum is well described by the non-
perturbative quenched and baryon junction scenario (i.e. Soft+Quench model),
where baryon creation is enhanced by baryon junctions. In comparison the ratio
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does not decrease within the considered momentum range as predicted by pQCD.
7.1. Outlook
As documented in this work, two new techniques were applied in the ¯eld of
heavy ion physics: 1) To identify protons at high transverse momentum, a Ring
Imaging · Cerenkov detector was used. 2) The Level-3 trigger was used to enrich
events with rare signals such as particles with a momentum p > 3 GeV/c, in a
small acceptance window.
Corrected hadron spectra from the STAR experiment, using the RICH detector,
are a work in progress at present. In this analysis a correction for energy loss of
the traversing particle in detector material should increase the resolution of the
· Cerenkov spectra. The consequence would be a higer separation of the particle
yields in the · Cerenkov spectra.
RHIC operation energies brought about an increase in cross section of high mo-
mentum particles with respect to SPS energies, so that these high momentum
particles became measurable. These capabilities will again be improved when
the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) at CERN is up and running. A center of mass
energy of up to
p
sNN = 5;5 TeV will be available in relativistic nucleus+nucleus
collisions at LHC. A shortcoming of the STAR RICH detector prototype was the
small number of clusters that de¯ned the projection of the · Cerenkov cones onto
the detection plane. ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [108] at the LHC
will be covered with 7 RICH detector modules. The aforementioned shortcoming
is expected to be eliminated due to the presence of a thicker radiator layer and
an increased photon e±ciency of the CsI layer [52].
Rare events containing particles such as Upsilon (¨), anti-helium (4He) and high
momentum particles traversing the small acceptance RICH detector, were present
with low cross sections at RHIC. The Level-3 trigger at STAR was successfully
used to enhance the signal of these rare particles. In 2003, the EMC information
was integrated into the Level-3 System. Right now it is under consideration to
use a combination the Level-2 and Level-3 triggers in the 2004 197Au + 197Au run
to trigger on events containing Upsilon (¨ ! e+e¡) candidates.
A high level trigger [109] [111] (HLT, comparable to the STAR Level-3 trigger)
will be applied in ALICE, where cross sections for rare events are likely to in-
crease, due to the higher center of mass energy. ALICE is again using a TPC as
the principal detector of the Experiment. The HLT system will run at a higher
frequency than in the STAR case, and the trigger system will have the capability
to process information from more detectors. This means that additional particle
identi¯cation information will be available at that trigger level, such as electron
identi¯cation via the transition radiation detector [111].
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Item Dimension Comment
Length of the TPC 420 cm Two halves, 210 cm long
Outer diameter drift volume 400 cm 200 cm radius
Inner diameter drift volume 100 cm 50 cm radius
Distance cathode ground plane 209.3 cm Each side
Cathode 400 cm diameter At the center of the TPC
Cathode potential 28 kV Typical
Drift gas P10 10% methane, 90% argon
Pressure atmospheric + 2 mbar Regulated at 2 mbar
Drift velocity 5.45 cm=¹s Typical
Transverse di®usion (¾) 230 ¹m=
p
cm At 140 V=cm and 0.5 T
Longitudinal Di®usion (¾) 360 ¹m=
p
cm At 140 V=cm
Number of anode Sectors 24 12 on each end
Number of pads 136608
Signal to noise ratio 20 : 1
Electronics shaping time 180 ns
Signal dynamics range 10 bits
Sampling rate 9.4 MHz
Sampling depth 512 time buckets 380 time buckets typical
Magnetic ¯eld 0, §0.25, §0.5 Tesla Solenoidal
Table A.1.: Summary of the TPC parameters TPCNIM:02.
Item Inner Sector Outer Sector
Pad size 2:85 £ 11:5 mm2 6:2 £ 19;5 mm2
Pad rows 13 (#1 to #13) 32 (#14 to #45)
Pad radial spacing 48 mm 20 mm
Pad cross spacing 3.35 mm 6.7 mm
Number of pads 1750 3942
Dist. anode wires to pad plane 2 mm 4 mm
Anode voltage 1170 V 1390 V
Anode ampli¯cation 3770 1230
Table A.2.: Comparison of the Inner and outer sector attributes and geometry of
the readout sectors of the MWPC of the TPC [47].
140Structure Material x (cm) ½ (g/cm3) X0 (cm) x=X0 (%)
Beam pipe total Be 0.1 1.848 35.30 3.0
1 SVT layer Si (mostly) ¡ ¡ ¡ 1.8
SVT total=3 layers ¡ ¡ ¡ »6.0
Insulating gas N2 30 0.001 37.99 0.10
TPC IFC Al 0.004 2.700 24.01 0.04
TPC IFC Kapton 0.015 1.420 40.30 0.05
TPC IFC Nomex 1.27 0.064 40 0.20
TPC IFC Adhesive 0.08 1.20 40 0.23
IFC Total (with gas) 0.62
TPC gas P10 150.00 1.56E-03 20.04 1.17
TPC OFC Cu 0.013 8.96 12.86 0.91
TPC OFC Kapton 0.015 1.420 40.30 0.05
TPC OFC Nomex 0.953 0.064 40 0.15
OFC Adhesive 0.05 1.20 40 0.15
OFC Total (with gas) 2.43
Insulating gas N2 5.7 0.001 37.99 0.02
Outmost shell Al 0:5 2.700 24.01 4.31
Outmost shell Honeycomb 2:0 0.037 ¡ 0.09
Outmost shell Adhesive 0.16 1.20 40 0.47
Support rail Al » 0:8 2.700 24.01 6.85
Outmost shell total (w/ gas) 11.74
TPC total 14.8
CTB slat total Scintillator 1.0 »0.20
Aluminium Al 0.1 2.70 24.01 1.0
Honeycomb front panel Rohacell 51 5.0 0.0513 ¡ 2.0
Neoceran entrance window Glass 0.4 ¡ »28.3 3.0
Radiator C6F14 1.0 ¡ ¡ 5.0
Quartz exit window SiO2 0.5 2.2 27.05 4.0
RICH total 15.0
Table A.3.: Meterial Properties in terms of radiation length, X0, of the materials
used in the STAR experiment [112] [58] [47] [66] [55] [52] [113].
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p? ¹ p=p (§stat.) (§syst.)
0.425 0:822 § 0:008 § 0:05
0.475 0:808 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.525 0:800 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.575 0:792 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.625 0:803 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.675 0:808 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.725 0:793 § 0:004 § 0:05
0.775 0:816 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.825 0:824 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.875 0:819 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.925 0:828 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.975 0:821 § 0:005 § 0:05
y ¹ p=p (§stat.) (§syst.)
-0.450 0:824 § 0:004 § 0:05
-0.350 0:817 § 0:004 § 0:05
-0.250 0:816 § 0:005 § 0:05
-0.150 0:810 § 0:005 § 0:05
-0.050 0:813 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.050 0:809 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.150 0:804 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.250 0:811 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.350 0:815 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.450 0:821 § 0:004 § 0:05
class hNchi ¹ p=p (§stat.) (§syst.)
1 22.5 0:835 § 0:010 § 0:05
2 42.5 0:837 § 0:007 § 0:05
3 77.5 0:829 § 0:006 § 0:05
4 122.5 0:821 § 0:005 § 0:05
5 187.5 0:810 § 0:004 § 0:05
6 267.5 0:806 § 0:003 § 0:05
7 367.5 0:801 § 0:003 § 0:05
8 462.5 0:789 § 0:003 § 0:05
9 562.5 0:789 § 0:003 § 0:05
Table B.1.: ¹ p=p with statistical and systematic uncertainties in minimum bias
197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV, versus transverse mo-
mentum p?, rapidity y and centrality classes hNchi.
144p? ¹ p=p (§stat.) (§syst.)
0.425 0:816 § 0:015 § 0:05
0.475 0:796 § 0:011 § 0:05
0.525 0:788 § 0:009 § 0:05
0.575 0:770 § 0:008 § 0:05
0.625 0:779 § 0:007 § 0:05
0.675 0:776 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.725 0:788 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.775 0:790 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.825 0:814 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.875 0:807 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.925 0:806 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.975 0:804 § 0:006 § 0:05
y ¹ p=p (§stat.) (§syst.)
-0.450 0:824 § 0:004 § 0:05
-0.350 0:817 § 0:004 § 0:05
-0.250 0:816 § 0:005 § 0:05
-0.150 0:810 § 0:005 § 0:05
-0.050 0:813 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.050 0:809 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.150 0:804 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.250 0:811 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.350 0:815 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.450 0:821 § 0:004 § 0:05
Table B.2.: ¹ p=p with statistical (stat.) and systematic uncertainties from 10%
central 197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV, versus trans-
verse momentum p? and rapidity y.
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p? ¹ p=p (§stat.) (§syst.)
0.45 0:814 § 0:012 § 0:1
0.55 0:771 § 0:010 § 0:1
0.65 0:783 § 0:010 § 0:1
0.75 0:802 § 0:010 § 0:1
0.85 0:799 § 0:010 § 0:1
0.95 0:804 § 0:011 § 0:1
y ¹ p=p (§stat.) (§syst.)
-0.25 0:808 § 0:021 § 0:1
-0.15 0:819 § 0:023 § 0:1
-0.05 0:819 § 0:025 § 0:1
0.05 0:816 § 0:027 § 0:1
0.15 0:806 § 0:030 § 0:1
0.25 0:800 § 0:034 § 0:1
class hNchi ¹ p=p (§stat.) (§syst.)
1 10.0 0:828 § 0:083 § 0:1
2 35.5 0:841 § 0:051 § 0:1
3 78.0 0:814 § 0:032 § 0:1
4 144.5 0:814 § 0:024 § 0:1
5 234.5 0:783 § 0:019 § 0:1
6 327.5 0:786 § 0:020 § 0:1
7 432.5 0:788 § 0:025 § 0:1
Table B.3.: ¹ p=p with statistical and systematic uncertainties from minimum bias
197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV reconstructed with
the online analysis, versus transverse momentum p?, rapidity y and
centrality classes, hNchi.
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0.425 0:816 § 0:015 § 0:05
0.475 0:796 § 0:011 § 0:05
0.525 0:788 § 0:009 § 0:05
0.575 0:770 § 0:008 § 0:05
0.625 0:779 § 0:007 § 0:05
0.675 0:776 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.725 0:788 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.775 0:790 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.825 0:814 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.875 0:807 § 0:006 § 0:05
0.925 0:806 § 0:005 § 0:05
0.975 0:804 § 0:006 § 0:05
1.375 0:813 § 0:011 § 0:05
1.625 0:778 § 0:007 § 0:05
1.875 0:757 § 0:007 § 0:05
2.125 0:763 § 0:007 § 0:05
2.375 0:745 § 0:009 § 0:05
2.625 0:706 § 0:011 § 0:05
2.875 0:685 § 0:014 § 0:05
3.25 0:656 § 0:012 § 0:05
3.75 0:619 § 0:026 § 0:10
4.25 0:645 § 0:047 § 0:10
Table B.4.: ¹ p=p with statistical and systematic uncertainties from 10% central
197Au + 197Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV. Protons(anti-protons)
were identi¯ed with dE=dx in the TPC within the momentum range
of 0:4 < p? < 1:0 and with the RICH from 1:3 < p? < 4:5.
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